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I. e;ipty magic
Mathematics has long been a paradigm for knowledge. Plato, Des

cartes and Kant all saw in mathematics an example of both how we know 
and what we know. In this light, the development of non-Euclidean geo
metry in the nineteenth century might entail a corresponding develop
ment in epistemology. Let us examine the geometrical side of the analogy, 
in order to gain an insight into the other side.

It all began with the fifth postulate of Euclid's Elements:

That, if a strai^t line falling on two straight lines 
make the interior angles on the same side less than 
two right angles, the two straight lines, if produced 
indefinitely, meet on that side on which eire the angles 
less than the two right angles. [Heath, p. 2]^

/

L-f

In figure 1, this means that line a, formed by the angle 2 = 90°, is the 
only line through point A that doesn't intersect line b. Any other line, 
such as c, formed by angle 1 < 90°, will intersect line ib, if suffic
iently extended. This postulate logically entails that the sxmi of the 
angles in any triangle is equal to two right angles, or angle 3 + 
angle 4 + angle 5 = 180°.

Are either of these statements obvious? In figure 1, although c 
will obviously intersect h, it is more perplexing as angle 1 grows



larger, as with line d. The definition of the perpendicular a is the 
line which makes equal adjacent angles at point A on line e. In 
figure 2, we must ascertain whether the angles in triangle ABC are 
equal to the angles 6 and 7 on a line f; or, to put it differently, 
whether angle 8 is equal to angle 5.

The first problem we are confronted with here is that we cannot 
evaluate angle measurements acciarately. By merely looking at a fig- 
lore, whether on the blackboard or in our mind's eye, we cannot say 
whether line a divides the angle on line e in exactly equal parts; 
nor can we say whether angle 8 is exactly equal to angle 5. If we 
try to remedy our intuitive^ inability by measuring the angles, we 
succumb to three objections. First; all measurement is fundamentally 
inexact. Second: any measurable, and therefore physical, figure we 
draw is only an approximation of the ideal figure we are speaking of.
Third: any statement experimentally derived seems to be a shaky foun
dation for geometry.

Otit intuitive problem with fig\ire 1 is compounded by our inability 
to imagine the limit of an infinite process. Line a can be defined as 
the first non-intersecting line as we swing line c towards line a, by 
increasing angle 1. As we try to imagine this process, and as the 
intersecting lines get longer and longer, our minds get dizzy, and we 
abandon the enterprise.

Thus, an intuitive validation of the fifth postulate is pre
vented by two limitations; our intuition seems less exact than our 
statements about our intuition, and our intuition cannot represent 
certain of oxar notions, like "indefinite" prolongations.

Geometers after Euclid seem to have sensed this intuitive xmcertainty, 
and they tried to remedy the situation by proving the fifth postulate; 
that is, by showing a logical certainty. Mathematics, from Ptolemy 
and Proclus on, saw the postulate as a "flaw" in the near perfect 
system of geometry, and they tried to prove it, again and again.
Many of the attempted proofs were reasonings ad absurdum; that is, 
they began with the "absxird" assumption that the fifth postulate wasn't 
true and followed the argument out in the hope of finding an absurd 
conclusion, a contradiction. But the proof grew longer and stranger 
(triangles with "defects," as3rmptotic straight lines) and still no 
contradiction ensued. It is this quest for absurdity that gave birth 
to non-Euclidean geometry. With the transformation of the infinite 
ad absurdum proof into a new geometry came, of necessity, a new under
standing of geometry. I will try to briefly delineate the transition 
to this new understanding.

For Euclid, geometry seems to have been the Xdyos of real things. 
"Lines," "points" and "circles" were seen as designating eternal, or 
at least unchangeable, objects that existed independently of oxir account 
of them. Geometry was first seen as a discovery of what is, of essences.
In this classical understanding, there can only be one true geometry, 
and its propositions must passively conform to the natirre of things 
that are.



Euclidean geometry presents itself as the systematic unfolding 
of the properties of lines, angles and figures. By unfolding these 
properties in a logical fashion we might arrive at a better knowledge of 
what lines, angles and figures are, but we already are said to know 
them in an intuitive way: we can almost see them. Hence, the Euclidean 
definitions cannot be criticized for their failure to convey what a point 
or a line is; "chey are not intended to do so, rather they are merely 
pointing to things we are already supposed to know. The words "that 
which has no part" would be meaningless to someone who did not already 
know %^hat a point was.

In the Euclidean viewpoint, the possibility of knowledge is grounded 
upon the assmed harmony between intuition and logic. The definitions, 
postulates and common notions are first assumed to mirror our intui
tion. Then, it is inferred that the logical consequences from these 
foundations are mirroring the actual relationships of intuitive things.
To give an example: I first assiame that my definitions of an isosceles 
triangle, a line and an angle are reflections of those things; I then 
logically deduce the property of two eqiaal angles from those definitions; 
finally, I assert that this logical deduction is a mirror-like reflection 
of the actual property of isosceles triangles, although as noted above,
I cannot intuit this equality of angles. Thus, I can discover relation
ships and properties of my intuitions which I cannot directly intuit, by 
means of an assumed one-to-one relationship between logical and intui
tive entities.

It is essential to the Euclidean viewpoint that there be only one 
geometry which truly describes the relationships of points and lines.
This follows from the fact that our intuitions are seen as having only 
one series of relationships. For example: the straight line entering 
a triangle at its vertex intersects the line opposite that vertex. It 
cannot be said to both intersect and not intersect, in our image of it.

I’Jhen Lobachevski denied the fifth postulate in his Theory of Parallels 
(presented in 1826), by making one breach in the Euclidean structure, he 
opened the way for a revolutionary understanding of geometry, and, hence, 
the destruction of the whole Euclidean vievTpoint.

Lobachevski begins with a definition of a straight line which seems 
strictly Euclidean:

1. A straight line fits upon itself in all its posi
tions . ^ this I mean that dioring the revolution of
the surface containing it, the straight line does not 
change its place if it goes through two xmmoving points 
in the surface; (i.e., if we turn the surface con
taining it about two points of the line, the line does 
not move). [Bonola, p. 11]

But, in the crucial sixteenth proposition, Lobachevski takes leave 
of Euclid.



Given the "uncertainty" of the fifth postulate, Lohachevski asserts that 
it is "possible" that there he a line AF (see figure 3K formed by the 
angle DAF < 90°, which does not intersect line DC and which divides all 
lines through point A into intersecting ones (like line c) and non-inter
secting ones (like line b). The line AF is called the "parallel" through 
point A to line DC, and the angle DAF is called the "angle of parallelism. 
The angle of parallelism can be proven to vary inversely as the length AD. 
Thus, as AD approaches zero length, the angle of parallelism approaches a 
right angle. Thus Euclidean figures can be seen as special cases (that 
of very small magnitudes) of Lohachevski's figures. Figure 4 illustrates 
one of the many surprising consequences of Lohachevski's hypothesis: 
the Sacharri Quadrilateral which contains two right angles and two acute 
angles. Needless to say, Lohachevski’s geometry is completely different 
from Euclid's and, of course, the two are contradictory.

In what respect, though, are these two systems contradictory? I 
contend that Lohachevski is not presenting us with a new intuition, 
different from Euclid's. Although, for the sake of clarity the line a 
in figiire 3 is drawn distinctly from line AE, Lohachevski can assert 
that, for all the magnitudes which we can intuit, the angle of parallel
ism is as close as we want to 90°. Similarly, the angles at G and H in 
figure 4 must he said, if we are not to violate Lohachevski's defini
tion of a straight line, to he indistinguishable from the 90° angle 
Euclid woTold describe there. In other words, figures 1 and 2 can he 
said to represent both Euclid's parallels and triangles and Lohachevski's. 
Or again, to get to the core of the matter, Euclid's straight line is 
indistinguishable, intuitively, from Lohachevski's straight line.

The contradiction between the two geometries is thus a contra
diction in logical accounts; Euclid describes the angles in figxires 
1 and 2 one way, while Lohachevski describes the same angles in another 
way. Lohachevski's geometry creates two problems for a classical geo
meter. First, the harmony postulated between intuitive figures and our 
accounts of them has been destroyed in one case; Lohachevski's geometry 
forces us to conclude that our intuition of parallels and angles is 
vague and amorphous enough to permit two contradictory accounts. Second, 
more importantly, the belief in one true geometry is weakened by the 
existence of two geometries; although the classical geometer can assert 
that one, and only one of these geometries is "true" (i.e., that either 
the sum of the angles in an intuitive triangle is equal to two right 
angles, or it is not, but not both), he has no Justification for asserting 
which is the "true" geometry. Tlie dilemma is further complicated by the 
development of elliptic geometry which asserts that there are no parallels



at all; this geometry, like Lobachevski's and Euclid's, saves the 
appearances: it too describes the same intuitions differently.

Let us pause and realize the magnitude of the problem: the possi
bility of knowing the ''truth" about our intuition is being denied. 
Frightened geometers, seeing the whole Euclidean viewpoint crumbling, 
sought a criterion that would help them to distinguish and compare the 
several geometries (perhaps with the vague hope of re-establishing one 
"true" geometry). Since no intuitive criterion could be found to choose 
between the geometries, geometers began to analyze them on purely logical 
grounds; that is, they analyzed the logical description itself, inde
pendently of its intuitive applications. This new, formalistic direction 
of geometry completed the destruction of the classical harmony that 
Lobachevski had begun.

Logically, any geometry can be described as the combination of a 
set of assumptions, like the parallel postulate, and an unlimited series 
of propositions that are logically derived, or deduced, from these in
dividual assumptions and their combinations. Two kinds of logical errors 
seem possible: a faulty deduction and an inconsistency. To assert that 
a proposition follows from an assumption when it doesn't is a faulty 
deduction; this kind of error, however, does not kill geometries: at 
worst it transforms a proposition into an assimption. An inconsistency 
is the assertion of two contradictory propositions or assumptions; 
this kind of error kills geometries, for it forces one to eliminate one 
of the two contradictory statements, and thus to eliminate one of the 
assumptions at the foundation of the geometry. We have already seen 
how the negation of one assumption, like the parallel postulate, com
pletely transforms a geometiy.

The problem is thtis to determine whether Lobachevskian geometry is 
inconsistent. How is this to be accomplished? One way would be to 
continually derive new propositions until we proved a proposition that 
contradicted an assvunption or another proposition. Clearly this method 
is too haphazard and biased to be satisfactory. Since all the propo
sitions of a geometry are deduced from its assumptions, a more system
atic approach would be to look at the assiomptions alone, to look for 
contradictions in the foundations of geometry. This is precisely what 
David Hilbert did.

In his Foundations of Geometry, first published in 1899, Hilbert 
presents a paradigm of the new formalistic approach in geometry. He 
describes the logical nature of his endeavor in his Introduction:

Geometry...requires only a few and simple principles 
for its logical development. These principles are 
called the axioms of geometry. The establishment of 
the axioms of geometry and the investigation of their 
relationship is a problem which has been treated in 
many excellent works...since the time of Euclid. This 
problem is equivalent to the logical analysis of our 
perception of space.

This present investigation is a new attempt to 
establish for geometry a complete, and as simple as



possiblei set of axioms and to deduce from them 
the most important geometric theorems in such a 
vay that the meaning of the various groups of 
axioms, as well as the significance of the con
clusions that can he drawn from the individual 
axioms, come to light. [Hilbert, p. 2]

Hilbert begins, then, by analytically extracting these '‘axioms" from 
Euclidean and Lobachevskian geometry. This very analysis, because it 
cleaves geometry into a logical form independent from the intuitive con
tent, shall prove to be one of the t\u:ning points of the history of 
geometry.

Hilbert's work reads like a logical treatise, and the few diagrams 
that do appear are pedagogical tools, far from the mainstream of the 
argument. He defines points, lines and planes as "three distinct sets 
of objects" which have "certain mutual relations"; "these relations are 
denoted by words like 'lie,' 'between,' 'congruent.'" Hilbert adds that 
"the precise and mathematically complete description of these relations 
follows from the axioms of geometry." [p. 3] Insofar as the axioms 
are the predication of "relations" to the "sets of objects," it is clear 
that point, "line" and "lie" define each other and that each word 
has no meaning by itself. We shall return to this vicious circle of 
meaning shortly.

Hilbert divides his axioms into five groups, each group corres
ponding to a characteristic of geometrical objects; these groups are: 
incidence, order, congruence, parallelism and continuity. Although this 
particular arrangement of axioms can be disagreed with, I think one must 
agree that this arrangement completely characterizes the form of Euclidean 
and Lobachevskian geometries. Hilbert's demonstration of a few, well- 
chosen consequences of these axioms indicates that we can derive all 
the propositions of the two geometries from these five groups. Indeed, 
with a few notable exceptions, we recognize most of Hilbert's axioms 
as reformulations of Euclidean and Lobachevskian assumptions. A few 
of the axioms are not explicitly stated in either geometry because they 
are intuitive (axiom II, 1 states that if point B is between A and C, 
then it is also between C and A [p. 5]). Also, Euclid's proposition 
I, k appears as axiom III, 5 [p. 12].3 Finally, Hilbert proves Euclid's 
fo'orth postulate, [p. 20]

Hilbert describes Euclidean and Lobachevskian geometries as two 
systems which share every axiom but the axiom of parallelism. He then 
proceeds to prove that these two systems are equally consistent. Hilbert 
accomplishes this by introducting a criterion of consistency that is 
outside the realm of geometry: the consistency of numbers.Stated 
briefly, Hilbert establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the 
elements and relationships of each geometry and the numbers and equations 
of analytic geometry. Thus, Hilbert proves that the two geometries are 
both Just as consistent as the numerical system of analytic geometry.
[pp. 29-33]

After this proof there can no longer be any hope of discovering which 
of the two geometries is "true." Yet, the classical geometer can still 
console himself with the thought that, behind this veil of contradictory



appearance, 'beyond the sphere of oiir limited intuition and understanding, 
there are triangles which have a definite mensuration. The classical 
geometer has resigned himself to ignorance, 'but he still "believes in 
truth. But even this last solace, this unknowable truth, is menaced 
by the implications of Hilbert's formalism.

If we accept Hilbert's claim that his axioms are the formulation 
of the logical account contained in geometry,—and indeed his ability 
to deduce important propositions is very persuasive—then we are forced 
to reconsider our established notions about geometry. If such words as 
"line" and "point" are merely logical entities, they become emptier 
and yet richer than their Euclidean counterparts. The word "line" and 
"lie" are defined by their relations with other words, like "point," 
"contains" and "straight," in the logical formulations of axioms. These 
axioms are themselves defined by the words they contain and by other 
axioms.

A little "Jabberwocky" [Carrol, p. 191] applied to Hilbert's axiom 1,1 
will illustrate the implications of formalism:

"For every 2 points A, B there exists a line a that contains each 
of the points A, B." [Hilbert, p. 3]

A B ^ A B • • ---> . -------- --- ;--►
■figure. 5

This axiom is an account of the intuitive situation depicted above.
There doesn't seem to be much more we can say about figure 5, yet much 
has been lost in the translation from image to words. Since "point," 
"line" and "contains" are merely "objects" and "relations" which 
have no intuitive meaning in themselves, we can translate this purely 
logical account thus:

"For every 2 wabes A, B there exists a borogove a that gimbles 
each of the wabes A, B." [Carrol, p. 191]^

It is clear that the above statement could refer to an unlimited number 
of intuitive situations and concrete instances, both in geometry and 
outside it, depending on the interpretation of "wabes," "borogoves" 
and "gimbles." Once I interpret one word (e.g., let "wabe" mean "geo
metry"), I then limit the possible interpretations of the other two. As 
the number of words I interpret gets larger, the number of possible inter
pretations of the remaining words gets smaller. For example, if I in- 
interpret "borogove" as "perplexed Platonic geometer," then "gimbles" 
can no longer be interpreted as "accepts as Truth," though "gimbles" 
can still denote a multitude of things. The point is that figure 5 
and a perplexed Platonic geometer confronting 2 geometries are both 
described by axiom I, 1.

The word "exists" is meant in a purely logical way in the above 
axiom. "Exists" means that the axiom is a logical possibility because 
it is not contradictory; after proving the consistency of Euclidean



geometry, Hilbert asserts that "the existence of ordinary geometry has 
been proven." [top, p. 33] Thus, the existence asserted here is merely 
a conceptual possibility. Translated a second time, the axiom states:

"For every 2 wabes A, B it is possible to conceive a borogove a 
that gimbles each of the wabes A, B."

Lobachevski showed us that triangles are mute, they refuse to tell 
us exactly how many degrees their angles contain; that is, he showed 
that our intuition is empty of one necessary logical description, and 
yet full of several possible logical interpretations. The blankness 
of intuition led geometers like Hilbert to seek a securer basis for 
knowledge in o\ar logical accounts of intuition. But this new direction 
only makes matters worse. The empty richness that Lobachevski showed 
us in our intuitions, reappears in Hilbert's analysis of our accounts. 
Hilbert's axioms seem more formless than Lobachevski's triangles. The 
axioms are so general and abstract that they allow an xinlimited nmber 
of intuitive interpretations. Lobachevski produced two geometries to 
explain one intuition, it remains to be shown that one geometry can 
explain two intuitions. Poincar^ accomplishes this with his proof 
of the equal consistency of Lobachevskian and Euclidean geometries.

Like Hilbert, Henri Poincarg sought a way to compare the con
sistency of the two geometries. The solution Poincar^ offers in his 
Science and Hypothesis (published in 1903) is less complicated than 
Hilbert's because it doesn't appeal to something outside geometry.
Poincar^ proves that both geometries are equally consistent by showing 
that the Euclidean description of a "semicircle" is logically identical 
to the Lobachevskian description of a "straight line," provided the 
other Lobachevskian words are interpreted right. This process of 
finding a new intuitive application for an axiom or a series of axioms 
is known as the creation of a "model." Models are a direct consequence 
of Hilbert's assertion of the emptiness of axioms: the very multitude 
of intuitive applications of an axiom reflects that the axiom has no 
specific intuitive meaning. Also, because the words of an axiom are 
merely logical entities, it is possible to find a Euclidean proposition 
that is logically identical to Lobachevski's parallel axiom, although 
the words will differ.

Just as we replaced "points" by "geometries" in Hilbert's axiom I, 1, 
Poincard sets up a "dictionary" where Euclidean words are translated, 
into Lobachevskian words:



EUCLID'S llORDSLODACHEVSKI'S UORDS
space above line a space
semicircle UV infinite line UV
angle between 2 semicircles angle between 2 lines
(defined by tangents, see fig. T)
2 A'V* B*U length of segment AB®

If the above "translations" are made, the Euclidean propositions about 
semicircles become Lobachevskian propositions about straight lines. It 
then follows that these Lobachevskian propositions are Just as consistent 
as Euclid's. An example will clarify this;

Euclid: the angles formed by 2 
parallel lines a, b and a third 
line are equal to two right angles.

Euclid; the angles formed by 
the tangent of 2 coinciding semi 
circles a, b and the tangent of 
a third semicircle are equal to 
less than two right angles.

Lobachevski; the angles formed 
by two parallel lines a, b and a 
third line c are equal to less 
than two right angles.

Lobachevski; the angles formed 
by two parallel lines a, b and 
a third line c are equal to 
less than two right angles.

Figure 3A reproduces figvire 1. Euclid and Lobachevski have contradictory 
accounts for figure 8A: they disagree about the value of angle DAF (if 
angle ADC is given as right). Figure 8B represents Poincard's model.
Euclid's description of figure 8D, translated according to Poincare's 
"dictionary," yields Lobachevski's description of figure 8A. Since according 
to the dictionary, point V is not in Lobachevski's "space," the "lines" 
a and b do not intersect and are therefore parallel. Note also 
that "length DV," according to the dictionary, is equal to "% log V-J-iP. 
or "'2 log 1" which is infinity; thus "line" UV, by translation, U'U,D'V 
is infinitely long. Hence, Lobachevski's parallel axiom has been shown 
to be just as consistent as the Euclidean proposition about semicircles 
illustrated in figure SB.

The insight underlying Poincare's discovery of mathematical models 
is the realization of a fundamental lack of harmony between intuitions 
and axioms. This insight results from the combination of Lobachevski's 
discovery of the formlessness of intuitions with Hilbert's discovery of 
the contentlessness of axioms. Given one intuition, like figure 8A, or 8B, we can supply several equally consistent descriptive axioms.



Given one axiom (like Lobachevski's parallel axiom) or axiomatic system 
we can supply several intuitions (witness 8A and 8L)). We have no logical 
way of choosing among the various possibilities offered, whether they are 
intuitive instances, or descriptive axioms. Thus, Truth, the last solace 
of the classical geometer has no meaning in the realm of non-Euclidean 
geometry. Truth is essentially one; the development of non-Euclidean 
geometry, from Lobachevski, through Hilbert and Poincar€ offers us a 
multitude of equally consistent possible combinations of axioms and 
intuitions. Truth in geometry must have as its base a necessary con
nection between intuitions and axioms; the development of non-Euclidean 
geometry has made that connection a matter of choice. Poincar^ sums up 
the revolution that has taken place in geometry.

The geometrical axioms are therefore neither synthetic 
a priori intuitions nor experimental facts. They are 
conventions. Our choice among all possible conventions 
is guided by experimental facts; but it remains free, 
and is only limited by the necessity of avoiding every 
contradiction, and thus it is that postulates may remain 
rigorously true even when the experimental laws which 
have determined their adoption are only approximate. In 
other words, the axioms of geometry (I do not speak of 
those of arithmetic) are only definitions in disguise.
What then are we to think of the question: Is Euclidean 
geometry true? It has no meaning. We might well ask if 
the metric system is true, and if the old weights and 
measures are false; if Cartesian co-ordinates are true 
and polar co-ordinates false. One geometry cannot be 
more true than another; it can only be more convenient.

[Poincar^, p. 50]

The implication of the manifold of possible interpretation of 
intuitions by axioms and vice versa seems to indicate a fundamental in
commensurability, Indeed, the very possibility of "saying" an image and 
of "seeing" a thought has become a mystery, all that is clear is that a 
multitude of things can be said of one image, and that a thought can 
be seen in many different ways. It seems, also, that even after all has 
been said about a triangle that can be said, something essential has 
remained unsaid. Try describing a circle without using intiiitions. 
Similarly, all the intuitive instances of transitivity do not express 
it. The modern geometer is condemned to confront this mystery every 
time he develops a mathematical model, every time he surveys the possible 
applications of an axiom, every time he faces the possible logical im
plications of a figure he has drawn.

Geometry has become a world of possibilities. The revolution born 
with Lobachevski has transformed one Tine Euclidean geometry, with one 
form and one content, into a multitude of forms and contents separated 
by mystery. The geometer has become free, and therefore a creator, but 
his creations are empty of meaning. His knowledge is devoid of truth, 
his symbols void of content and his images void of form. His only con
solation lies in the beauty or intricacy of his creation. The geo
meter has become a poet of possibilities and his art an empty magic.



II. SPLEEM
We have described post-Euclidean geometry as a poetry of possibilities. 

The geometer must face the manifold of possibility, and create a language 
of axioms and a model of space that interpret each other. Indeed, both 
language and choice now link the poet and the geometer. The geometer must 
learn to choose with some standard other than truth; beauty might be such 
a standard. The geometer, after witnessing the tearing apart of his god, 
now turns to the votary of "Beauty.'*

Charles Baudelaire's Flowers of Evil first appeared in 1857» some twenty 
years after Lobachevski's treatise. The Flowers of Evil is divided into 
six sections. The first section. Spleen and Ideal marks a revolution in 
poetry comparable to Lobachevski's geometrical revolution; indeed, it was so 
dangerous as to require a public trial and the censure of certain "obscene" 
and "unhealthy" poems. Like Lobachevski, Baudelaire begins with the negation 
of a classical harmony:

Illustrious poets have long divided among themselves the most 
flowered provinces of the poetic domain. It seemed to me pleasant, 
and all the more agreeable as the task was more difficult, to extract 
beauty from Evil.^

Un-good beauty is the staxting point of the long spiritual odyssey®
(perhaps even the "phenomenology"?) described in Spleen and Ideal.

Baudelaire's first poem is a Benediction.^ The poet's birth and child
hood are described: his mother vows to destroy the monster she has engen
dered, but the young poet is protected by angels. The child poet is more 
akin to nature than to man, and he suffers martyrdom from those aroiind him. 
But the childish poet senses a divine justification for his suffering, and 
he blesses God:

Be blessed, my God, who gives suffering 
Like a divine remedy for o;ir impurities 
And like the best and purest essence
li/hich prepares the strong ones for saintly voluptuousness!

[l«5Y]io
This childlike view is Baudelaire's first attempt at Justifying both himself 
and the suffering and evil in the world around him. The poet's first dis
covery of meaning is in the i^yths of his time. These myths are already being 
modified though: the saint is now a poet. The poet claims a special in
sight of nature that separates him from others; he is a ridiculed Albatross 
who can fly above the '^morbid miasmas" [3*9] of everyday life into a more 
refined realm. The poet's thou^ts fly, and he is a seer

who soars over life, and understands without effort 
the language of flowers and mute things! [3*19]

Baudelaire then turns to his craft, and confronts the mystery of the 
poetic principle that underlies it. He finds himself to be the passive 
receptacle of hidden poetic connections which he calls Correspondences:



Like long echoes which are confounded from afar 
In a dark and profound unity.
Vast as night and as clarity,
Perfiames, colors and sounds answer each other. [i+*5]

Two perfumes illustrate this correspondence between sensations. One evokes 
the freshness of children's flesh, the softness of oboe sounds and the green 
color of a prairie. The other has "the expansion of infinite things." [U*12] 
This infinite reverberation images the connectedness of the words the poet 
uses. Baudelaire's poetic activity itself is an exploration of the "dark 
and profound unity," since he pieces words together into a unified poem; 
further, certain important words, like ''BeautS" and "parfum,'' grow from poem 
to poem, as they are linked to more and more other words.

The Beacons is an exercise in correspondences, where images, sounds 
and thoughts emanate from different paintings. The poet is here continuing 
his self-reflective description of his poetry, by examining art in general.
The poet again retiurns to the neo-Christian idea of the redemption of suf
fering. Art is an ''ardent sob that rolls from age to age/and comes to die 
on the edge" of God's eternity. [6''-U3] Thus the artist, like the saint, is 
a mediator between men and infinity. He can transcend his suffering by dimly 
seeing into the divine core of things. But this core remains a mystery.

Having justified both his role and his elements, the poet now poses the 
question of his subject. Using the classical myth of the Muse, he turns 
inward expectantly towards the source of his inspiration. This source refuses 
his classical description: Baudelaire's muse is both sick and venal, and 
prefers "madness and horror" [7*^] to healthy Christian visions. Baudelaire 
reproaches himself for not fulfilling his redemption of suffering, for 
escaping the Christian image he has interpreted himself with:

Oh lazy monk! When shall I know how to make 
The living spectacle of my sad misery
Into the work of my hands and the love of my eyes? [9*12]

The poet resolves to seek a new image and new material that is "far 
from famous sepulchers." He has realized that the old myths won't work for 
him, and he searches themes in some distant realm, whether it be a Past 
Life^ or in the sea of his own image [li<]; he even journeys to the classical 
hell, where he sees nothing, and to the Christian heaven, from which he is 
sent back, mad for wanting to create. The poet, having rejected the old 
myths he began with, now turns to one last classical myth, "Beauty."

Beauty first appears in its traditional guise, as an eternal static 
statue, a form, an inert concept which can't cry. This statue is the cus
tomary correspondence of the word "Beauty." She makes her votaries "consume 
their days in austere studies." [17*11] But Baudelaire immediately re
proaches this statue for its lack of intensity, and longs for a more power
ful manifestation of his more powerful Ideal:

For I cannot find among these pale roses 
A flower that resembles my ideal red.
What is needed for this heart as deep as an abyss 
Is you. Lady Macbeth, soul powerful in crime. [18*7]



Thus, Baudelaire finds in more modern myths an Ideal that harmonizes better 
with his own tumultuous and dark heart. Having found an image for his Ideal, 
the poet groups together the correspondences she elicits to discover the 
Beauty she represents.

Michelangelo's Night, another modern myth, conjures up the huge Giantess. 
Baudelaire is bringing Beauty into the world of becoming; like the giantess. 
Beauty must be sensual and sexual. The statue is novr reconsidered in the light 
of this new correspondence, and has become alive; Beauty has become a living 
woman who carries a sensuous Mask before her anguished, tearful face: the an
imated statue weeps because she must ‘'live." [20*^'3l] Having fashioned a god
dess who can reign in the painful and evil realm of becoming which he finds 
himself in, the poet begins his worship with a Hymn to Beauty:

You sow Joy and disasters at random.
And you govern everything and answer to nothing.

You walk upon dead ones. Beauty, whom you scorn:
Horror is not the least charming of your Jewels,
And Murder, among your dearest trinkets,
Lovingly dances on your proud navel.

The dazzled moth flies towards you, oh candle.
Sizzles, flames and says: Bless this torch! [21*11]

The beauty which the poet sees and recreates with his verse, leads him to a 
larger all-powerful Beauty who underlies everything the poet experiences, in
cluding evil. Beauty is the sole Justification of a destructive and sensuous 
world, and she must reflect the world she explains. Beauty, like the world 
around the poet, contains both good and evil, indeed, she is ‘‘beyond good and 
evil'':

VJhat matter whether you come from heaven or hell,
Oh Beauty! enormous, frightening, ingemie monster!
Since your eye, your smile, your foot, open the door for me 
To an Infinity which I love and have never known? [21*21]

This "infinity" is close to the ' dark and profoixnd \inity" of Correspond
ences-, the reverberating language of the poet gives him access to a web 
world where everything is connected in an infinite expansion. This very 
connectedness points to an unknown agency which makes meaning possible. 
Beauty permits the poet to escape the suffering and heaviness of the world 
by hinting at a larger, unknown harmony. Yet Beauty's distance and inac
cessibility makes the poet search for a manifestation of Her in a person. 
Thus begins the Jeanne Duvalcycle, which centers around Baudelaire's 
mulatto mistress.

The Exotic Perfume of the poet's lover is the catalyst for a series 
of correspondences. The scent of her breast evokes a luxuriant tropical 
vision. Novr it is her Hair's scent that sends him on a distant voyage of 
memories to these voluptuous tropics:

Are you not the oasis where I dream, and the gourd 
Where I sip in long draughts the wine of memory? [23*3^]



Baudelaire is first aware of his love's scent, hut now the passive vehicle 
of memory and dream is considered as a person. But a person who flees him, 
as dark as night's sky. She becomes cruel and distant like the Beauty she 
represents. Baudelaire seeks her, and compares himself to a chorus of worms 
attacking a cadaver. This image will sharpen itself. Jeanne's very cruelty 
and coldness enhance her beauty, because she resembles Beauty.

Jeanne's presence is now emerging as evil. A soul rendered cruel by 
"ennui" [25*2], she becomes a cold-blooded machine, an unconscious instrument 
of Beauty:

...Nature, great in her hidden designs 
Uses you, oh woman, oh queen of sins,
—you, vile animal—to knead a genius. [25*151

Thus Baudelaire tries to transcend Jeanne's cruelty, by looking beyond her.
But Jeanne's presence is persistent, and it reappears despite his abstract
ion of her. A set of demonic correspondences emerge: she is a "sorceress" 
[26*U], and a Dancing Serpent with indifferent metallic eyes who escapes 
Baudelaire's attempts to capt\ire her in images. Then the mesmerizing serpent 
strikes, and Baudelaire is imbued with the metallic coldness of death:

Ronember the object that we saw, my soul.
On that beautifiil summer morning so mild:

In the txorn of the path a disgusting carrion 
Upon a bed strewed with pebbles.

Its legs in the air, like a lewd woman.
Burning and sweating poisons.

Opened in a nonchalant and cynical fashion 
Its belly full of exhalations. [29*1]

A Carrion is the poet's confrontation with the death his "lewd" love con
tains. But the suddenness of the last transformation of the "serpent" is ter
rifying. The poem itself, by its beauty, is the poet's attempt to redeem the 
horror of a decaying corpse. We now begin to realize the implications of Bau
delaire's assumption of "Evil Beauty". By assiming that all phenomena can be 
seen as governed by Beauty, Baudelaire is implicitly stating that no phenomena 
are beautiful in themselves. There are no longer beautiful and ugly (carrions) 
things, there axe only beautiful or ugly poems about things. It is this reali
zation that will ultimately destroy Baudelaire.

The corpse is compared to a "flower." [29*lk] The noise of the flies and 
worms that eat the decomposing carcass render a "strange Music." [29*25] The 
sun is said to "return a hundredfold to great Nature/all that she joined to
gether." [29*11] In destroying the carrion, the vermin flow "like a thick liq
uid," [29*19] and "it seemed that the body, billowed by a vague breath/lived in 
multiplying itself."[29*33] This multiplicity "lives" by blurring the identity 
of the carrion:

The forms erased themselves and were no longer anything but a dream,
A sketch slow in coming.

On the forgotten canvas, and which the artist finishes 
Only by means of memory. [29*29]

The poem finishes with an almost revengeful warning to the poet's love and



to his own soxil:

And yet you will he similar to this garbage 
To this horrible infection,

Star of my eyes, sun of hqt nature,
You, my angel and nqr passion! [29*37]

Baudelaire urges his soul/love to tell the vermin who will eat her with 
"kisses"

That I have preserved the divine form and essence 
Of my decomposed loves! [29*^7]

Death in A Carrion forces the poet to confront the contradiction of his 
creation. Let us remember that the poet has already compared his relationship 
with his lover to that between vermin and a cadaver. [24^’8] If we also note 
that the word ver means both "worm" and "verse," it becomes clear that the 
poet's creative activity is also destructive. The poet is here realizing that 
Jeanne's transformation into a carrion may be the result of his poetry. He 
reflects upon his activity and sees it as the filling of the "sketch" of a 
person by his "memory.'' The finished portrait is seen as a fragmentation 
of the person it depicts. Yet the person is given a new life by this por
trait: it lives in "multiplying" itself into verse. Thus the veiriegated 
image of language "preserves" the person in her, even after her death. The 
poet sees his activity as paradoxical: though the vermin of language tear 
his lover apart, they preserve her life from time's destruction. The poet's 
remembering becomes a regenerating of the dead past, and his dismemberment of 
his lover is justified because it "preserves" her atemporal "essence."

The poet remains badly shaken by his encounter with his Enemy [lO], time. 
It is time which separates the artist from the "sketch," time again that 
"eats our life" [10^'12] and thrusts us inexorably towards death. Graver 
still, the poet is horrified by his own murderous artistry and steps back from 
the multitude of his words. He now finds himself isolated in the depths of an 
obsc^lre gouffre^^ [30*2], in a barren land where a sun of ice alternates 
with an immense, chaotic night. This is the world without language; a 
world composed solely of a bare awareness shining upon a naked substance.
A Cry From the Depths arises towards his love, he reaches for someone else 
to draw him out of his nothingness world. Baudelaire has realized that he 
needs his Vampirei he is linked to her as "the vermin to the carrion" and 
he "resuscitates" the "cadaver" with his kisses. [31*23]

But this resurrected cadaver lacks life. Her body is as "polished as 
copper.Her presence escapes him, it is inaccessible. She is a wordless 
Cat whose cold metallic look "cuts and slits." [3^*11] She is as invisible 
as the "dangerous perfume" [3^*13] that characterizes her. His attempts to 
interpret her constitute a perpetual duel, whose aging participants roll into 
a gouffre, the wordless and formless abyss from which he first called to 
her presence.

Baudelaire recognizes the death of Jeanne and resorts to memory. His 
lover has become unreal, she is something his memory and his verse have inter
preted; a myth. The poet accepts his artistry; "I know the art of evoking 
happy minutes." [36*21] His memories of Jeanne raise him out of the gouffre. 
[36*27] The poet willfully develops his myth, his lover becomes "Beelzebub."



[37*1^] But myth empty of substance cannot regenerate itself and Baude
laire’s memory of his mistress fades in intensity, it becomes a vanishing 
Phantom. The poet has lost his passion for a woman become myth. The 
poet now parts with his disappearing lover, leaving her his verse, [39^’'l] 
a pale "sketch" [38*50] of a presence which time has faded.

Baudelaire's search for incarnate beauty has ended in destruction. 
The poet began his description with the hope of finding in her the 
manifestation of Beauty. But Jeanne's presence escaped the poet's 
words, her person coiild not be represented in verse. The poet was 
thus forced to reflect upon his linguistic activity. He discovered 
that the multiplicity of his words destroyed the oneness of his 
lover's presence; that his language was not a path to the mysterious 
unity of things, but rather the barrier that separated him from 
this unity. Baudelaire then experienced the gouffre, the word
less, meaningless reality beyond his language. The inaccessibility 
of the gouffre seems to stem from two things. First: it is capable 
of many descriptions (like the various images of Jeanne). Second: 
it is essentially temporal, Jeanne's presence exists in the "now" 
and its kinetic life cannot be captured by static poems. Thus the 
poet is alienated from his lover by the mviltiplicity and the a- 
temporality^^ of his language.

Baudelaire, having accepted his language as an interpretation, 
then sought to fill the gouffre with myths as myths. He attempted 
to establish a separate reality, an anti-reality made of words 
only: Jeanne became poem. But this insubstantial myth faded of 
necessity: it could not regenerate itself, because it was an echo 
of a presence, and not a presence.

Baudelaire has had one battle with the gouffre, and he is not 
sure who has won. The poet has created a permanent language that 
attempts to preserve the presence that happens in time. Yet the 
language's intensity pales before the "black assassin of 
Life and of Art" [38*5^1j and Baudelaire is thrown back into ex
perience, to regenerate his fading myth; he must seek another pre
sence to echo with his words. Thus begins the Mne Sabatier cycle.

A new presence is felt. The poet's respectf\al "vous" [U0*l] is 
addressed to a joyful woman with a childish smile. She is inquisitive, 
and asks the poet about the soxirce of his bitter sadness. He answers 
enigmatically that "Death holds us often with subtle bonds." [40*ll]
Yet the poet is drawn almost in spite of himself into this new presence:

Permit, permit my heart to inebriate itself with a lie.
To dive into yoiir beautif\al eyes as into a beautifxol dream.
And to doze in the shadow of your lashes! [4o*12]

Thus Baudelaire willfully and consciously seeks a new vehicle for his 
symbolism. He has decided to create a "beautiful dream" around this 
new presence. He wants to regenerate himself by creating a new myth 
that will counteract the effect of Jeanne's lingering phantom. This 
interpretive effort is doomed from the start, the lie must shatter.



Yet the poet succeeds in lulling himself, soothed by this new image. 
She becomes a healer "...in Her everything is balm." [J+l*ll] The poet 
has vowed to find in her an image that will re-establish his broken Ideal 
The "unity" that underlies his correspondences is found in All of Her:

Oh mystical metamorphosis 
Of all my senses fused into one!
Her breath makes music.
As her voice makes perfume! [Ul*2l]

Mme Sabatier resurrects the poet's Ideal in a more accesible form than 
Beauty. The poet now worships the Beautiful, no longer the mysterious 
essence but the instance now gives the poet meaning, Baudelaire com
pletes his image with Christian archetypes of goodness, this new "phan
tom" [k2*ll] opposes the old one:

Sometimes it speaks and says: "I am beautiful, and I order 
That for love of me you love only the Beautiful;
I am the guardian Angel, the Muse and the tfeidonna. [^2*12]

This new incarnate Ideal justifies the poet's activity and leads him 
away from "every trap and every grave sin." [43*5] She is a Living 
Torch who guides the poet's path.

But this angel is as artificial as the ''Beelzebub" that preceded her 
and the poet senses his own artistry at work, he senses the "subtle bonds 
of Death. The realization made in the Carrion must be repeated, in a 
symmetrically opposite manner; it is now the poet who is the "serpent." 
The poet infuses his destructive "venom" in She who is too Gay.^^ The 
poet now questions his oyth closely, has his "Angel" known the evil 
aspect of life, the anguish, hate, sickness, and aging of becoming?
The poet asks this question knowingly, for he has experienced the 
Reversability of all images: any thing described one way can also 
be described in the opposite way, because language never fully captures 
presences.

Baudelaire's expectation is immediately fulfilled, his angel makes 
a terrifying Confession:

That it is a hard trade to be a beautifxil woman 
And that'it is the banal work 

Of the mad and cold dancer who swoons 
In a mechanical smile. [45*33]

The angel does contain the demon. The new presence has been destroyed 
by a coldness familiar to the poet, the chill of something "mechanical." 
Once again the presence has been rendered inanimate by the poet's activ
ity. Once again the poet reaJLizes that his myth is a carrion, animated 
by his own vermin. With a new idol shattered, the poet confronts once 
more his artictic activity in the medium of memory.

The Spiritual Dawn which Mme Sabatier was the occasion for is ex
amined. What prompted the poet to create a new idol?



The inaccessible azure of the spiritxial skies.
For the crushed man who still dreams and suffers.
Opens itself and deepens itself with the attraction

of the gouffre. [^^6*51

The double meaning of "gouffre” is fruitful here: the ''azure" (which 
will become the spiritiial beyond of llallarm^) is both as empty as an 
abyss and as compelling as a whirl-pool. This seems equally true of both 
Mme Sabatier's presence and the Ideal itself. Thus, Baudelaire is 
drawn into a world that he knows is empty of meaning, in spite of him
self. But once he attempts to describe that world it fades away into a 
"memory." [ 1+6^10] The memory q\iickly loses its potency, and dies like 
the s\in of the Evening Harmony:

A tender heart, who hates the vast and black nothingness
Gathers all vestiges of the liominous past!
The siin has drowned itself in its congealing blood...
Your memory shines in me like an ostensory! [47«13]

The poet, lost in inacessible nothingness, consoles himself with the 
static and bloody death of memory. The drowning sun reflects the poet's 
awareness that memories kill themselves, just as Mme Sabatier shattered 
her own image with her Confession. Memory's attempt to still the passage 
of a moment that has become the past is essentially contradictory, and 
as time passes the contradiction becomes more apparent. The poet's 
memory is a good image for his poetry, for both interpret and try to 
preserve moments and presences.

V!ith the death of this new presence, Baudelaire himself becomes 
the manifestation of the Beautiful. Because of its link to memory, the 
Beautiful becomes internalized; it is now contained in the poet himself.
The poet compares himself to a flask of perfume, which, when opened, 
re-awakens a thousand thoughts, correspondences and memories, which 
have the colors of Mme Sabatier (azure, rose and gold). The beautiful 
torch has now become a Lazarus: "the spectral cadaver/of an old 
rancid love, charming and sepulchral." [U8*19] Yet this cadaver is 
preserved in the flask which says:

I shall be your coffin, amiable pestilence!
The witness of your force and of your virulence.
Dear poison prepared by the angels! Liquor
Which gnaws at me, oh life and death of my heart! [U8*25]

The poet's poems themselves may be seen as flasks, whose invisible perfume 
whirl one in a dizzy gouffre of correspondences which draws us into them. 
Indeed, the poems are the ''coffins" of presences, the manifestations of 
inaccessible forces. The poet's soul is such a flask: it is full of 
memories. Although the poet accepts his preserving role, he seems to 
sense the danger involved in filling one's soul f\ill of cadavers, and his 
poetry itself might become poisonous. Yet, the poet does not heed his own 
warning and, after bidding farewell to Mme Sabatier, he is drawn down once 
more into the gouffre of another presence. Now begins the Marie Daubrun cycle.

Baudelaire is once again pulled into the bitter gouffres [1+9*15] 
of a woman's eyes. This time, however, the eyes are lakes where the



poet sees his own soul reflected. [49*13] The poet has become too aware of 
his flaskhood to forget his own presence in this new myth. Marie Daubrun's 
saliva brings a "dizziness” [49*19] that will bring him to the "shores of 
death." [49*20] The poet foresees here that this last myth, too, will be 
destroyed, and that this destruction will be more devastating than the ones 
before. This last myth will be characterized by the poet’s increased self- 
awareness; indeed, this woman, more than any other, is an image of the poet 
himself, and her destruction will be the poet's own destruction. Thus in 
this last love affair the poet presents us with the chilling spectacle of a 
dispassionate psychologist vivisecting himself.

The poet gazes into his love's reflective eye, and discovers a Scrambled 
Sky, that "reflects the indolence and the palour of the sky.” [50*4] The 
correspondences which his lover evokes are all equally confused and clouded. 
The poet compares her to "white, lukewarm and veiled" days of quiet and mys
terious anguish [50*5]; then, to beautiful misty landscapes. The poet is 
confronting the fading of his own passion in this new, cold and indolent 
woman. Indeed the poet immediately turns inward to observe this cold indif
ference within him.

The Cat immediately invites one to a comparison with the earlier poem 
of the same title. [34] The contrast is fruitful: in the earlier poem a 
symbol for Jeanne Duval, the cat has now become internalized and walks inside 
the poet's brain. But this internal cat proves as inscrutable as Jeanne: 
the poet is astonished by the wordless miaow, and the pale opal pupils that 
watch him fixedly. The poet has discovered a vague and yet strong presence 
within himself, and like himself, like the scrambled opal-like sky, it is 
impenetrable.

This first self-encounter frightens the poet by its inaccessibility, 
and he flees back to the presence of Marie Daubrun. His escape takes the 
form of sensualism. The poet is soothed by the sensual and sexual body of 
his child-like mistress, and he dreams of an idyllic existence in a country 
which resembles her, a country of scrambled skies: "There, everything is 
nothing but order and beauty,/Luxury, calm and voluptuousness.” [53*13] 
Baudelaire is here expressing a desire to sleep, to avoid the complexities 
of his existence by remaining sensual. Yet, this desire for numbing sensu
ality itself forces the poet to reflect, for it is the sign of his degene
rating vitality: the poet sees that he is becoming weary and indifferent.

The poet is struck by the implacability of time, as he examines his 
soul's development. Some Irreparable damage has been done, and the poet 
asks his "beautifial sorceress" [54*11]:

Can one illuminate a black and muddy sky?
Can one tear darkness

Denser than pitch, without morning or evening.
Without staxs, without fimereal lightning?

Can one ill\aminate a black and muddy sky? [54*21]

The scrambled skies have become muddy and the poet finds himself in dark
ness. The blankness of the presence inside himself has prompted him to re
consider his notion of flaskhood. The force that the flask of his soiil con
tains is the indifferent "cat" within him. The last manifestation of Beauty, 
his own soul, points to his own inaccessible presence. This realization



prompts him to reconsider his starting place, the Ideal. The Irreparable, 
like termites, attacks the foundation of his soul, [5^*36] and the poet 
now ridicules the naive belief in a redeeming Ideal which he began with:

I have seen sometimes in the back of a banal theatre
A being, which was but li^t, gold and gauze,

Floor enormous Satan:
But iny heart, which ecstasy never visits.

Is a theatre where one waits
Always, always in vain, for the Being with the wings of gauze I

There is considerable bitterness and self-pity in this self-mockery. The 
poet has discovered the meaning of irony: the word "theatre" connotes the 
artificiality of Baudelaire's creations. His love affairs have become 
the poet's staging of the visits of the Being with gauze wings. It's as 
if Baudelaire attempted to recruit angels and demons for his internal play 
among his mistresses, and then felt disappointed when he saw through their 
roles.

The poet's self-pity prompts an accusation, it is women who are 
responsible for his painful deception: women are "beasts" [55*8] who have 
eaten his heart, and he Justifies himself as Beauty's martyr. [55*12] The 
poet dramatically begs Beauty to "calcine these shreds which the beasts 
have sparedl" [55*1^] Yet his sense of irony is inescapable, and his 
martyrdom seems one last spectacle.

Along with irony comes indifference. The poet now realizes the full 
implications of the death of his Ideal. The Ideal justified his life as 
a priesthood of Beauty, but now that his idol is shattered, his love 
affairs become ridiculous plays and his poetry a naive self-deception.
The poet sees his irrevocable course leading him to a deadness of the 
soul. His passion is disappearing, he can no longer love a hoax. The 
poet sings a Song of Autumn as he awaits the winter of his soul. In .the 
darkening climate, the poet seeks the mild comfort of his mistress' love, 
but he foresees the time when "like the sun in its polar hell,/l^ heart 
shall be nothing but a red and frozen block." [56*7] The image is fami
liar, it was in the guise of a "sun of ice" [30*10] that the poet first 
encountered the gouffre, but now the gouffre is establishing itself in the 
poet's own soul.

The poet takes one last look at Marie Daubrun, or rather at his last 
Idealized woman, his Madonna. Baudelaire here consciously dissects his 
myth, the "statue" [57*6] he has built with "polished verse" [57*7] s-nd 
rimes of crystal." [57*8] The other ingredients are his emotions 
(jealousy, tears, desire, respect) and his "Thoughts." [57*29] There is 
no longer any pretense of an alien presence, the Madonna is completely 
his creation, moulded by his verse and made of his emotions. Finally, 
sickened by the irony of his creation, he symbolically murders his statue 
by stabbing it with the seven capital sins. The poet is here imaging his 
treatment of all three women; all three are statues built in his own 
image, until the poet realizes his self-delusion and destroys what 
was never really alive.

Baudelaire's third and last lover is but an occasion for the poet's



self-exploration. From the start, Marie Daubrun is a mirror that helps 
the poet to see himself, or else a sexual child who alleviates the poet's 
horror at the discovery of a wordless fixed glance within himself. The 
last refuge of Beauty, the flask of the poet's soul, is empty. The long 
series of Beauty's metamorphoses has turned full circle, she now reveals 
herself to be the statue [l?] that the poet originally animated. The 
poet's search for Beauty has forced him back into himself, and the justi
fication of his poetry is now revealed to be a hoax. The poet angrily 
destroys his last creation, and we now witness his weakening attempts to 
escape the isolation that must follow.

Like a drowning man, the poet now remembers the other women he has 
known in a quick succession. The poet is seeking the "caress/That 
make the dead relive." [58*19] He tries to believe in the regenerative 
aspect of his destructive myth [Sisina], or in a new Mme Sabatier 
[Francisca] who will redeem him. A Creole Lady is seen as "germinating 
a thousand sonnets." [61*13] Yet these women are even paler than Marie 
Daubrun, and the poet is merely seeking someone who will "lull" [62*9] 
him into his new ghostly state. Indeed, the image of the Phantom [38] 
is now reversed in the Ghost. [68] The fading poet seeks paler and 
paler beauties, until the white and cold Marguerite [6^*li^] becomes 
Baudelaire's last woman: the "dying moon." [65*6] All that is left is 
a pale opal tear. [65*10] And yet this tear is not even the result of 
passion, but of "lazy languor." [65*9] Woman has faded out of existence.

Baudelaire now tastes his solitude. The destruction of his myths 
leads him to reconsider the image of the "sedentary" [66*4] Cats. Like 
them, he lurges, one must seek "the silence and horror of darkness." [66*6] 
This darkness is the poet's own soul, which he first encountered as a 
Cat. [51] The poet is preparing himself for the death of his soul. He 
learns from The Owls that he must seek fixity for:

The man drunk of a shadow that passes
Always bears the punishment
Of having wished to change his place. [67*12]

Thus the poet realizes his subjectivity. He sees his previous relation
ships with women as a shadow drunkenness, and his disillusionment is the 
price he must pay for having sought a reality outside himself. The poet 
realizes that he has never escaped himself, that he has lived in the 
world of his own words. The infinite expansion of Correspondences no 
longer leads to an external unity, but to an internal one; this expansion 
has become "an infinite dream." [66*11]

The poet explores two images of his subjective dreaming: drugs and 
music. The Pipe reveals itself as the poet's spiritual pacifier, the balm 
that "lulls" his soul in the network of smoke. [68*9] Music, too, lulls 
the poet's soul. Yet the black sea of music reminds the poet of his dark
ness, it becomes an immense gouffre [69*12] and mirrors the poet's despair. 
The poet's musical language itself now appears as the lullaby that a man 
lost in darkness sings to himself; thus the poet's song itself prepares 
the poet for his sleep-like death. The movement from woman to animals to 
inert things ends in the poet's symbolic death.



Sepulcher is the symbolic burial of the poet who abandons any hope 
of an external world. At the same time it is the poet's first step in 
the exploration of the gouffre within him, and the poet plunges within 
his soul after the "chaste stars/Close their heavy eyes." [70*5] The 
tomb is the site of desolate and evil activity: howling wolves, hungry 
witches, horny old men and villains linger around the buried corpse. The 
poet is exploring the darkness of his soul. Yet this Fantastic Print 
smells of the "carnival," [71*3] and the Joyous Dead One seeks an emptiness 
behind these images, he wants to "sleep in forgetfulness" as in a wave. [72*4] 
But the Joyful Dead is refused his death, he confronts instead the in
finite task of filling the Barrel of Hate.

The poet has learned that his creation is a destruction; he has 
seen his statues kill the presences they were trying to preserve. Realiz
ing that his poetry is an "infinite dream," the poet then attempted to end
his song and make a silence within himself. He wanted to kill the empty
words that had fooled him. But this gesture of self-hatred is futile: 
his own destruction is an infinite task, like the filling of the Barrel of
Hatred. The poet's language is infinitely reverberating, he cannot escape
the continual interpretation he despises. The poet's dark soul is a 
barrel that is never full enough of words, like the "drunkard in the back 
of the tavern/l'Jho always feels his thirst engendered by liquor." [73*9]
Thus the external gouffre that Baudelaire fled from reappears within him, 
a whirlpool that never tires of sucking interpretations into it. The 
mysterious source of his poetry cannot be tiirned off.

The poet realizes that he is trapped in his poetry. His soul is a 
Cracked Bell that "wants with its chants to people the cold air of 
nights," [74*10] this attempt to animate the void within him fails. His 
voice:

Seems the thick rasp of a woiinded man forgotten
On the edge of a lake of blood, underneath a great heap of dead.
And who dies, without moving, despite his immense efforts [74*12]

Thus, even if the poet assents to the void's demand for words, he is still 
disgusted by the futility of his attempts to fill it. The poet is over
full of dead memories and empty words, and the gouffre of his soul demands 
still more. The poet is truly paralysed: he is caught between his over- 
full language and his empty soul. In this paralysis he experiences Spleen.

Spleen is defined by the curious mixture of a satiated language, an 
empty soul and the boredom and anguish that result. "Pluvidse," [75*l] the 
rainy god, dispenses both the cold darkness of death and the fogginess of 
mortality; indeed, these opposites have merged for the poet: his life is 
a continual dying, like the sickness of the "mangy cat," [75*6] and of the 
dropsied old woman." [75*12] Spleen means bile, but the correspondences 

of the poems must be added. The poet feels an almost silent desolation, 
a disinterest for a static world of sickly and pale shadows. Spleen also 
contains a mild anguish, a restlessness, or rather the memory of restless
ness that once yearned for something that now seems impossible, whether it 
be the sleep of death, or the life of the Ideal.

The poet contemplates his soul: it is over-full of memories, his



brain contains more corpses "than a potter's field." [76*7] "I am a ceme
tery," [76*8] he cries, and the poet's torment is that he is alive and yet

of" bis own murderous death. The poet then compares himself to "an old 
boudoir" [76*llt] that contains "the odor of an uncorked flask." [76*li|]
This isolated perfume is Baudelaire's presence. His poems, his flasks, 
now contain nothing but Spleen, correspondences and memories. This multi- 
ciplicity of words is unified by the smell of a "perfume." The self of the 
poet is imaged as an odorous emptiness which is never full enough of dead 
words. The poet's self is empty: present, yet invisible, permeating, yet 
insubstantial. And this nothingness reflects the external world:

Henceforth, you are no more, oh living matter!
Than a piece of granite surrounded by a vague fear.
Dozing in the heart of a foggy Sahara; [76*19]

The vague fear is felt, because both Baudelaire and matter are inaccessible 
to language.

The poet becomes bored with the endless repetitions of his language, 
and the endless repetition of his dead memories, and the endless repetition 
of his boredom. When his boredom "takes on the proportions of immortality" 
[76*18] it becomes anguish; the poet searches for a way out of his prison, 
he longs for nothingness to free him from his Obsession with himself.

But everywhere he turns, he finds himself. The poet is frightened 
by his omnipresence. The ocean itself mirrors him:

. . .this bitter laughter
Of the vanquished man, full of sobs and insults,
I hear it in the enormous laughter of the sea. [79*6]

The poet cannot stop his continual creation of himself. His predicament is 
tragically ridiculous, a new Midas who transforms everything he sees into 
himself. The only solution seems to be a total obliteration, he wishes for 
a night without stars: "for I seek the empty, and the black, and the naked!" 
[79*11] His poetic ability has become a veritable curse, for although he 
has realized that both his presence and the world are shadows,

. . .the shades are themselves canvases
Where, spouting forth from nQr eye by the thousands, live
Vanished beings with familiar looks. [79*12]

Disparusf rendered as "vanished" here, also means dead. Thus the poet 
cannot escape his continual creation of death around him, and that death 
is himself, just as those "familiar looks" which spout forth from his eye 
constitute his own gaze.

In. his desperation, the poet tries to persuade himself to stop creating 
"Resign yourself, my heart; sleep your brutish sleep." [80*5] Everything 
has now lost its taste, for the poet, love, dispute and even the spring; all 
tnere remains is a Taste of Nothingness, the taste of his own perpetually 
creating presence. The poet, unsuccessful with himself, pleads with Time, 
to hasten his death to no avail. The resigned poet then tiirns to his art, 
he looks at the self he has been fleeing, to understand it, the only conso
lation left him.



The poet realizes the full implications of the freedom of interpre
tation he has recognized in himself. Nature cannot be captiared with language, 
it is therefore indifferent to the interpretations found in it. It is a 
gouffre open to a multitude of often contradictory interpretations:

The one li^ts you with his ardour,
The other in you puts his mourning, oh Nature!
That which says to one: Sepulcher!
Says to the other: Life 6uid splendour! [8l*l]

Thus the principle behind meaning is the "ardour" or "mourning" of the one 
who finds the meaning, who creates the meaning! The poet now realizes that 
his Alchemy of Pain is the fruit of his own "mourning." He is responsible 
for his changing "gold into iron" and "paradise into hell." He is the 
creator of his own suffering!

The manner of his creation remains a nystery for Baudelaire. He in
vokes "unknown Hermes" [81*5] who always has intimidated him, as the power 
that assists him. Hermes is not only the one who transports the dead to 
Hades, but also the god of tricks, of cunning. Thus the application of his 
language to Nature, the alcheitQr craft, is a deathly trick, unknown and intimi 
dating, yet fundamentally a hoax.

Baudelaire investigates his alchemy, he performs an experiment, by 
asking himself what thoughts fall from a livid-sky into his "empty", soul.
The poet answers himself:

Skies torn like sea shores
In you my pride is mirrored
Your vast mourning clouds

Are the hearses of my dreams,
And your gleams are the reflection
Of the Hell where my heart is pleased to dwell [82*9]

The poet first notes the n^ystery of thoughts interpreted in the sky. He 
cannot explain how this process occurs. But, the poet does realize that 
his o-wn pride and his own heart are somehow responsible for the interpre
tation. The poet realizes that his solitary hell is the result of his own 
nysterious will. The poet has created his own hell, and the horror of his 
obsession with himself is a Sympathetic Horror.

Baudelaire now completes the vivisection of his self-destructive 
alchemy. He watches himself destroy and sees his heart inebriated by the 
tears of suffering.

Am I not a false chord 
In the divine symphony.
Thanks to the voracious Irony 
Which shakes me and bites me? [83*13]

This last, devouring, irony is the poet's realization that he is the Self- 
Killer :

I am the wound and the dagger! 
I am the slap and the cheek!



I am the members and the wheel.
And the victim and the executioner! [83*21]

The poet's own murderous art makes him suffer. The whole odyssey of Spleen 
and Ideal has been governed by his impulse for self-destruction. The poet 
willfully estranged himself from the "divine harmony," perhaps the mysterious 
unity of Correspondencesy in order to suffer. There is something tragically 
funny about the spectacle of the poet finally realizing he has been destroying 
himself, but the laughter is bitter:

I am the vampire of heart 
-One of those great abandoned ones 
Condemned to eternal laughter 
And who can no longer smile! [84*1]

The poet offers several images of the Irremediable position he finds himself in

An Idea, a Form, a Being
Leaving the azure and fallen
In a muddy and leaden Styx
Where no eye of the Sky can penetrate [84*l]

This sums up the progression of Spleen and Ideal: the motion from a divine 
world of meaning, a world of Beauty and Ideal, to the black world of Spleen 
and death, the solitary realm of the poet's empty language and perfxmie. The 
hell the poet finds himself in is compared to a "gigantic eddy/which goes 
singing like madmen/and pirouetting into darkness." It is also compared to 
"the crystal trap" of ice that immobilizes a boat. This eddy is the 
gouffre of the poet's soul, the inexhaustible "barrel" that sucks language 
into it. At the same time, the inaccessibility of this gouffre, the 
impossibility of capturing it with language makes it the transparent prison 
of the poet.

Somber and limpid tete-A-tete 
That of a heart become its mirror!
Well of Truth, clear and black.
Where a livid star trembles,

An ironic, infernal beacon.
Torch of Satanic graces.
Unique relief and glory 
-Consciousness in Evil! [84*33]

The emptiness of Baudelaire's position stems from this self-absorption, this 
self-identical awareness. Yet the poet's odyssey has led him to a Well of 
Truth, a self-knowledge that justifies him. This self-knowledge is a 
knowledge of self as emptiness, as a well, and the Evil is the very 
emptiness, the very nothingness of the self. Evil is this very subjectivity, 
this awareness of one's emptiness.

The Clock appears, a "sinister, frightening, impassive god," [85*l] 
and tells the poet to "Remember" [85*2] that his time is running out, and so 
are his pleas\ires. "Now says: I am Formerly" [ 85*11 ] reminding the poet of 
the emptiness of the moment. Spleen and Ideal ends with the expectancy of 
an even greater nothingness than the poet's self, and the poet in his "well 
of truth" awaits his call:



"Die, old coward! it is too late!" [85*24]

Spleen and Ideal is the story of the danger involved in the loss of 
an Ideal, whatever that Ideal might he. Baudelaire is a poet who saw mean
ing in the entire realm of becoming. His poetry interpreted things that 
traditional poets had shunned. Baudelaire wrote poems about everything that 
was important to him, even if those things were horrifying or taboo.

But Baudelaire could not accept the sole responsibility for the meaning 
and beauty his poems created. He therefore began his spiritual odyssey 
with a search for an external, objective source of the meaning his poems 
contained. After trying several traditional nyths, Baudelaire sensed that 
the classical myth of "Beauty in itself" was that source. But this myth 
was too restricted, it excluded many important aspects of the poet's life, 
like death and sexuality. Baudelaire thus changed the myth to widen its 
application. Beauty became something that applied to both good and evil, 
that Justified all existence.

Baudelaire then searched for the manifestations of Beauty in his life, 
in the persons of his lovers. Baudelaire asstmed that there was a harmony 
between the myth he created in his poetry and his lovers; he assumed that the 
meaning he gave to his lovers was a recognition of something that existed 
independently of his poetry.

But Baudelaire soon realized the incommensiurability of his lover’s 
presence and his poems about her. Baudelaire tried changing his poems, only 
to find that he now used many contradictory images to describe the same 
person. Baudelaire then realized that his poems were qualitatively different 
from his experience. His experience of person was in the continually 
disappearing now, while his poems were static in time. His experience of 
person was of a unified presence, while his verse had the multiplicity of 
"vermin." Baudelaire saw that his poetry occurred in the medium of memory, 
of a static, and therefore deadening, preservation of moments and presences.

Baudelaire attempted to counter this evil aspect in his poetry by 
changing his myth. He opposed an "angel" to "Beelzebub," and "the Beautiful" 
to "Beauty." The soiirce of his meaning was shifted to the person itself, 
and he saw himself as a "flask" that preserved the essence of a person 
against time's decay. Thus his own poetry became the manifestation of 
Beauty.

Baudelaire then searched within himself for the source of his flask- 
hood. He found only another presence that defied his poems. Baudelaire began 
to despair, his myth of Beauty had become a hoax, the flask contained only 
himself. His art became an "infinite dream," it was no longer meaningful, 
because it did not stem from some objective reality outside him. His words 
became "cadavers," meaningless attempts at describing something that was 
fundamentally indescribable. Thus the vision of the disharmony of the external 
world and his language progressively led Baudelaire to an isolated subjectivity 
the destruction of his Ideal forced him back into himself.

When Baudelaire discovered that he was the source of the meaning he 
gave to things, that meaning became arbitrary and subjective. Baudelaire 
then considered the qualitative difference between his poetry and its source, 
his presence. His presence became something empty, a "gouffre," because 
it escaped his poetry: to describe himself with words was like trying to



fill a bottomless "barrel." And yet this emptiness was the only content 
of his otherwise meaningless poems, it pervaded them like an invisible 
"perfume." Thus the contentlessness of his poetry mirrored the emptiness 
of his soul, and these otherwise incommensurable opposites shared a "Taste 
of nothingness." Hence Baudelaire's discovery of the disharmony within 
himself led him to an inescapable vision of his own nothingness. This 
nothingness Baudelaire called "Evil."

Baudelaire's last stance is a regression, a disavowal of his whole 
enterprise; he accuses himself of having "fallen," of having sinned in 
seeking Beauty in Evil. He resigns himself to the punishment for his 
pride; and sees his only consolation in "Consciousness in Evil."

The question that must be asked is why did Baudelaire shirk from his 
creation of meaning? Must subjective poetry be meaningless? It seems, in 
the end, that Baudelaire never completely destroyed his ideal or the memory 
of it. He was a creator who refused to go all the way: he preferred being 
Satan to being God.

III. EXPERIMENT
The problem that links Lobachevski and Baudelaire is the problem of the 

disharmony of language and its object, whether that object be mathematical 
intuition or experience in general. Permit me to make an experiment. I think 
the problem of disharmony characterizes our modern era. It would therefore 
follow that we could derive many of the problems that plague us today from 
this disharmony. Let me then assume that what applies to the geometer 
and the poet also holds for the philosopher and physicist, and let us see if 
the experiment succeeds.

Let me add that I am not alone in assiming this disharmony between 
language and experience. Nietzsche's claim that physics is an "interpretation 
and exegesis of the world. . .and not a world-explanation"^^ seems prophetic. 
To this we add his famous aphorism: "there are no moral phenomena at all, 
but only a moral interpretation of phenomena."^® More recently, Camus named 
this disharmony "absturdity:"

I was saying that the world is absurd, and I was going too fast.
This world in itself is not reasonable, that is all one can say. But
what is absurd is the confrontation of this irrational and this
desperate need for clarity whose call resounds in the deepness of man.^®

In Baudelaire and Lobachevski this disharmony is discovered when it 
is fo\md that there are many possible and equally valid accounts for one 
experience, and vice versa. It is then inferred that experience and language 
are not a perfect fit; that is, that there is at least a relative content
lessness of language, and form-lessness of experience. This entails a 
lessness all around. Experience becomes less of a linguistic entity, and 
language, less of an experiential one. Experiences become muter, they 
contain a blankness. Words become more abstract, and possess less meaning.
Yet this emptiness is also a fullness of possible interpretations, there is 
no longer the limitation of one True meaning.

A dichoton^r is established with this disharmony. One is led to reflect 
upon the difference between language and experience. The problem amplifies



itself. There seems to be a qualitative difference involved: words and events 
seem to be different kinds of things. There seems to be a fundamental 
incommensurability involved here; what common measure can we find for 
language and experience? This is to ask about the possibility of any 
interpretation whatsoever.

That there is some common measure seems to be borne out by the existence 
of statements about experience which we cannot find an alternative for. Consider 
the statement: a triangle has three sides. Can we also propose that a tri
angle has four sides? It seems not. We seem here to be recognizing a 
numerical common-ness between our intuition and our statements. Yet even 
this example is perplexing. Can we really assert that the intuition of the 
triangle contains "threeness?"

The commensurability of language and experience seems to fade with the 
increasing complexity of our language. Thus as we move from "the number of 
sides" to "angle" and the "measure of an angle," the intuitive content seems 
more remote. Or, consider the development from "number" to "differential," 
and finally to "cxirl" and "divergence." Similarly, as we move from names, 
that recognize a "oneness," to nouns, that recognize a "quality," and as 
these nouns become more and more abstract, it becomes less clear that they 
correspond to our experience. What does "beauty in itself" mean? Thus, it 
seems that language, once established can generate itself, independently 
of experience. This could be the basis for a critique of the application of 
language's rules to experience. Hence Wietzche's warnings about the 
"seduction" of language, exemplified in his attack of the "ego":

With regeird to the superstitions of logicians, I shall never tire of 
emphasizing a small terse fact, which these superstitious minds hate to 
concede—namely, that a thought comes when "it" wishes, and not when "I" 
wish, so that it is a falsification of the facts of the case to say 
that the subject "I" is the condition of the predicate "think." It 
thinks; but that this "it" is precisely the famous old "ego" is, to 
put it mildly, only a supposition, an assertion, and assuredly not an 
"immediate certainty." After all, one has even gone too far with this 
"it thinks"—even the "it" contains an interpretation of the process, 
and does not belong to the process itself. One infers here according 
to the grammatical habit: "Thinking is an activity; every activity 
requires an agent; consequently. .

The implications are devastating. How many of our statements about experience 
would become interpretations, in this light?

The movement of language away from experience is mirrored by the 
distance that certain important experiences have from language. Describe 
existence, or consciousness, or your thoughts at any given moment; not to 
mention, of course, triangles and circles.

This, at least, seems clear, that the relative incommensurability of 
language and thought, or the qualitative difference, entails their inability 
to completely express each other. Say all you can say about a triangle 
and something essential is left unsaid. Show me all the instances you can 
of "beautiful," and something essential remains hidden. Thus there is the 
potential for a dichotomy in modern philosophy, depending upon where the 
philosopher puts his emphasis. One philosopher might assert the crucial



importance of experience, or existence. Another would focus on our language, 
and its foundation: logic. These two philosophers would be separated by 
T.S. Eliot's "shadow:"

Between the idea 
And the reality 
Between the motion 
And the act 
Falls the Shadow^^

It is in this "shadow" between langiiage and experience, that the 
awesome freedom lies, the freedom to interpret the same language in a 
multitude of possible experiences. It is this freedom that transforms us all 
into creators when we use language to interpret experience.

This freedom is awesome because it is not the Christian or Kantian 
freedom of choosing between what is good and bad, but the freedom to choose 
from a multitude of equally possible interpretations; it is a freedom 
from classical Truth. Assuming that I do choose one, what prompted me to 
choose that rather than any other? It seems that there are two possible 
answers. One is to assert that the choice was taken freely, that there 
is no explanation for the choice. This is the dizzying answer, it makes 
us confront the world of possibilities without any aid. There is fear 
involved in this confrontation, as Baudelaire demonstrated. The other 
answer is to assert that, although we possess freedom from reason, our 
choice is caused by some irrational tendency within us. The problem of 
our choice of one possible interpretation, is that we must interpret our 
choice, or interpret our interpretation.

The creator's second and more important problem concerns the value of 
his creation. Why create rather than not create? V/hat value does a creation 
of an interpretation have? This is the problem of Baudelaire's Spleen. In 
a world of possible interpretations no absolute answer to this question can be 
given, it is a personal answer. Baudelaire answered it negatively, and 
indeed, anyone with a classical viewpoint would have to answer accordingly. 
Thus, if we are to live in a world of possibility, and to avoid spleen, we 
must solve this last problem: to give value with our will. Indeed, we must 
assent with Nietzsche:

Towards new philosophers; there is no choice; towards spirits strong 
and original enough to provide the stimuli for opposite valuations and to 
revalue and invert "eternal values";. . .To teach man the future of 
man as his will, as dependent on a human will.^2

FOOTNOTES
1. Quotations are identified by the author, translator or editor of the 
book the quotation is taken from. Thus, "[Heath, p. 2]" refers the reader 
to the bibliography where he will find that Heath is the translator of 
Euclid s Elements ^ and also that I used the 1952 Encyclopedia Britannica 
edition.

2. I hope it is clear to the reader that the word "intuition" is used here 
in a pictorial sense. Thus, intuitive statements are statements that are



obvious from a picture, whether in the mind or on the blackboard.

3. This example might help clarify the difference in the geometrical styles 
of Euclid and Hilbert. Hilbert's axiom III, 5 states that if the equal
ities: AB = A'B' , AC = A'C and angle BAG = angle B'A'C hold in two tri
angles ABC and A'B'C, then the angles ABC and A'B'C are equal. Hilbert 
then adds, in the way of a lemma:

Under the hypothesis of the axiom it follows by a change of notation 
that both consequences: angle ABC = A'B'C and angle ACB = angle 
A'C'B' are satisfied, [p. 12]

Hilbert proves that the third pair of angles are equal by renaming point 
"B," "C" and point "C," "B." The names of the angles made equal in the 
axiom (angle ABC, angle A'B'C) now designate another pair of angles. It 
is interesting to note that this axiom and its lemma correspond to the so 
called "sliding triangle" proposition in Euclid, which is often criticized 
for its replacement of logical rigor by intuitive appeal; in Proposition 
I. k Euclid proves the equality of both pairs of angles (angle ABC, angle 
A'B'C and angle ACB, angle A'C'B') by literally "applying" one triangle 
on top of the other. Hence, when confronted with the same difficxilt problem, 
Euclid relies on intuition and Hilbert on axioms and renaming.

U. The reason Hilbert, and later Poincar€, choose to prove only relative 
consistency seems to stem from Hilbert's assertion that every group of 
axioms is independent from every other, [p. 32] It doesn't seem possible 
to prove that two independent statements are consistent, because their 
independence means that there is no necessary connection between them. To 
prove that two statements are consistent is to prove that they necessarily 
do not contradict each other. It seems that this property can only be 
proven of statements that necessarily imply each other, or dependent state
ments. This consideration raises perplexing problems if arithmetic, which 
is Hilbert's basis for geometrical consistency, consists of independent 
statements.

5 . Compare with Eddington's analysis of contemporary physics, pp. 192-193, 
Annotated Alice.

6. This is a simplified account of Poincar^ [pp. 4l-lt2], and Meschkowski. 
[pp. itT-58] Here, as elsewhere, much is taken from my Mathematics tutorial.

T. P. 2^3, Charles Baudelaire; Les Fleurs du Mai et Autre Formes-, Henri 
Lemaitre, ed; Gamier Flammarion; Tours, 196k. All the quotations in 
this section are from this book.

8. The conception of this section is due to Mrs. Clift; she suggested 
that our Language tutorial read Spleen and Ideal as a "novel." Also, many 
of my interpretations of the poems were arrived at as a result of the 
discussions in my tutorial.

9. Throughout this section italicized and capitalized words identify the 
titles of poems.

10. The first nvimber after the brackets is the number of the poem, the 
number after the asterisk is the line number of the first line of the 
quotation. Example: [l*57] means that the quote begins with the 57th 
line of the first poem. Brackets without an asterisk contain poem nianbers



only. Example: [31] means that the thirty-first poem is being referred to. 
Also, I am responsible for all translations from the French, although Francis 
Scarfe's Baudelaire helped me. He seems to be the only translator who 
doesn't think he's a better poet than Baudelaire.

11. Jeanne Duval's name is not mentioned in the Flowers of Evil, nor is 
there mention of Mme Sabatier or Marie Daubrun; I have learned the identity 
of Baudelaire's lovers in Language tutorial. The names are used here 
merely as a convenient way of designating the different presences the poet 
successively encounters.

12. "Gouffre" means both "abyss" and "whirlpool."

13. This quotation is from one of the censured poems, Lethe. It will be found 
at line 12 on page 164.

14. Kierkegaard might say that Baudelaire is here confronting the mystery 
of coming-into-existence. See pp. 97-107; S;6ren Kierkegaard; Philosophical 
Fragments-, Swenson, tr.; Princeton University Press; Princeton, 1971.
15- Another censured poem, see line 36, p. l66.

16. This statement's similarity to Samuel Beckett's analysis of modern 
man s situation. Waiting for Godot, shows us Baudelaire's modernity.
17. Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, section l4.
18. Ibid, section 108.

19. Camus, My the de Slsyphe, p. 37.

20. Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, section 17.

21. Eliot, Collected Poems, p. 8l.

22. Nietzche, Beyond Good and Evil, section 203.
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One more sunrise 

And there it is again 

Bigger than anyone 

Falling up the sky.
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I
Down from Los Alamos

Palaces, castles, fragrant chateaux.
Rust-rubbed and touched with gold.
Country houses of an ancien regime:
The mesas of the north—
Mediators between river and sky.
Steps in an ever upweird-leading ladder 
From whose heights we see, and so love, more fiercely 
Flowers, stones, green cottonwoods, smooth grey boards, 
Blue sky, the undimmed universe itself.
Then God, direct in the mind's inner eye.
From life through space—chaos invisible 
To eternity, unchanged, luithought.
In my father's house are many mansions.
They look at the river and the far slqr.

II
The Sorrow and the Pity

Before he was burnt,
a mercifial bag of powder by his ear,

Cranmer must have prayed, as he had written,
"We thank thee for oiir Creation,

Preservation, and all the blessings 
of this life, but above all 

For thine inestimable love
in the redemption of the world 

By our Lord, Jesus Christ,
for the means of grace and the hope of glory--".

He was led into the sere courtyard, 
tied, like a goat, to a stake.

Brush piled around him
as if to celebrate All Saints' Eve.

Henry's spirit lingered, perhaps.



in the afternoon's taut, cruel splendor.
Drums rolled, brown monks bowed.

Rome was there.
The fire started in palpable silence, 

an Archbishop’s brief agony.
"The means of grace, the hope of glory."—
How did he know? Indeed, what did he know?

In France, after the war,
those suspected of friendliness to Germans

Were caught, tortured, killed, 
a neat circle—

Germans tortured and killed patriots;
survivors tortured and killed German friends.

You couldn't win—no escape 
from butchery and vengeance.

Laval's stomach was pumped free of poison, self-administered, 
to free him for execution by others.

A druggist's wife, branded, mutilated, 
kicked, beaten, a broom handle

Jammed into her vagina, 
was btiried, alive still—

An ultimate in all we wish not to know of o\irselves.

Opaque litanies,
Cranmer and the druggist's wife.

Separated by centuries and by trivia,
united in the massive painfulness of their hiamanity.

What's good? Making your torturers suffer;
How do they suffer? Hurt them physically.

Yet in a broken body 
spirit survives

In death,
it is not biaried.

Insulted, it transcends indignity; 
hopeless, it hopes.

At the end, endures. For what?
Irenaeus said to live like Christ—

Man and God, body and Spirit— 
the word made flesh.

To hear it always.



Ill
Christ in the Desert

A tautology to begin with.
The fragrant lemon groves of Rome, 

desolate Carthage sown to salt, 
richness, glory, dessication, 

abundance and spare, naked death.
At Abiquiu the prairies wind 

through hills above the reddened river 
to a yellow and orange canyon.

At its throat gardens, a monastery.

Three monks, helpers, a few machines 
raise lettuce, corn, chili, chickens. 

Some boys work in the hot summers, 
pray, eat, in the warm refectory. 

There are some bare cells, a library, 
a mud chapel, hardened dirt floor, 

stone altar, giant, at its center.
Great windows in the upper walls 

let in light and clouds and mountains.
A world which ignores God, is barely 

even curious about his son, 
eagerly travels to his house.

Will the fathers perform marriage?
Can they manage weekend retreats?

Is there a summer job for Willie?
Are masses open? Can I watch?

In some, incongruity is plain, 
with others, more subtle, hidden.

The answers all are negative.
Curious, again, for Christ's home. 

Yet, if not, a strolling carnival.
By doing as men say they wish 

the monastery destroys itself.
By what logic, God being man's, 

dwells God where men are not?
Does He do it just for three monks? 

Or thirty? Or none? But for you?



And me? And China? And Russia?
In the mist of early mornings 
Brother Aelred offers a mass.

By bread and wine he gives thanks
for his brothers and those they exclude.

God listens, since they are undefiled, 
as their kind, of the wind - the spirit.

Deserts in their silence, alone, 
inaccessible, searchable

only by God and their own visions.

In such ways are they drawn to Christ, 
by him to God, who waits for them.
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The essence of modern technique rests on Ge-stell. The latter belongs 
to the destiny of deconcealment. These sentences say something other than 
the oft-voiced talk that technique is the lot [Schicksal] of our modern 
age, whereby lot means the inevitability of an unalterable coiurse of events.

Yet when we think on the essence of technique, we experience the 
Ge-stell as a destiny of deconcealment. Thus we already make a halt in 
the free element of the destined, which in no way imprisons us in a d\imb 
compulsion of blindly purstiing technique, or—what comes to the same thing— 
of rebelling against it and damning it as the work of the devil. Just the 
opposite: when we open ourselves to the essence of technique, we find 
ourselves unexpectedly seized by a freeing demand.

The essence of technique rests on Ge-stell. Its power belongs to 
destiny. Since this, from time to time, brings man upon a way of decon- 
cealing, man, as one who is iinder way, proceeds unceasingly towards the 
edge of possibility only to pursue and manage the deconcealed by "culti
vation" [Sestellen] and, from that perspective, to measure everything. 
Thereby the other possibility is closed off—namely, for man to let himself 
enter more nobly, more frequently, and ever anew into the essence of what 
has been iinhidden and the latter's unhiddenness in order to experience 
his accustomed membership in deconcealing as his own essence.

Brought between these two possibilities, man is endangered by destiny. 
The destiny of deconcealment is, as such, danger in every one of its modes, 
and necessarily so.

In whatever mode the destiny of deconcealing may prevail, in whatever 
mode the unhiddenness by which everything that is shows itself from time 
to time, there is concealed the danger that man mistakes and so misunder
stands what is unveiled. Thus everything which presents itself in light of 
a cause-effect relation, thus also God in the representation of everything 
holy and lofty can loose the mysteriousness of their distances. God can 
sink down to the level of cause [Ursache], to a causa efficiens^ from the 
perspective of causality. He becomes then the god of the philosophers in 
the midst of theology, which determines the unhidden and the hidden



according to the causality of making without once giving thought to the 
essential derivation of this causality.

Likewise the unhiddenness according to which nature presents itself 
as a calculable collection of powers in operation can allow for correct 
certainties; but despite these results the danger can remain that the true 
withdraws itself from everything correct.*

The destiny of deconcealment is in itself not Just any kind of danger 
but the danger.

Yet if destiny prevails in the mode of Ge-stell, then the latter is 
the highest danger. The danger points out to us two considerations. As 
soon as the unhidden concerns men no longer as object but rather as the 
constitutive {Bestand^^ and, as soon as man is, within objectlessness, 
no longer simply the "cultivator" of the constitutive—man goes toward the 
outermost edge of the precipice, namely at the place where neither he 
himself should be taken as constitutive. Meanwhile man so menaced is 
straddled with the image of "Lord of the Earth." Thereby exi)ands the view 
that everything which occvirs is constituted only insofar as it is a product 
of man. This view brings to ripeness a last treacherous illusion.
According to this illusion, it seems as though the only thing man encounters 
is himself. With full Jiistification Heisenberg pointed out that man must 
represent the real in this way: "Meanwhile man today encounters nothing 
more than himself, i.e. his essence" ["Das Nattirbild in der heutigen 
Physik" in Die Kunste im technischen Zeitalter, Munich, 195^, p. 60ff.].
As a consequence of the provocation of the Ge-^stell man stands so split 
that he does not take the latter as a demand [Anspruch], that he oversees 
himself as the one to whom the demand is made, and also overhears the 
extent of the mode whereby he stands outside [ek-sistiert] his own essence 
in the realm of an exhortation [zuspruch] and hence can never encounter 
simply himself.

By itself, the Ge-stell does not simply endanger man in his relation
ship to himself and to everything that is. As destiny, this relationship 
refers to the kind of "cultivation" in the deconcealing where Ge-stell 
prevails, every other possible kind of deconcealing is repelled. Above 
all, the Ge-stell hides that deconcealing which in the sense of itoLnots, 
lets that which is present come forth here into appearance. In comparison 
with noi'ncTLS, provocative "placing" presses man into a relation oriented 
oppositely to that which is. Where Ge-stell prevails, the storing and 
the securing of the constitutive put an imprint on all deconcealing. They 
no longer let their own fundamental structure—namely their own kind of 
deconcealing—come as such into appearance.

Wot only does the provocative Ge-stell hide a prior mode of de
concealing—bringing-forth-here; it hides deconcealing as such and along 
with it the That wherein unhiddenness, i.e., the truth, appropriates itself.

The Ge-stell misplaces [verstellt] the appearance and the power of 
the truth. The destiny that destines one for "cultivation" is consequently

*Hegel: das Richtige ist nicht das Wahre, [Tr.]



the outermost danger. The dangerous thing is not technique. There is 
no demonry of technique, much less a mystery of its essence. The essence 
of technique, as a destiny of deconcealing, is danger. The altered 
meaning of the word Ge-stell becomes somewhat more trustworthy to us if 
we thinlc of Ge-stell in the sense of destiny and danger.*

The menace to men does not come from possibly deathsdealing machines 
and apparatuses of technique. The menace itself has already confronted 
man in his essence. The lordship of Ge-stell threatens the possibility that 
man can be denied a return to a more original deconcealing and, consequently, 
an eachortation to experience the truth anew.

Hence the case that where Ge-stell rules there abides danger in the 
highest sense.

But where danger is ,• there grows 
The redeeming, too.t

Let us think on Holderlin’s words with care. What does "redeem" mean?
Usually we mean by it only this: to immediately snatch the oppressed 
from ruin in order to secure them in their former state. But "redeem" 
says more. "To redeem" says: to fetch into being so as to bring being 
into its appropriate appearance. If the essence of technique—Ge-stell— 
is the outermost danger and if, at the same time, Holderlin's word 
speaks true, then the lordship of Ge-stell cannot be exhausted simply 
by the misplacing of every clearing-up of deconcealing, every appearance 
of the truth. Hence the essence of technique must, in a much more 
immediate way, conceal the growth of the redeeming inside itself.
Could not a far-reaching gaze into the Ge-stell as a destiny of decon
cealing bring with it the redeeming in its emergence into appearance?

To what extent does the redeeming grow in the very place where 
danger is? Where something grows it has its roots in the place whence 
it flourishes. Both [redeeming and danger] take place hiddenly, quietly, 
and in their own time. According to the word of the poet, we must not 
look for the place where danger is in order to be able to seize the 
redeeming immediately and \inpreparedly. Hence we must think before
hand the extent the redeeming is most deeply rooted in and flourishes 
from the place where the outermost danger exists and to what extent in 
the power of the Ge-stell. In order to think on this, it is necessary, 
as a last step on our way, to cast a brighter eye into danger. And, 
consequently, we must once again ask about technique. For in the essence 
of technique the redeeming, as was said, is rooted and flourishes.

How should we see the redeeming in the essence of technique as long 
as we do not think in which sense of essence [Wesen] Ge-stell is 
appropriately the essence of technique?

Till now we have understood the word "f/esen" in its current meaning.
In the terminology of scholastic philosophy, "r/esen" means that what some
thing is; in Latin, quid. Quidditas, whatness, answers the question

*The reader should note that all three words—Ge-stell, danger [Gefahr] 
and destiny [Geschick] are all "gre-" words. [Trans.] 
tFrom the opening lines of Holderlin’s Patmos. [Trans.]



about essence [p/esen], e.g., what is common to all kinds of trees— 
oak, beech, birch, pine—is the same treeness. Under this general 
category—the universal—fall both actual and possible trees. Now, is 
the essence [p/esen] of technique the general category for everything 
technical? Should that prove so, then the steam engine, the radio trans
mitter and the cyclotron would be a Ge-stell. But the word Ge-stell means 
no instrument, nor any kind of apparatus. Much less does it mean the 
general concept of such objects. Machines and apparatuses are in fact 
lesser instances of Ge-stell than the disc-jockey and the engineer in the 
construction office. All these, in their own way, belong to the Ge-stell 
as component [Bestandstiick] ^ constitutive element [sestand] and as "culti
vator" [Besteller], but these are in no vmy the essence of technique in the 
sense of a category. Ge-stell is a destined mode of deconcealing, namely, 
a provocative [herausfordernde] mode. Such a fatefiil mode is also the 
bringing-forth-here deconcealing, itotnoLS. But these modes are not kinds 
that fall under the concept of deconcealing in a serial order. Deconcealing 
is that destiny which—at any time, at any moment and in all thinking— 
divides [verteilt] into both bringing-forth-here and provocative decon
cealing and which imparts [zuteilt] itself to man. Provocative deconcealing 
has its destined [geschicklich] origin in bringing-forth-here deconcealing. 
But at the same time the Ge-stell fatefully [geschickhaft] misplaces 
nolfriaLS.

Thus Ge-stell is a destiny of deconcealing, indeed it is the essence 
of technique, but never essence in the sense of a category or essentia.
If we pay attention to this, then something astounding encounters us; 
technique, which is desired by us, is to think in a different sense that 
which one usually understands by "essence" ['F/esen"]. But in which sense?

Already when we say "household" ["Hauswesen"] and "statehood" 
["Staatswesen"], we mean not the \xniversal of a category, but the mode in 
which house and state prevail, develope and come to an end. It is the mode 
in which they exist. In a poem "Ghost on Kanderer Street"—especially 
loved by Goethe—J. P. Hebei uses the old word "Weserel," It means the 
coxxrthouse insofar as communal life is gathered there and insofar as 
village existence takes place there, i.e., "is-es" [west]. From the verbal 
root "to be" ["wesen"] derives the noxin "Wesen.’"' "Wesen," understood 
verbally, means the same as "to endure" [wahren], not only on the semantic 
but also on the phonetic level. Already Socrates and Plato think the 
essence of something in the sense of what endures. In fact they think the 
enduring as forward-enduring [det ov]. They find the forward-endiuring in 
that which maintains itself as the permanent in everything that comes forth. 
This permanent, in turn, they discover in vision [eTdos, tddoi], e.g., in the 
idea of house.

In the idea, everything so composed shows itself. Individual houses, 
whether actual or possible, are by contrast changing and passing alterations 
of the "idea." Hence they belong to the non-end\aring.

Now in no way can it ever be established that the enduring should 
simply and of itself rest on that which Plato takes as the idea, which 
Aristotle takes as t6 tl ?5v 2tvat (that which each thing is, already was)— 
what metaphysics in different interpretations thinks as essentia.

Everything "is-ing" endiires. But is the enduring only forward-



enduring? Does the essence of technique endure in the sense of the forward- 
enduring of an idea which hovers about everything technical so that in 
arising from appearance the name "technique" means a nythic abstraction? 
Technique, in terms of the way it "is-es," lets itself be seen only from 
the perspective of the forward-enduring wherein the Ge-stell, as a destiny 
of deconcealing, appropriates itself. In one place Goethe uses instead of 
"forward-enduring" [fortwahren] the mysterious word "forward-guaranteeing" 
[fortgewahren] {Die Wahlverwandtschaften II. Teil, 10. Kap., in the novel 
Die wunderlichen Nachbarskinder.) Here his ear heard "endure" and "guaran
tee" in an unspoken resonance. If we now think more reflectively about what 
endures and perhaps what alone endures, then we must say: Only the guaran
teed endures. What endures from the beginning of spring is the guaranteeing.

As the be-ing [das tvesende] of technique, the Ge-stell is the enduring. 
Does Ge-stell prevail in the sense of the guaranteeing? Right away the 
question seems to be an apparent misconception. For Ge-stell is, according 
to everything said so far, a destiny which gathers together into a provoca
tive deconcealing. Provocation is anything but guaranteeing. Thus it seems, 
as long as we do not notice that provocation, too, always remains, in the 
"cultivation" of the actual as constitutive—a sending [Schicken] which 
brings men onto the path of deconcealing. As this destiny, the be-ing of 
technique admits man into something which he could not discover by himself, 
for there is no such thing as a man who exists simply of himself.

Is it only in the case where this destiny, Ge-stell, is the outermost 
danger, not only for the essence of man but also for all deconcealing as 
such, that this sending must be called a guarantee? This is so in any case, 
therefore in every case, wherever the redeeming shoiild grow within this des
tiny. That destiny of deconcealing appropriates itself specifically from 
the guarantee. For this first brings to man that participation in decon
cealing which is needed for there to be an appropriation of deconcealing. 
Since he is needed in this way, man is united [wereignet] with the appropri
ation [Eignis] of the truth. The guarantee which, one way or another, sends 
[man] into deconcealing is the redeeming. For this lets man gaze on and 
turn to the highest dignity of his essence, a dignity based on caring for 
unhiddenness, and along with that, the prior hiddenness of all essence on 
this earth. Directly in Ge-stell, which presses man to venture forth into 
"cviltivation" as perhaps the only mode of deconcealing and thus crushes man 
at the price of his free will—directly in this outermost of dangers comes 
the innermost, undying belongingness of man to the guaranteeing of things 
into appearance. The belongingness is so prescribed that we, for our part, 
begin to pay attention to the essence of technique.

Thus, as we siirmised in the beginning, the be-ing of technique conceals 
the possible emergence of the redeeming.

Hence everything depends on our paying attention to and on our thought
fully protecting the emergence. How does this happen? Above all in some 
way other than fixing on the technical when we look at the be-ing of truth. 
As long as we represent technique as the instrument, we are suspended by our 
will to master it. We rush past technique in its essence.

Meanwhile, when we ask about how the instr\imental "is-es" as a kind 
of causality, then we experience this be-ing as the destiny of deconcealing.

When we finally come to think that the be-ing of the essence of



technique appropriates itself in the guaranteeing, which necessitates 
man's participation in deconcealing, then the following shows itself:

The essence of technique is ambiguous in a high sense. Such ambiguity- 
points toward the mystery of all deconcealing, i.e., the truth.

Once the Ge-stell has provoked one into the frenzy of "cultivation," 
it misplaces every insight into the appropriation of deconcealing and thus 
fundamentally endangers every relation to the essence of truth.

On the other hand, the Ge-stell appropriates itself in the guarantee 
which allows man to end\ire in it—man, who until now did not experience him
self, but perhaps henceforward will experience himself as the one needed to 
exist for the realization [Wahrnis] of the essence of truth [Pi^afirheit].
Thus appears the emergence of the redeeming.

The irresistibility of "cultivation" and the holding-back of the redeem
ing cross one another as the course of two stars in the revolution of the 
starry heavens. By itself their crossing is the hiddenness of their nearness.

When we look into the ambiguous essence of technique, then we see the 
the constellation, the stellar revolution of a mystery.

The question about technique is a question about the constellation, 
in which deconcealing and concealing, in which the be-ing of truth appro
priates itself.

But in what way does the look into the constellation of truth help 
us at all? We look into danger and see the gro-wth of the redeeming.

We are not yet redeemed by this. But we are committed to hope for the 
growing light of the redeeming. How can this happen? By our guarding the 
redeeming in its growth here and now and in the tiniest way possible. The 
outcome of this is that we keep the outermost danger in sight.

The be-ing of technique presses toward deconcealing, presses with the 
possibility that all deconcealing arises in "cultivation” and that everything 
is represented only in the unhiddenness of the constitutive. Hioman activ
ity can never take immediate meas\ires against this danger. Human achievement 
alone cannot banish the danger. Indeed human intention can think of ele- 
•vating the redeeming but, at the same time, must exist as essentially related 
to that which is endangered.

May there be perhaps a more original guaranteed deconcealing for bringing 
the redeeming to first appearance in the midst of danger which heretofore has 
concealed itself dxoring the technical age in a way other than shows itself?

Once upon a time, not only technique bore the name x^xvn. Once rexvr) 
also meant that deconcealing which brought forth the truth in the radiance 
of things appearing.

Once Texvn meant the bringing-forth of the real into beauty. T^xvn 
also meant the not next s of fine art.

In the beginning of western history the arts rose to the greatest 
height of the deconcealing guaranteed to them. They brought the presence 
of the gods and the twofold language of divine and hioman destiny into the



clearing. And art was not only called r^xvn. It was a single, manifold 
deconcealing. It was pious, itpdyos, i.e., submissive to the enduring 
power and preservation of the truth.

The arts did not arise from the artistic. Art works were not enjoyed 
aesthetically. Art was not a sector of cultural activity.

\’diat was art? Perhaps something for brief, but peak, times? Why did 
it have the homely name of Because it was a here- and forth-bringing
deconcealing and, hence, belonged to uolTriois. Finally, that deconcealing 
takes up this latter name as its proper name—poetry, which pervades all 
art of the beautiful.

The same poet from whom we heard the words

But where danger is, there grows 
The redeeming, too.

says to us

. . . poetically abides man on this earth.

The poetical brings the real into the radiance of that which appears in 
the purest way—what Plato in the Phaedrus calls t6 eMcpaveaxaTov. The poet
ical "is-es" throughout every art, every deconcealing of be-ing into beauty.

Should the arts of beauty be called into poetic deconcealing? Should 
deconcealing take them into accoiint at the beginning so that they, on their 
own part, care for the growth of the redeeming, so that they awaken and 
establish a vision and trust in the guaranteeing?

Whether this highest possibility of its being is guaranteed for art in 
its outermost danger, no one may ever know. Indeed we can wonder—'*For the 
sake of what?" For the sake of the other possibility: that the frenzy of 
technique will be so oriented until the day that the essence of technique 
"is-es" in the appropriation of truth in all that is technical.

Since the essence of technique is nothing technical, essential reflec
tion on and divisive opposition to technique must take place in a realm 
which, on the one hand, is related to the essence of technique and, on the 
other, fundamentally different from it.

Such a realm is art. But surely only if artistic reflection does not, 
on its own part, close itself off from the constellation of the truth, 
which we are asking about.

Therefore, in questioning we are attesting to a state of danger: that 
we do not yet experience the be-ing of technique prior to public technique, 
that we do not attest to the be-ing of art prior to public aesthetics. The 
more we questioningly think on the essence of technique, so much more myster
ious becomes the essence of art.

The nearer we come to danger, the brighter become the paths into the re
deeming, so that we become more questioning. For questioning is the piety of 
thinking.

[Finis ]
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It seems to me that the greatest and most urgent question that an indi
vidual can ask himself is: Who am I? What is this creature that I am with 
its conglomeration of paradoxical, selves and many inner mechanisms? What 
relation exists between these selves? What ties me together and gives me 
self-conception? And how does all this relate to the world I find myself 
living in? It is in the discovering of the answer to these questions that 
there lies the self-mderstanding that enables clear perception of fact.
For when causes and relations are understood, one no longer is a sightless 
slave to popular convention, to blind desire, to pure intellection divorced 
from wholeness.

It is precisely this central understanding of the necessity of self- 
knowledge that I see Socrates pursuing in the Gorgias. Asking always, or 
rather, pointing always to the same basic question, first, throu^ the 
person of Gorgias, then through Polus, and finally through Callicles.
Throu^ his exchanges with these three men, I see Socrates illuminating what 
this love of wisdom (by which he identifies both himself and the truly vir
tuous man) really means to him.

The dialogue begins with a subtle, yet external exposure of Gorgias as 
an intelligent, influential and self-assured practitioner and exponent of 
the art of rhetoric. Gorgias unflinchingly opens himself to questioning, 
stating that he has not been asked a new question in years. In other words, 
he has managed not to question either his profession or himself for a long 
long time; a stagnant position for anyone to be in.

Socrates, for his opening question, asks Gorgias (through Chaerephon) 
who he is, implying to Chaerephon that as a cobbler is known to be a cobbler 
through his function, so should Gorgias be known. Socrates is doing two 
basic things at this point. He is, in asking this seemingly simple question, 
telling us what he is really after. Socrates, I am sure, uses his words 
carefiilly and knowingly, expressing through them both a surface meaning and, 
oftentimes, a much deeper symbolic meaning. He is, asking Gorgias if he is 
able to perceive himself truly and simply. Secondly, he is from the very 
start not allowing a separation to be made between what one does and what one 
perceives one's inner reality to be.

Gorgias, feeling himself to be answering with simplicity and directness, 
says that rhetoric has to do with words. Socrates, through the use of dia
lectic, illustrates to Gorgias the insufficiency of this generalization, for



all disciplines use words within their realms. Gorgias is forced to further 
and further refine his definition, not being blind to what each of his answers 
implies. After he says that rhetoric has to do with words, he says that 
rhetoric is concerned with discourse; changes once again and says that rhetoric 
is about the best and most important of human interests (for rhetoric deals 
with noble issues). But this new definition implies that the rhetorician has 
knowledge (and therefore he can do no evil), not just belief. And that impli
cation is seen to be false. So Gorgias is forced to give his fourth defini
tion of rhetoric as a manufacturer of conviction. But even this definition 
has implications; the wise man listens to the truth of knowledge, but not to 
the ^mtruth of simple conviction; therefore, the fifth and final definition to 
which Gorgias assents is that rhetoric produces conviction "in juries and 
other mobs" about questions of right and wrong.

Gorgias by this time has given out. He realizes that the implications of 
a continuing discussion of this nature would be literally devastating, and he 
is not willing enough to risk himself to be honest and impartial in seeing the 
problem through to the end. Socrates exposes the inconsistency in Gorgias by 
saying:

First you claim that rhetoric could never be a thing of evil, since 
its discourse is always concerned with justice. But when a little 
later you said that the rhetorician might actually make an evil use 
of rhetoric, I was surprised, and considering that what was said 
was inconsistent, I spoke as I did, saying that if, like myself, 
you thought it of value to be refuted, it was worth while pursuing 
the conversation, but if not, we shoiild let it drop... Now, by the 
dog, Gorgias, it will need no. short discussion to settle satisfac
torily where the truth lies. [i+60e-U6lb]

Polus, at this point, incensed at the depreciation of his livelihood, 
interjects himself brashly. Polus is one who would much prefer to make and 
refute speeches than engage in dialectic. Consequently, he asks Socrates, 
turning the tables , "Since Gorgias seems to you at a loss regarding the 
nature of rhetoric, what do you say it is? [U62b] Socrates answers Polus 
by saying that rhetoric is not an art at all; it is rather a routine that has 
to do with gratification and pleasure. It is flattery. Further, it is "a 
semblance of a part of politics." Polus pressures Socrates for a more precise 
definition, asking whether rhetoric is good or bad. Socrates says in answer, 
"Bad—for evil things I call bad—if I must answer you as though you already 
understood what I mean." [^63b] He is chastising Polus for being more in
terested in extracting a categorical statement from Socrates that he, from an 
absolutist point of view, could rebut, than in attempting to listen beyond the 
word to discover what Socrates is really saying.

There has been a distinct move in emphasis since the beginning of the 
dialogue, which dealt with the exposition of the problem on a more external 
level. In this section, because Polus has asked Socrates what he thinks, 
the discussion has moved into a consideration of causes. The question of 
what is rhetoric is now approached more openly on a psychological/emotional 
level. For now he is talking not of words and of function, but of aims and 
motivations. This is illustrated clearly when Socrates makes distinctions 
between "genuine" and "spurious" fields that have to do with care of body and 
mind. The genuine arts are distinguished from their spurious counterparts by 
their aim and by their empirical character, that is, by their ability to give



account of themselves (knowledge as opposed to conjecture). Socrates says:

There are then four arts which administer to what is best, one pair 
for the body, the other for the soul. But flattery perceiving this 
—I do not say by knowledge—but by conjecture has divided herself 
also into four branches and insinuating herself into the guise of 
each of these parts, pretends to be that which she impersonates.
And having no thought for what is best, she regtilarly uses pleasure 
as a bait to catch folly and deceives it into believing that she is 
of supreme worth. [464c-d]

Polus, not being able to stomach this, asks incredulously of Socrates 
whether rhetoricians are considered poor and powerless creatures in their cit
ies because they are flatterers. He is asking Socrates whether the power over 
people is not the best state and the highest indication of rightness. Is it 
not in truth the best position to be in? To Polus, not by any stretch of 
the imagination could this not be so. Later Polus illustrated his case with 
the example of the king, Archelaus, whose tyrannical power would be envied, 
he said, by any citizen in Athens, including both himself and Socrates. 
Socrates, however, disagrees with Polus' underlying premise, saying that what 
moves the majority has no relation to truth. Truth, he says, must be per
ceived and lived individually. It stands on its own, not needed the empty 
support stemming from the false authority of nimber and popular belief to 
make it true.

Earlier Socrates had given the example of the lunatic with a knife. 
Socrates' answer to Polus is to be foiind in what was being communicated in 
that story. It is true that because he has a knife he can kill, but that 
does not mean that he is capable of a sane and wise use of his power. Power, 
he implies, is not in the raw energy to act without restraint, but in the 
proper use of this energy. Socrates says that a man who does what he wants 
and produces harmful effects is in fact a powerless person. The reason for 
this is that a man does not truly wish to do harm to another person, for that 
is hurting the doer more than the receiver. Polus adamantly disagrees, say
ing that it is much worse to suffer hurt than it is to inflict it. Defining 
himself further, he says that it is more shameful to do wrong than to suffer 
wrong, but it is worse to suffer wrong than to do it. He has thus made a 
separation between what is moral and what is good for the individual. This 
means that, for Polus, morality is an external value that has to do with 
public convention or an internal but nonintegrated value, while what he feels 
to be good for himself is separate from moral considerations. Socrates, in 
the following, very interesting passage, forces the halves of this conflict 
to begin to touch each other. It is an uncomfortable process for Polus, and 
it is in this painful process that Polus drops out.

I think that when Polus picks the word "shameful" he is revealing him
self. One gets the feeling of some external authority, some stern tyrant, 
some unyielding father watching over an action and pronouncing it wrong, and 
producing in a small child shame. Shame is a phenomenon that exists only in 
relation to some effect of authority, for one part is prono-uncing judgement 
and another is passively accepting the judgement. Polus will admit that it 
is shameful to inflict suffering precisely because he does not feel it to be 
so within himself, but can see from a moral standpoint other than his own, 
which he cannot accept or refute, that it is worse. He is, then, in a sense, 
being dishonest. For he is attempting to compromise without facing the 
issue. It is entirely possible, in fact, that he compromises because he



wishes to avoid facing it.

Socrates, however, takes this public sense of shame and applies it to 
its opposite, that which is admirable. He says that what is admirable is 
pleasant or beneficial or both, but doing wrong would be the opposite of 
these things. Since Polus has said that doing wrong is not less pleasant, 
it must be less beneficial, which means it must be worse.

Although Polus is involved in this dialectic, one often notes that when 
Socrates is touching on those things which have deep emotional roots, his 
partners in dialogue cease honest and open exploration. Answers tend to be
come ever more monosyllabic and passive. There are various hints that the 
participant is not really fully there. For instance, when Socrates was de
fining the admirable and fair and was giving examples (music, colors, sounds, 
forms of learning), Polus says, "Certainly, and now you are offering a fine 
definition of the beautiful, Socrates, in defining it by pleasure and the 
good," [U75a] thus in tone almost condescendingly claiming credit for pre
viously knowing what Socrates said, not realizing how different this was 
from what he was previously saying, and further not understanding the impli
cations of this view. For with this as a premise Socrates would vividly 
show Polus his inner contradiction.

Polus, now offering no opposition or feedback, hears Socrates say that 
indeed, it seems as if the only iise for rhetoric is for one who intends to 
do wrong.

At this point, Callicles enters. Both Gorgias ajid Polus were rhetori
cians, but Callicles is an orator. He is within Socrates' classification of 
the genuine art of justice. But if we remember that what differentiates the 
noble from the base is aim or motivation, it becomes questionable whether 
Callicles can, any more than Polus of Gorgias, feel seciire in his rightness 
by virtue of his profession. Socrates says that there is something which is 
similar between himself and Callicles and that is that they both love. Cal
licles loves 6nyos , power within his city, and Socrates loves philosophy. I 
think it will be seen that the motivation for their respective loves is very 
important and in fact determines what the object of their love will be, and 
what form this love will take in expression.

Callicles begins talking about how Socrates was cornering Polus aind Gor
gias unfairly. Rather than consider their arguments objectively, he was 
using every opportunity to see personal failings and contradictions and thus 
refute them. He says that Polus should never have been frightened into say
ing that it was more shameful to cause suffering, but worse to suffer it. 
Callicles accuses Socrates of playing off two sides against each other, the 
side of social convention and that of nature. Callicles maintains that na
ture is the most powerfxil and hence the most right. It is the strongest; 
nature is a lion breaking the bonds and gaining mastery. Also, he says that 
philosophy is a boy's or a weak man's activity, and that Socrates is not par
ticipating in a man's life. Callicles presents himself as an intelligent, 
blunt, and realistic man who manages to live and live well without silly dis
tinctions of better and worse, good and evil.

Socrates begins making inroads immediately. He pulls the conversation 
from its course for a moment and prefaces the dialectic with a praise of 
Callicles, saying that he, unlike Gorgias and Polus, possesses all three 
characteristics necessary to "test adequately a hman soul for good or evil



living," [i+87a] knowledge, good will and honesty (honesty is what Gorgias and 
Polus were lacking in). He says that Callicles is ready material for the big 
question. And that is: What should a man make of his life? So Socrates has 
for Callicles, as he had for Gorgias, begun the dialectic by calling atten
tion to the whole picture, so that what is discussed will hopefully be under
stood in relation to a wider framework.

Taking up the topic at hand, he asks Callicles whether the stronger man 
is simply physically stronger or whether there is something else that makes 
him superior. Callicles, it turns out, feels the stronger man is truly bet
ter in some internal way. He also admits that he feels that such a man, al
though not having power, really ought to have it. So he is no longer so con
sistent with his earlier argument. He has clouded his black-and-white pre
sentation of himself as a realistic exponent of the view that might is right, 
for now he is talking about the qualities of better and worse within a man.
He further says, in the way of clarification, that the better and stronger man 
is more able to apply intelligence than most and is more able to enforce what 
his intelligence indicates to him. Socrates asks him whether this superior 
man also has the power to control himself. To this Callicles asserts that 
the strong and better man does not control his desires. He says it takes 
courage not to be held in an internal cage of steely morality. After all, 
he says, replenishment is necessary for life. Socrates, however, will not 
allow him this. As he later says, it is not, as Callicles woiild have it, a 
question of mere physical survival, but of the quality of one’s living.

Socrates relates to Callicles the myth of the uninitiated in Hades, 
who are eternally carrying water in a sieve and potiring it (pleasure) futile- 
ly into a leaking jar (the so\il), and never having a full jar of water, but 
always running to and fro trying to fill up the emptiness. Again he is 
pointing to the inner condition of Callicles. Perhaps, he is saying the jar 
is leaky and is not a good jar. Perhaps one shoTold mind the jar first. And 
it is at this point, as with Gorgias and Polus, that Callicles begins to fade 
away. Up until the example of the catamite, both Socrates and Callicles were 
mainly exposing their respective positions, which on an emotional level was 
a relatively invulnerable activity. But in the case of the man who scratches 
himself and receives pleasure from doing so, as well as the case of the cata
mite, Callicles is embarrassed into recognizing that in all cases the pleas
urable does not equal the good. But he will not admit this fact before Soc
rates, knowing that if he does so he will be inconsistent. Socrates now rep
rimands him for this dishonesty. Socrates approaches the problem throiagh a 
different chain of logic and ends by stating that good and bad people feel 
pleasure and pain to the same degree; but, he asks Callicles, do they feel 
good and bad to the same degree? Callicles must answer that they do not. 
Therefore, as in the case of the uninitiated in Hades, the real issue is the 
leaky jar.

Socrates now goes into a digression on music and tragedy. Music and 
tragedy, he says, are activities designed to provide pleasure. They are a 
form of rhetoric in that they stir the emotions and move the masses. The 
noble arts he equates with knowledge, the learning of causes. And ignoble 
arts he equates with routine. The falsity of ignoble arts is that when the 
memory of a pleasure lives within, one who wants the repetition of that 
pleasure will seek gratification or, as Socrates calls it, a kind of "self
flattery." This digression, although not speaking strictly in terms of the 
dialectic in process, is very important, and very strategically placed.



Socrates has revealed what he thinks is the motivation for pleasiire. And 
from the equating of tragedy and music with rhetoric, he now moves into 
equating statesmanship with the low rhetoric that he exposed through Polus.

The four statesmen that Callicles named to refute Socrates in his low 
appraisal of statesmanship were, as Socrates pointed out, ostracized by their 
cultures and thus had obviously not succeeded in making the people more cog
nizant of good and evil, which is what a virtuous statesman must do.

The final portion of the dialogue sees Callicles dropping almost entire
ly from participation and Socrates indulging in uncharacteristic speeches, 
clarifying the kind of life he sees to be virtuous. Socrates usually leads 
his partner through the process of negation, so that in the understanding of 
what is not, he can begin to perceive what is. But now begins a section 
where Socrates gives broad hints to what he has been pointing to during this 
whole dialogue.

He begins by explaining what discipline and order mean to him, which is 
not what Callicles understands discipline and order to mean.

As the four statesmen mentioned before did not appear to be truly vir
tuous , Socrates begins to consider what it takes to make a noble and fine 
orator. He submits, and Callicles agrees, that it is discipline and order, 
which on an external level are manifested as health and strength. This same 
order, on the level of the soul, is manifested as Justice and temperance. 
Temperance smacks to Callicles of suppression, and he cannot accept within 
himself this praise of moderation. Socrates tells his partner that he is 
"unaware that geometric equality is of great importance among gods and men 
alike." [508a] Altho\igh this reference to geometry seems strange at first, 
it becomes entirely intelligible when geometry is understood as the rela
tions between lines and bodies, and the understanding of the order and pro
portion of these relations. Socrates is saying that the specific must be 
understood in a way that encompasses its relation to the whole. It is what 
it is because of its relationship to what surroimds it. What he is objecting 
to in Callicles is his blindness to these relations, incurred by the thought
less gratification of his pleasures. Because his motivation is this gratifi
cation, this flattery, he is caught in a cycle which is essentially living in 
the past tense. He remembers a pleasure, wants that pleasure again, and in- 
diilges in an activity that he hopes will gratify him. This is essentially a 
selfish activity. I do not mean that so much as a moralistic Judgement of 
what is good and bad, but rather as a perception of the fact that such a 
cycle is self-oriented and security-oriented, and as such is limiting.

I think that Socrates, when he is saying discipline, is not talking 
about a suppression, which is a kind of inner violence, but of a kind of 
rigorous (and perhaps arduous) learning. For in one portion [5058] when he 
is speaking to Callicles, the dialogue goes thus:

Socrates: Then to be disciplined is better for the sotiI than
indiscipline, which you preferred Just now.

Callicles: I do not know what you are talking about, Socrates;
ask someone else.

Socrates: This fellow will not put up with being improved and



experiencing the very treatment now under discussion, the process
of discipline.

Socrates now t\irns his attention back to the question of power. And 
some different things begin to emerge than what came up in the previous dis
cussions. He relates to Callicles the process of coming to tyrannical power. 
Obviously, one must imitate a tyrant and play his game in order to be on good 
terms so that positions of power will come one’s way. It is literally self
destructive to be: a threat to a tyrant. This whole process is necessarily 
aimed at being in a position to suffer no wrong (isn't this what Polus was 
saying?) and yet have power to do as one pleases. But in the imitation of a 
tyrant, one will do wrong.

So that which prevents self-suffering makes one cause or do wrong. As 
Socrates says at one point, "I fear you pay too much for your security, Cal
licles." The art of living does not, says Socrates, equal the art of "mere 
life-saving." Callicles is prevented from moving by his love of his present 
mode of life, and by his unwillingness to take the consequences of an objec
tive penetration of his inner state. Socrates says "the love of demos dwells 
in your soul, Callicles, and resists me." [513c]

A true statesman, Socrates says, is not first and foremost interested in 
saving his own skin, for he knows within that his wisdom is higher than the 
laws of man. This honest recognition of the condition of one's soul, which 
is what Socrates has been talking about all along, reaches a peak of expres
sion in myth. The myth that Socrates relates to Callicles is concerned with 
the Judging of souls after death. It used to be that one was Judged before 
death, wearing fine clothes and Jewelry, defended by friends, and Judged by 
clothed and living men. One had the chance to prepare a covering over one's 
soul. Consequently, wrong Judgements were made. Zeus changed all this, mak
ing the Judgement an affair of absolute honesty. There was no escape from 
the truth. The Judge, dead, and also naked, saw not with his eyes, but with 
his soul. His soul scanned that of the Judged one. Naked reality to naked 
reality.

Socrates is suggesting (for he says he considers this myth to be "actual 
fact';) that Callicles, along with most of the rest of mankind, is living a 
life of blindness. Callicles is like those in the myth, "their eyes, their 
ears, and their whole bodies acting as a screen before their souls." [523d] 
But he says that there is no escape from the truth. Socrates, for one, wants 
to present to the Judge, Rhadamanthus, the "healthiest possible soul," and he 
consequently renounces "the honors sought by most men." [526d]

"And pursuing the truth I shall really endeavor to live and when death 
comes, to die, as good a man as I can possibly be." [526d-e] Socrates says 
of himself that he is the only living true statesman. He tells Callicles 
that he is not afraid of suffering wrong, and that he expects to have to do 
so. For he is accused of misleading the youth and angering the elders. If 
he were broiight to court, noone would listen. But there is, nonetheless, the 
living inner certainty of rightness that is more powerful than the greatest 
of fears, death. By saying this, I am sure he is astounding Callicles, for 
now the discussion seems not so philosophical, but involves the undeniable 
fact that what is being discussed, is, for Socrates, worth dying for.

I have found this dialogue to be especially fascinating for two basic



reasons.

One, the dialogue proceeds through three different people, and thus il
luminates the problem in a fiill and multileveled way. He begins with Gorgias, 
who presents the basic issues and contradictions. To further understand the 
causes of the contradictions, he switches to Polus, who is less noble, less 
subtle, and more obviously ruled by psychological drives. Polus hits the 
basic contradiction and is stopped, whereupon Callicles enters. He is not a 
rhetorician, and is apparently the most’ perceptive and honest of the three.
He is not blind to the contradiction, but knowingly chooses one side. In the 
ensuing dialectic Socrates is able to penetrate yet more deeply, for Callicles, 
at least up to a certain point, honestly speaks his mind. Because of this 
honesty, the psychological motivations are -uncovered.

The second reason I like this dialogue is because it opens and ends with 
the question "Who are you?" Who are you really. Past all the lables, gener
alizations and screens, what is the naked existential reality of your soul? 
Socrates seems to speak of discipline and order in a way that to me spells the 
most diffic\xlt and the most honest work in which one can be involved.

Callicles speaks to me in an immediate way. For although my pleasures 
have not the love of demos as motivation, I feel that the mechanisms and im
plications of self-gratification are strong and tyrannical forces both in my
self and in those around me. I do not misunderstand Callicles' position, for 
indeed, how is one to really learn about oneself except through living out 
what is within? It is possible to pursue true learning by the gaze turned in
ward? For there is great potential and desire for self-deception. Polus, 
Gorgias, and Callicles are vivid illustrations of this. But to live out and 
be ruled by those inner selves seems almost a fated endeavor. For unless one 
understands oneself and the fragments of oneself in relation to the whole, 
then one does not understand. Socrates seems to be saying that not only must 
there be an inner perception of thought and emotion, but there must simultane
ously be an outer, objective perception of relation. This, however, as one 
can see through the examples of the three men in the dialogue, requires a 
giving up, a leijting go of what is old and of what gives one a feeling of 
security and protection from chaos. And yet at the same time one must stick 
with the'inner feeling, and pursue it to the very end. Perhaps, as I suggest
ed earlier, it is the object of one's love that determines how far one is able 
to go in this. For Polus, Gorgias, and Callicles all gave out in the middle, 
loving that which flattered themselves, while Socrates, who claims that truth 
is the object and motivation for his love, is able to enter the darkness of 
the tunnel at one end, traverse its length saying, "I know not the truth in 
these affairs," and emerge, at the other end, into the light of understanding.





besc poem, 1975

A fleet of glass spun boats 
with sails blown full 
from God knows where

In agony of thought 
almost afloat, 
stretch maidens' hair

In tensioned anchor ropes 
Oh Lord, what hopes 
are possible

To the effervescence 
in clarity 
of confusion.

How beautiful had it been
were not these thoughts 
so precarious

That 'they were snppILanted'
long ago
for a more reliable
if sterile 
means of commerce
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ache deaf,
*neath harsh wombed winter,

the nineteen swans are dyin’ 
all the blessed achin’ roses,

tremble in the death sweet breath.

the Wildwood children, 
broken, weep

the labor hymn-o-birthin’.

weak-wept, that first shrill hour, 
their chilly bastard singin'

births that prophet autumn, 
spring prophet,

but not long promised.

0 hear the swans a cryin'

the now,
but one pale dawn

past the labor eve-o-birthin', 
the earth is old

and wears its deafened breathin' seasons, 
tireless in their haunted weepin’ 

in weary stags,
now long since hunted.

winter, pale ’pon death's cruel chilly autxamn singin' 
seasons, tireless in their gentle sweepin', 

winter weeps the bastard hymn-o-weepin', 
child blinded at the birthin'.



tut as the withered phoenix rose 
doth quit the autumn,

the same deaf want,
in spring and hoary winter, 

then doth the born-babe mornin'
quit the dead chains sleepin' 

a wanted weep,
in memory, o* the twentieth winter.

0 hear the stags a warm and runnin’

a dream recalls,
been worshipped at holy sunrise, 

how, when morn was but one child’s warm laughter 
that formed the first half waves-o-love

upon the agin' ponds still qijiet mirror,

one swan, the twentieth,
birthed 'twixt now and holy autumn, 

spied a soarin' falcon
wept reflection 'pon the holy want-beg water,

rose her mighty wings a temptin'
to curse and drown the blood suck talons, 

heatin' in the welcome winter,
heatin' blood into his temple,

till all the pool was warm and heelin

and down white feathers
frothed upon the wounded waves, 

and half-lost feathers
built the pyre-o-labor-weepin'.

0 taste the warm wave brine a swellin'

but now the swans be oft forgotten, 
but pausin' in the peasant wind 

the child doth hear the bastard singin' 
wrath waves be but a gentle lappin’ 

a lullabye now soft and gentle.

while all the stags are wild and roamin'
the child doth hear their gentle moanin'

now deires to kiss the old new mornin'
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that woman remind me of cold wind blowin' broke leaves 

through empty streets
that woman talks, thinks like a lonely city I once lived in 

where winter always was 
that woman got this season in 'self forever—

sounds funny, but it seems that severe freeze of outlook 
been burnt into her

that woman blow frost out eyes—good thing I knowed the city already 
and left it long time ago, too 

that woman bitter, want to impart hurt to anythin'—
trees or people, she don't know or care the difference

I like spring from fence in country—whistle walk 
I partial to green and blue and air things 
I live, want to live, eager me—that hat tossed back 
I fiddle, stomp foot, chase little heifers hectic 
I know to touch soil, grin teeth cracks and—whoopee!

we talk low, by wheat and corn 
we laugh and cry, me happy, she tears
we tryin' to bring her off city men's gray dead pavements 
we ain't gainin' ground, but it don't matter— 

she say she leavin' 'morrow mornin'

goodbye, sweet lookin' pessimis' fog 
goodbye, gray dressed, wind tossed lady 

returnin' without no reason 
goodbye.. .but granpaijpy say city lady be back later, 

maybe fer good—whoopee!
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In reading Berkeley's The Principles of Human Knowledge I came 
across the following passage, a rhetorical attack on abstract ideas:

If any man has the faculty of framing in his mind such an 
[abstract] idea of a triangle as is here described, it is in 
vain to pretend to dispute him out of it, nor would I go about 
it. All I desire is that the reader would fully and certainly 
inform himself whether he has such an idea or no. And this, 
methinks, can be no hard task for anyone to perform. T^/hat more 
easy than for anyone to look a little into his own thoughts, 
and there try whether he has, or can attain to have, an idea 
that shall correspond with the description that is here given of 
the general idea of a triangle—which is neither oblique nor rec
tangle, equilateral, equicrviral nor scalenon, but all and none 
of these at once?^

I try to be always obliging, so I took the Good Bishop at his word and tried 
whether I could conceive such an idea. I think I found that I could. But 
I can hear Mr. Berkeley's objections very loudly now: ''What!" he would say, 
"Do you mean to tell me that you can conceive a triangle both right and 
obtuse, at the same time equilateral, isosceles, and scalene? [l translate 
his archaic terms for the benefit of the modern ear.] Or do you rather see 
a triangle with none of these qualities, when you conceive this abstract 
idea—can there indeed be a triangle with no sides and no angles?" I must 
reply, "No, of course not, you are perfectly right, those things are abso
lutely absurd.'' "What then do you see?" (His voice is more feeble now— 
undoubtedly the result of static interference.) I am chagrined; he's asked 
the wrong question. ''I see nothing," I must admit. "But it's not a ques
tion of seeing. The abstract idea of a triangle, you see, is not itself a 
triangle. It's nothing more than triangularity. If you think about it, tri
angularity is there; but if you look for it, you won't find it anywhere 
except in triangles. And triangles are so cluttered up with extras and 
optional equipment. Ah! Nowadays you can't buy a car, they only make 
Oldsmobiles." But by this time Berkeley's voice has faded entirely away.



Right after Berkeley we read Hume, and do you know there were 20k 
pages of difficult and very technical philosophy in our reading. And on 
the 17th page of our 20k there is a section called ’’Of abstract ideas."
Well, it seemed to me that Hume did about the same thing Berkeley did, - 
excepting, of co'urse, that Hume is a little more subtle. But I managed to 
snowplow through the rest of the complex and sometimes obscure epistemologi
cal reasoning until, on the l82nd page of our 20k, Hume said,

I may venture to affirm of the rest of mankind, that they 
are nothing but a bundle or collection of different perceptions, 
which succeed each other with an inconceivable rapidity, and are 
in a perpetual flux and movement.^

Here I got mad, after all, me and all the rest of mankind are friends. But 
pretty soon I realized that Hume was Just being dumb, that what he said was 
so ridiculous no one in his right mind would believe him. But then, on the 
193rd page of our 20ii, I read,

Methinks I am like a man, who having struck on many shoals, 
and having narrowly escap'd ship-wreck in passing a small frith, 
has yet the temerity to put out to sea in the same leaky weather
beaten vessel, and even carries his ambition so far as to think 
of compassing the globe under these disadvantageous circumstances.^

How could someone write both of these things? As I read more in the sec
tion he called "Conclusion of this book" I realized that Hume hadn't wanted 
to write that about the rest of mankind, but that he had had to write it, 
because he was a philosopher. What does that mean? I thought. Does it 
mean you have to say dumb things like, there's no personal identity? But 
I caught myself just in time. You see, I couldn't call Hume dumb unless I co\ilc 
prove it; at least in America you're still innocent until proven guilty.
So even though I knew he was wrong, I couldn't call him dumb unless I could 
prove he was wrong.

But sometimes due process seems stupid too. So I had to do two things.
I had to figure out a way to prove Himie wrong, and I had to find out why I 
had to prove Hume wrong. I remembered what I'd gone through with Berkeley 
about abstract ideas, so I thought that I might be able to refute Hume in 
that area. I recollected that Socrates was another philosopher who said 
he had to think what his reason led him to no matter what, so I thought 
I'd look at him. I started out knowing that Hume was absurd, and found 
myself thinking about Socrates and abstract ideas. That's how this paper 
came to be written.

There are two types of papers, the essay and the thesis. The essay 
should be a voyage, and in it you hope to find problems laid open, subjects 
illuminated. The thesis should be an argument; it should be rigorous and 
precise. This paper was written with two questions in mind. First, is 
there some way to escape from Hume's epistemological system? This question 
is in the middle of my paper, and I should hope it is a thesis. I essayed 
to surround it, however, with a voyage through, and an exploration of, the 
other question: Why should anyone care about my first question, or about 
Hume himself, or about philosophy? Let us face this last question first,

together.



I

Philosophy may be divided into three branches: logic, physics, and 
ethics. These may be separated into two groups: the formal and the material. 
Logic is formal and deals with our way of saying things. Physics and ethics 
are material and deal with the objects of natiire and freedom, respectively; 
more simply, physics tells us what is, ethics what ought to be. Does the 
love of wisdom have as its object three distinct wisdoms? That most philos
ophers are concerned with all three should belie an affirmative answer to 
this question. Is there, then, one wisdom which underlies all these? If 
so, the philosopher, the lover of wisdom, will be primarily interested in 
that one underlying wisdom, and all other wisdoms to which he turns his mind 
must therefore derive their desirability from the underlying wisdom. If we 
hope to discover this primary wisdom, we must first find a philosopher and 
ask him what wisdom it is he loves.

If we ask Socrates, he might tell us that

We must accept as agreed this trait of the philosophical 
nature, that it is ever enamored of the kind of knowledge which 
reveals to them something of that essence which is eternal, and 
is not wandering between the two poles of generation and decay.**

Much oversimplified, the philosopher loves truth. It's quite embarrassing to 
have taken the pain to find an answer so obvious; even more embarrassing is 
that this quite obvious answer is no help at all. For what is wisdom but 
truth? And what else might the love of wisdom be than the love of truth, 
the desire for knowledge? substituting truth for wisdom we have not found
the one wisdom we looked for, but rather a reformulation of the problem with 
a new nomenclature. There is a truth in logic, a truth in physics, and a 
truth in ethics; is there one truth underlying?

Let us look closer at the answer we have been given. The philosopher 
is not in love with knowledge per se, we find, but with a certain kind of 
knowledge, (in the case of Socrates we suspect that he is not in love with 
the knowledge of bones.) The type of knowledge the philosopher loves is 
that which reveals "something of that essence which is eternal." Not truth 
simply, but truth eternal we desire. With this in mind, let us look again 
at oTor three disciplines. Logic is that which deals with the form of truth 
eternal;^ to know logic is to know how to expose bogus truths. Physics is 
the knowledge of that that is, the permanent. Both of these disciplines are 
of things eternal by definition;® of ethics there is no such assiirance. To 
deny the permanence of logic and physics is to deny the world of common sense. 
On the other hand, the Thrasymachan position of ethical relativism is more 
easily defended from a simple look at the world; it may be easily argued that 
there is nothing eternal in the moral world. Both physics and logic, but not 
ethics, may be defined as necessary consequences of eternal truth: logic as 
formal condition, physics as object. When viewed this way we see that physics 
and logic may be combined into the discipline of epistemology.

Philosophy is now divided into two branches: epistemology and ethics. 
These two branches have each their own question. The question epistemology 
asks is, "What is knowledge, that is, truth?" Ethics asks, "How should we 
act?" Again, more simply, epistemology deals with what is, ethics with 
what ought.We have already remarked that epistemology seems to be the



science of eternal truth, while ethics seems contingent. In the light, then, 
of Socrates' answer, are we to regard ethics as an unphilosophical disci
pline, indeed, as no discipline at all?

If philosophy was not horn in the dyopd, at least it came of age there. 
’Ayopd is a strange word; besides its common meaning of market-place or 
assembly of the people, it means public-speaking, gift of speaking. The 
otyopd was the place of citizens, concerned with public questions; nothing 
so private as epistemological investigations would be encouraged there.
Yet it is here, in the dyopd that we find Socrates, and it is with the more 
public, ethical questions that he is most concerned. How are we to under
stand this in light of the answer Socrates gave to our first question? Is 
it possible that a philosopher in love with truth eternal, which we have 
identified with epistemology, should be most concerned with moral questions? 
And how might we understand this? We seem to be more perplexed now with 
two divisions than we were before with three. Yet if Socrates' answer em
barrassed us, perhaps we were so embarrassed because we asked the wrong 
question. We asked the philosopher, "What is it you love?" Of course he 
told us truth. Let us now ask, "Why should you love truth, and, loving, 
seek?"

When we ask the question, "Why love?", it might seem as if we no longer 
ask about the object of this love; asking about the object is asking "What 
is it?" But we really ask about the object of the philosopher's love in 
both questions. The first question put to the lover of wisdom, "What wisdom 
is it you love?" might be rephrased, "What is wise about the object of 
your love?" On the other hand the question "Why love truth?" asks "What is 
lovable about the object of your love?" Wow we can understand why we got 
the tautological answer—what is wise about wisdom but truth? And now we 
may be in a position to unify philosophy, that is, to find what we love about 
wisdom.

Let me summarize briefly what we've found out. The lover of wisdom 
loves in wisdom its eternal truth. Epistemology is the science of eternal 
truth as eternal truth, in itself. Ethics, the study of human behavior, 
is seemingly the most contingent of things. Yet Socrates is the philosopher 
to whom the verb ayopeiSm is most appropriate. ’Ayopedo) means to speak 
publicly, to counsel, to proclaim-, dyopctoyai, a closely allied word, means 
to sit in debate. We have tried to keep in mind through all this what the 
word 'philosopher' means. Our problem has been to unite the public, ethical 
realm with the private, scientific realm. Suspecting that the underlying 
unity of the ethical and the scientific lay in the nature of the philosopher, 
we tried to discover it in the philosopher as visionary; we looked to see 
towards what he looks. Hot very s\irprisingly, he looks toward knowledge.
Let us now examine the philosopher not as a visionary, that is, as a scientist, 
but as a lover.

Socrates shows all the classical characteristics of the lover. In his 
love he has no care for himself or his appearance, wandering unkempt in 
Athens with no shoes. He falls often into fits of distraction, forgetting 
not only himself but all the world. But Socrates shares with all lovers 
that fault which most drives ordinary mortals mad: he is always talking of 
his beloved. Worse yet, he mentions his beloved in connection with every
thing, and no one in his presence may mention any other subject without



giving Socrates a pretext to praise his mistress. The Gorgias is a dialogue 
full of argumentation and logical point making, yet in it Socrates warns 
Callicles,

And do not either take what I say as if I were merely playing, 
for you see the subject of our discussion—and on what subject 
should even a man of slight intelligence be more serious?— 
namely, what kind of life one should live, the life to which 
you invite me, that of a 'real man,' speaking in the Assembly 
and practising rhetoric and playing the po3j.tician according to 
your present fashion, or the life spent in philosophy, and how 
one differs from the other.®

Even in the midst of p\irely logical considerations Socrates' attention 
remains firmly turned towards the ethical. At every turn in the most 
abstruse reasonings of the dialogues we are reminded that even if we do not 
find knowledge of this, we shall be better men for trying. What is Socrates' 
famous dictum that the unexamined life is not worth living® but a reminder 
that truth eternal is pursued for the sake of living, for the sake of morality. 
At the end of the Theaetetus, Plato's work on epistemology proper, Socrates 
exhorts Theaetetus to continue the search for knowledge, saying.

Then supposing you should ever henceforth try to conceive 
afresh, Theaetetus, if you succeed, your embryo thoughts will 
be the better as a consequence of today's scrutiny, and if you 
remain barren, you will be gentler and more agreeable to your 
companions, having the good sense not to fancy you know what 
you do not know.^“

What we need note here is the intimate connection Socrates draws between 
ethical action and the search for knowledge.

What, then, is the connection between epistemology and ethics, between 
science and action? Philosophy, which, in a sense, is the love of science 
[eitLaTiiiJn]» is practiced, and studied, because it is a public-speaking 
[ayopt^lj a practical affair. Ey its public-speaking it gains, along with 
politics, an urgency it could never have gotten by mere curiosity. Properly 
speaking the love of wisdom comes from the love of right action, and its 
search is for the science of ethics, that is, for ethical principles which 
are also eternal truths.

I hope this discussion has not strained at elephants. Of course, that 
rarified philosophical discussions often become heated is a practical 
demonstration of this principle that the theoretical has as its ancestor 
the practical; but sometimes circuitous routes make clearer what we can find 
out more easily in simpler ways. Let us state the connection between the 
two branches in this way: the world of action is a world in fl\ix, a world in 
which one is constantly forced to make decisions. In this world, we assert 
ourselves by asking, when confronted with a decision to make, "Ifliat ought I 
do?" For the answer to this to have any stability, any worth, we must know, 
"How do I know what I ought to do?" This is a more complicated question, and 
is posterior temporally, but prior logically; at the same time, the question 
as a whole is still ethical. Orderly philosophers move for a separation of 
the question, and this separation divides the realm of philosophy into two 
branches, each answering its proper question. We see then that the public-



speaking of philosophy is public in two vays. First, it speaks of public 
matters in public places—this is its ethical content. Second, it speaks 
in a public-spirited way, with the public good at its heart—this is its 
concern for truth, its scientific methodology. Thus, Socrates, at his trial, 
could say, "It is my belief that no greater good has ever befallen you in 
this city than my service to ny God.''^^

II

In ethical matters the comman man may usually do fairly well without 
constructing an elaborate epistemological system as a metaphysical base.
Yet there must always be some epistemological base, however simple or even 
inconsistent, to any ethical system; that is to say that any statement of 
ought must have under it some assurance that there may be true propositions. 
Thus to deny the possibility of knowledge is seen immediately as an attempt 
at the destruction of morality.

Let us take, as an example, the sophism, "No one may tell a lie, for no 
one can say what is not." The common man, unread in the scholastics, may 
have two reactions to this news. By far the most common, I think, is the 
refutation a posteriori’, it goes like this: "That's ridiculous!" This reac
tion merely holds the sophism up to the practical and, seeing the contradic
tion, rejects the sophism. The common man knows that "there must be some
thing wrong with that," but he is not likely to be very concerned about it. 
The second reaction is the reaction of the public-spirited common man. 
Recognizing the contradiction between the sophism and the practical world, 
he yet sees that an a posteriori refutation is insufficient, that it fails 
to attack it on its own ground. The sophism attacks any epistemology, and 
thus would leave ethics with no base, shiftless and untethered. The only 
way to free ethics from such a liberation is to attack the sophism on a 
priori grounds. Both common men recognize its absiardity immediately by means 
of common sense, but, while the first is unconcerned, the second feels the 
need of the more philosophical considerations. This is why Plato wrote the 
Sophist I there are some things which stand in the way of the search for 
ethical knowledge.

We might say that the first reaction is the reaction of the common man 
insofar as he is common; the second of the common man insofar as he is phil- 
osopical. Philosophy herself calls you forth and forces you, because of 
your love for moral rectitude, to answer epistemological questions. These 
questions may become quite technical and far-removed from the important mat
ters, but it is only through them that you may earn the right to philoso
phise on morals. Without this assurance of the possibility of truth you 
may never be sure of anything. In the Gorgias Callicles refuses to take the 
view of Socrates seriously. In reading the dialogue, we can sympathise 
with Gorgias; Socrates seems to wander far afield, bringing in seemingly 
bloodless abstractions with impunity. We can begin to understand how the 
practice of philosophy came to stand in such disrepute, when even such an 
able practitioner as Socrates must forever take refuge in technicalities.
Yet Socrates answers Callicles,

You must then prove against her [philosophy], as I said 
just now, that to do wrong and evade punishment for wrongdoing 
is not the worst of all evils; or if you leave this unrefuted, 
then, by the dog that is god in Egypt, Callicles himself will



not agree with you, Callicles, hut will he at venriance with you 
throughout yoiir life. And yet I think it better, my good friend, 
that my lyre should he discordant and out of tune, and any chorus 
I might train, and that the majority of mankind should disagree 
with and oppose me, rather than that I, who am hut one man, 
should he out of tune with and contradict myself.

III

But what have I here said, that reflections very refin'd and 
metaphysical have little or no influence upon us? This opinion 
I can scarce forbear retracting, and condemning from my present 
feeling and experience. The intense view of these manifold con
tradictions and imperfections in h\aman reason has so wrought upon 
me, and heated my brain, that I am ready to reject all belief and 
reasoning, and can look upon no opinion as even as more probable 
or likely than another...

Most fortunately it happens, that since reason is incapable 
of dispelling these clouds, nature herself suffices to that p\ir- 
pose, and cures me of this philosophical melancholy and delirium, 
either by relaxing this bent of mind, or by some avocation, and 
lively impression of my senses, which obliterate all these chime
ras. I dine, I play a game of back-gammon, I converse, and am 
merry with my friends; and when after three or four hours * amuse
ment, I wou'd return to these speculations, they appear so cold, 
and strain'd, and ridiculous, that I cannot find in my heart to 
enter into them any farther.^ ^

David Hxmie is just such a man, constantly discordant with himself. In 
the company of his fellows he reacts as would the first common man in refus
ing to believe the sophism. Hume is unable to take his epistemology as a 
ground for his action; it is in the practical sphere that Hume reacts in 
the first common way. However, H-ume has within him the philosophic nature, 
he cannot ignore epistemology:

I cannot forbear having a curiosity to be acquainted with 
the principles of moral good and evil, the natiure and foundation 
of government, and the cause of those several passions and inclin
ations, which actiaate and govern me. I am uneasy to think I 
approve of one object and disapprove of another; call one thing 
beautiful, and another deform'd; decide concerning truth and false
hood, reason and folly, without knowing upon what principles I 
proceed. I am concern'd for the condition of the learned world, 
which lies under such a deplorable ignorance in all these par
ticulars.

This is public-speaking; and Hume says, "this is the origin of my philoso
phy.

So Hume is most like the second of our common men, but with one very 
major difference—Himie has built it reluctantly; indeed no sane man can 
wish to be out of tune with himself. Yet it is equally true that he regards 
it as an inescapable consequence of any consistent epistemology.

Perhaps we are not trapped so hopelessly in the sophism of Hume; we



did not create it. But our only hope of escape is an attack upon technical 
grounds. Let us then follow in the footsteps of the Sophist and try both 
to lay open Hume's argxment and to indicate where an alternative epistemol
ogy might lie. Let lis look in particular at Hume's refutation of the doc
trine of abstract ideas.

IV

What are abstract ideas? Hme says that

The abstract idea of a man represents men of all sizes and 
all qualities; which 'tis concluded it cannot do, but either by 
representing at once all possible sizes and all possible quali
ties, or by representing no particular one at all.^®

Here we have two statements of the possible nature of abstract ideas; f\ir- 
ther, these two statements are Joined into a disjtinctive proposition. We 
then have three things to consider concerning the possibility of abstract 
ideas: is either statement of their nature true? and is there any other 
possible way of understanding their nature? In other words, we must deter
mine the validity of both statements and of the proposition compounded of 
them.

The first statement, that an abstract idea represents at once all 
possible qualities and steps, is the notion of abstract idea which Berkeley 
is so anxious to refute. Its refutation goes like this: An abstract idea 
of, say, a triangle must be at the same time right, isosceles, scalene, 
equilateral, obtuse; yet a right triangle cannot at the same time be equi
lateral. This abstract idea of a triangle must, to be both equilateral and 
right, have 270° as the sum of its angles; and a 270° triangle is no tri
angle at all. It boils down to the impossibility of drawing, and therefore 
of seeing or of conceiving, a triangle with all possible triangular quali
ties in every degree. The claim is that any idea must be inconsistent.

Hume attempts to refute the second statement:

Now it having been esteemed absurd to defend the former prop- 
sition, as implying an infinite capacity in the mind, it has been 
commonly infer'd in favor of the latter. ...But that this 
inference is erroneous, I shall endeavour to make appear, first, 
by proving that 'tis utterly impossible to conceive any quantity 
or quality, without forming a precise notion of its degrees.

Hume proves this in three ways. First, he says, whatever objects are sep
arable in thought are also different in fact.^® But the precise length of 
a line is not different from the line itself, and similarly for all quality; 
there is no quality without degree in fact, therefore none in thought.
Hume's second proof is that since objects appear only with determinate quality, 
and since all ideas are copied from impressions, no idea can there be of an 
indeterminate quality. We may, he says, be confused about the precise degree 
because of their lesser strength and vivacity, but can never conceive of 
a quale without degree.2° The third argument is this: Everything in nature 
is individual. A triangle with no precise proportion of sides and angles 
is absurd. If, therefore, this triangle is absurd in fact, it is also 
absurd in idea. This is because the relation of an idea to its referent



adds nothing to the idea, so that if an idea cannot have a referent, it 
could not have been an idea in the first place.

In all these refutations I think we see the tyranny of the article at 
work. Ordinarily, we would say that the abstract idea of a triangle is 
nothing more than the idea of triangularity. Further, no one would claim 
that you may see in nature an actual triangularity, with or without 180°.
In all of these proofs it is assumed that not only are all triangles tri
angular, so also are all abstract ideas of triangles triangular.

Hme, at the beginning of the section on abstract ideas, states,

A very material question has been stated concerning abstract 
or general ideas, whether they be general or particular in the 
mind's conception of them.^^

Hume states the problem in a way in which he is unwilling to consider it.
The general line of each of these refutations seems to be: an abstract idea 
must have some properties impossible to a something particular, but all ideas 
must be particular, therefore abstract ideas are likewise impossible. In 
response to the question, is either account possible?, we now have some sort 
of an answer. No, we say, neither is possible, provided all ideas must be 
particular. We may also answer the second question. Yes, Hume's proposition 
is disjunctive, provided all ideas must be particular. Obviously, a cate
gorical answer to these questions must wait upon the consideration of the 
dependent clause: must all ideas be particular?

V

All the perceptions of the human mind resolve themselves 
into two distinct kinds, which I shall call IMPRESSIONS and IDEAS.
The difference betwixt these consists in the degrees of force and 
liveliness with which they strike upon the mind, and make their 
way into oin* thought or consciousness. ...By ideas I mean the 
faint images of these [impressions] in thinking and reasoning.

Thus Hme begins A Treatise of Human Nature. And only fom pages later:
"All our simple ideas in their first appearance are deriv'd from simple impres
sions, which are correspondent to them, and which they exactly represent.
Ideas arise out of impressions. Hume then methodically divides both ideas 
and impressions into two classes. Ideas may be either simple or complex, 
being differentiated by the n\miber of producing impressions. Impressions 
may be either impressions of sensation or of reflection, these being dif
ferentiated by the mode of perception. Let us see how these two modes of 
impression work.

An impression first strikes upon the senses, and makes us 
perceive heat or cold, thirst or hunger, pleasure or pain of some 
kind or other. Of this impression there is a copy taken by the 
mind, which remains after the impression ceases; and this we call 
an idea. This idea of pleasure or pain, when it returns upon 
the soul, produces the new impressions of desire and aversion, 
hope and fear, which may properly be called impressions of reflex
ion, because derived from it. These again are copied by the mem
ory and imagination, and become ideas.



Ideas generated by impressions of reflection are no different from those 
generated by impressions of sensation. We have simple ideas, complex ideas, 
and ideas about ideas. Abstract ideas would have to be ideas about ideas.
But to Hume, ideas about ideas must be no different from ideas about sensa
tions; all ideas are particular. Let us examine ideas about ideas and see 
if they can be of the same sort as ideas of sensation.

VI

Epimenides, the Cretan, once said, "All Cretans are liars.In so 
doing, he made a speech about speech. We often speak about speech, and sel
dom does it get us into any trouble; we most often consider speech about 
speech as speech simply. But the speech of Epimenides traps us in a para
dox. If he tells the truth, he lies; if he lies, he tells the truth. How 
may we resolve this dilemma? One, and it seems to me the only, way is to 
distinguish between speech about speech and speech about things. When we do 
this we deny that what Epimenides says about his speech applies to the 
speech about his speech; it does not apply to itself. Thus, speech no 
longer reproduces itself by reflecting upon itself, it builds pyramids, 
hierarchies. We would have speech, speech about speech, speech about speech 
about speech, and so on; never coxild any speech of a lower level have as 
referent speech of a hi^ier level.

Let me state this more precisely, and in terms more applicable to ideas. 
Ideas necessarily have possible referents. Thus ideas are possible predi
cates. But we cannot predicate any idea of any thing; some ideas are not 
predicable of certain things. Wow some ideas are predicable of themselves, 
others are not. For example, "word"; you may say "'word' is a word." On 
the other hand you may not say "'rose' is a rose" (unless you happen to be 
Gertrude Stein). Let us then make oxirselves a definition: we call impre- 
dicable any predicate which can not be predicated of itself. Thus we may 
predicate "impredicable" of "rose": "'rose' is impredicable." Let us see 
if "impredicable" is impredicable. According to o\ir definition, if "'impre
dicable' is impredicable" is a true proposition, "impredicable" is not impre
dicable. On the other hand if it is a false proposition, i.e. if impredicable 
cannot be predicated of "impredicable," then indeed "impredicable" is impre
dicable.^^ Because all Hume's ideas have possible referents, and because a 
possible referent implies a possible predication, this logical antinomy is 
built into Hume's system so long as no distinction is made between differ
ent types of ideas. When this is done, we see that the proposition "'impre
dicable' is impredicable" is neither true nor false, but nonsensical.

What does this tell us about abstract ideas? We decided that the refu
tation of abstract ideas hangs on the question, must abstract ideas be 
particular? The refutations all depend on the fact that abstract ideas 
are particular because they are no different in kind than other ideas. The 
Cretan paradox shows that we cannot do this, that in speaking about speech 
we must be ever vigilant lest we fall into the trap of Epimenides. We may 
therefore say that Hme's epistemological system is inconsistent. Fiurther 
he is perfectly correct in saying that abstract ideas are impossible in a 
system like his where all ideas are eqizal.^® We conclude, then, that Hme's 
disjiinctive proposition is not correct. It does riHe out a part of the 
domain of possible natures of abstract ideas; but what we have learned from 
Hume is what abstract ideas cannot be, not that they are not.



VII

We looked at Hiane's refutation of abstract ideas with a view towards 
attacking it. We did this because we were afraid that if we could find no 
chinks in his armor, that if we could not prove against philosophy that 
Hume's epistemology was not true, and that if we left her unrefuted, we 
would not agree even with ourselves and would be out of tune. We knew that 
if there were chinks we should have to find them by very techincal means.
An acetylene torch will indeed break open a suit of armor, but will never 
demonstrate the suit's failure as armor. Let us say, then, that we are 
victors in our duel with the sophism of Hume, as was Plato in his duel with 
the sophism of the Sophist. Yet the Sophist, in its winning, cast some 
light on the problem. May we hope that our investigation has done the same?

Can we not say that abstract ideas, if they do in fact exist, must be 
of no particular quantum or quale, must be impossible of finding in nature 
in concreto, and must yet be everywhere in nature you might care to look? 
Must not abstract ideas, be, finally, what make the world intelligible, are 
everywhere in the world but nowhere of it? We cannot be sure. But of 
this we are certain; that ideas are not necessarily feeble imitations of 
impressions, that the world is not necessarily as Hume describes it, and 
that we need not be schizophrenic because of a certain book by David Hme 
called A Treatise of Human Nature.

*

*

One last word. This essay on the philosophy of Hume has been an 
attempt at public-speaking on publie-speaking. I am only too conscious that 
this is a risky and uncertain business, perhaps even more risky than 
speaking on speaking. I shoiild like, therefore, to close this attempt with 
a word from one of the greatest public-speakers of them all:

MEWO: Somehow or other I believe you are right.

SOCRATES: I think I am. I shouldn't like to take my oath on the whole 
story, but one thing I am ready to fight for as long as 
I can, in word and act—that is, that we shall be better, 
braver, and more active men if we believe it right to look 
for what we don't know than if we believe there is no point 
in looking because what we don't know we can never discover.

MENO: There too I am sure you are right.

SOCRATES: Then since we are agreed that it is right to inquire into 
something that one does not know, are you ready to face 
with me the question, 'What is virtue?



FOOTNOTES

1. George Berkeley, The Principles of Human Knowledge, Introduction, 
paragraph 13, p. 5^.

2. David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, Book I, Part IV, Section 
VI, p. 252

3. Ibid., Book I, Part IV, Section VII, pp. 263-264.

4. Plato, The Republic, Book VI, lines 485a-b, p. 721.

5. Logic, in this sense, may not, however, be what we ordinarily call 
logic—it need not be discursive.

6. Physics in this sense excludes the study of the world of becoming.

7. This is not equivalent to my statement on page 3 concerning the 
distinction between physics and ethics. Physics by itself tells us what is, 
but makes no effort to ground itself. Epistemology, on the other hand, 
does its own groundlaying; in this way we say that epistemology deals with 
what is, with regard to both the form and the object of truth.

8. Plato, Gorgias, lines 500c, p. 283. The phrase translated as 
"speaking in the Assembly" is, in the Greek, Xiyovxd xe ev xi^ dfjyto, rather 
than dyopedu). As I understand it, the distinction between dfjpos and dyopd 
corresponds roughly to the distinction in English between popular and public. 
In this light "speaking in the Assembly," which Socrates scorns, is not a 
public-speaking, not axi dyopcx.

9. Plato, Apology, lines 38a, p. 23.

10. Plato, Theaetetus, lines 210b-c, p. 919.

11. Plato, Apology, lines 30a, p. l6.

12. Plato, Gorgias, lines 482b-c, p. 265.

13. Hume, op. cit., Book I, Part IV, Section VII, pp. 268-269.

14. Ibid., pp. 270-271.

15. Ibid.

16. Ibid., Book I, Part I, Section VII, p. I8.

17. Ibid.

18. This is the converse of the obvious statement that whatever is 
different in fact is separable in thought. Hume states the converse with
out proof.

19. Hume, op. cit., pp. I8-I9.

20. Ibid., p. 19.



21.Ibid.

22.Ibid.,p. 17.

23.Ibid.,Book I, Part

2h.Ibid. ,p. it.

25.Ibid.,Book I, Part

26.Notably, Epimenides
was paradoxical. In fact, neither did St. Paul. St. Paul, in the Epistle to 
Titus [1:12], apparently quotes the entirety of Epimenides’ much-quoted 
remark:

It was a Cretan prophet, one of their own country men, who said 
'Cretans were always liars, vicious brutes, lazy gluttons*—and he 
told the truth!

It was Callimachus of Alexandria who in the early third century quoted the 
first part of the saying, thus making the paradox evident.

Epimenides is an interesting character in his own right, however, and 
Diogenes Laertius in his Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers in Ten 
Books devotes an entire chapter to Epimenides [Book I, Chapter 10]. Accor
ding to Diogenes Laertius,

He was a native of Cnossos in Crete, though from wearing 
his hair long he did not look like a Cretan. One day he was sent 
into the country by his father to look for a stray sheep, and at 
noon he tvirned aside out of the way, and went to sleep in a cave 
where he slept for fifty-seven years. After this he got up and 
went in search of the sheep, thinking he had been asleep only a 
short time. And when he could not find it, he came to the farm, 
and found everything changed and another owner in possession.
Then he went back to the town in utter perplexity; and there, on 
entering his own house, he fell in with people who wanted to know 
who he was. At length he found his younger brother, now an old 
man, and learnt the truth from him. So he became famous throu^- 
out Greece, and was believed to be a special favourite of heaven.
[109-110, p. 115]

Because of his fame, he was invited by the Athenians to rid the city of a 
pestilence which attacked them in the U6th Olympiad [595-592 B.C.]; this is 
also alluded to by Plato in the Laws [Book I, 61;2d, p. 12^2]. By way of 
appreciation.

The Athenians voted him a talent in money and a ship to con
vey him back to Crete. The money he declined, but he concluded 
a treaty of friendship and alliance between Cnossos and Athens.
[Diogenes Laertius, III, p. 117]

There are varying acco\ints of his age at death, Phlegon in his work On Longe
vity stating that he lived 157 years, the Cretans maintaining (with charac
teristic lying, perhaps?) that he lived 299 years. He is credited with 
having written a Theogony, and, in prose, works entitled On Sacrifices and 
the Cretan Constitution and On Minos and Rhadamanthus. There is a story 
that he received a special sort of food from the Nymphs, which food he 
kept in a cow's hoof. He was supposed to have taken small doses of this 
food which was entirely absorbed into his system, and was never seen to eat. 
And finally.



He is stated to have been the first who purified houses 
and fields, and the first who founded temples. Some are found 
to maintain that he did not go to sleep but withdrew himself for 
a while, engaged in gathering simples. [Diogenes Laertius, 112, p. 117]

27. The general modern formiolation of this paradox, and its resolution 
by the theory of types, is due to Bertrand Russell and is known as Russell's 
antinomy. For this specific formulation, I used Carnap's Introduction to 
Symbolic Logic and its Applications, p. 83. Carnap also provides a brief 
introductory exposition of the theory of types.

28. It's tempting to conclude thereupon that democratic ideologies are 
inconsistent and that only aristocratic ones are reasonable!

29. Plato, Mono, 866-c, p. 371. In Diogenes Laertius, again, [Book II, 
Chapter 6] there is a great story involving Socrates and Xenophon:

The story goes that Socrates met him [Xenophon] in a narrow 
passage, and that he stretched out his stick to bar the way, while 
he inquired where every kind of food was sold. Upon receiving 
a reply, he put another question, "And where do men become good 
and honorable?" Xenophon was fairly puzzled; "Then follow me." 
said Socrates, "and learn." From that tim.e onward he was a pupil 
of Socrates. [II, !^8, p. 179]
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The magician awoke just in time 
to save himself from a snake bite- 
Lying in the cave where he spent his prime 
he told the snake secrets of death's delight

Or shall I say another way 
Have all the days been wasted?
Do secret tongues seduce the match 
to the bomb fuse of poison?
I am lying in the clutch of ideas
plowed by tinnumbered honeyed boozes
V7orking the scythe of poetry
on truth that is grown* felled, and cookedj
What is this toothless tenseness
of a bony-fingered fool in the fields.

I sing again, again:
Love bleeds
and buried hearts
grow fruited trees
Hungry women, avid bees seek
out these woods ^
Where magicians never go with words ^
I seek harrowed mysterioxas fights
speechless rhyme unbroken love
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'cpxKslx'ceb bY aLxn oicvay"

Much is strange, but nothing that is is stranger than man 
And this power crosses the white sea, driven by the south 
wind, with the roaring waves threatening to engulf him.

And Earth, this most ancient of gods, immortal and unwearied, 
man wears away, overturning her year after year, driving the 
plow back and forth with the offspring of horses.

Man careful and plotting.
He leads captive the light-hearted race of birds, the tribes 
of savage beasts and the native creatiires of the sea, snaring them 
in woven nets. And he masters by his art the beast in the wilds 
who roams the hills. He tames the horse of shaggy mane. He 
puts the yoke upon its neck. He tames the tireless mountain bull.

For himself, he has gathered crying sound, and wind thought 
and the character of high thinking. He has considered also 
how to flee the arrows of frost, and the rushing rain.

He comes to nothing, everyirhere taking path, he is .without 
path and without union.

He will not accomplish flight from death, though he flee with 
his designs incurable disease.

He is clever. He masters art above hope, sometimes having good, 
sometimes evil.

He creeps between the laws of the honoured earth and the sworn 
Justice of the gods.

Rising high over his place, he recklessly takes the wrong for 
the right.

May such a man never share my hearth. May he never think my 
thoughts, who does this.



A.LejA,M5p^o
Ante mi paso se extendio el ala.
Una c\arva creciente, constante, redonda

Como espiral ante lo abierto, la bandera de lo inmenso 
Una pose, y luego un raudo gesto, y lo mas intrinsico del ave 

fue direccion sin rumbo, 
como el silencio.

Asi, naciente, creciente:
mi caminar tan desnudo; 
mi deambular tan propuesto.

El ave era una espuela; mis pies dos duras alas.
Piedra tras roca;
Roca tras pena;

Aquel otono atajante, abrupto, quemo lo escondido de mi casa.

Entre las^perdidas paginas de la brotante tierra 
vague

como en lo obscuro del abismo, llevando luz 
en la inocencia del silencio.

Me acerque al arbol; a la montana; al cielo. 
Eleve el brazo de la vendimia 

casi ebria
del oro de un oriente 
destacado 
en las estrellas 

Las entranas de la estrella...

Vi los ojos de la noche palpitantes, desafiantes 
Vi mis ojos en el viento

entre el hielo y el abismo...
Vi el abismo...

La arquitectura del espacio me dejo impavido.

Estoy en la latente oscuridad del sublime resplandor 
me siento socorrer a lo sagrado del instante 

La espuma 
entre ciclones 

me impidio
la realidad de lo escogido.

La agonia de la espera no me abrio las puertas de la Nada, 
sino que fue la catastrofica, 

pristina esencia 
de mi ser.



The wing stretched forth before my way
A curve that grows, is constant and completing

like a spiral before the open, flag of immensity.
A pose, and then the impetuous gesture, and the bird's intimate heart 

was direction without aim 
like silence.

Just so: nascent, growing 
I went, so nakedly 
I strolled, so purposedly.

The bird was a spur; my feet became two hard wings.
Stone before the rock, 
and after rock the boulder.

The intercepting, abrupt autumn burned what was most hidden in my house.

Between the lost pages of the budding earth 
I wandered

as in the dark of the abyss, carrying light 
in the innocence of silence.

I approached tree; mountain; sky, 
and raised my arm of vintage 

almost drunk 
with eastern gold 
detached 
among the stars 

the entrails of the star

I then beheld the trembling eyes of ni^t, challenging 
I saw my own eyes in the wind, floating

halfway between the ice and the abyss 
and then the abyss itself...

The architectixre of space left me undaiinted.

I find nQTself shrouded in darkness of sublime splendor, 
helping the sanctity of this moment 

foam-spray 
between storms 

held back from me
the reality of the chosen.

The agony of xny waiting did not open doors of Nothing 
Instead it was the catastrophic 

pristine essence 
of my being.



Toque el fuego, 
lo amase, 
le dl forma, 
redondeile,

apartando chispa a chispa
la creaciCn de lo terrestre 

Alze el rostro al pedestal inconmovible 
de la voluntad siniestra: 
inefable,

me detuve ante lo eterno de la sangre, 
hasta alcanzar el grito,
hasta llegar a Dios, de su propia creacion victima, 
boqueando en la tormenta del oceano de luz — 

la marejada...

"iOyes? La balada ardiente del profeta loco.”

Abarque lo no sabido y le dl vida: 
me sent! ser santo, 
mitad luz, mitad lucero, 

y me deshice, transfigurado en lo exaltado 
del misterio.

El dedo Indice, Ultimo fervor de lo sublime, 
fue ereado

En la escarpada cUspide del etereo frenesl 
volvi al otono,

El regreso...
Hay un Jazmin en cada paso:
En cada beso hay una perla.

Despues de la calda y de lo rojo, el estio implacable cede al otro, 
al nivel de nieve, 
de lo bianco, de lo frlo...

Y en la salvaje pureza del encaje de la selva 
—cede el frlo, a su vez, a lo primero: 

la primera primavera.
Aspira el ave a la espiral sangrienta en la bandera.

Vuelve el paso a pasar sobre la tierra 
Vuelve el ojo a ejercer sobre lo bello 

la voluntad humana
Todo es, nunca fue, sino en la tierra, 

en la atalaya de la tierra.



I touched the fire,
I kneaded it, 
gave it form, 
made it perfect

separating spark after spark
earth's creations.

I lifted my face to the unyielding pedestal 
of dark will: 
unspeakable

I faced blood's eternal 
until I heard the Cry
\mtil I reached God, victim of His own creation, 
gaping in the storm of the sea of light 

of chaotic surf

"Listen to the btirning ballad of the mad prophet"

I embraced the unknown and gave it life:
I felt holy.
At once both light and luminary 

and I unmade myself, transfigured in exaltation 
of the nystery.

The index finger, final, sublime fervor, 
was created

On the steep face of celestial frenzy 
I came back to autxann 

The Return...
I find a Jasmine at each step 
In every kiss there is a pearl.

After the fallen crimson implacable summer yields to other, 
to levels of snow, 
frozen whitness.

And in the savage purity of the forest's lace 
yields the cold, in turn, to spring.
The world's first spring.

The bird aspires to be the bleeding spiral on the flag
The foot comes back to step once more over the earth 
Once more the will of man casts down a forceful eye 

on Beauty.
All is, never was, if not on earth 

on the watch-tower or earth.



composinoN

Frantic rasping of pencil on paper 
words tumbling forth almost faster 
than she is able to find them in writing 
She cannot pause to push back the hair 
from her eyes for fear of losing a phrase

Periods are thrown down resolutely 
and on to another line 
Daylight slipped away with the warmth 
of afternoon, dusk has crept in

on the back of breezes drawn up from the lake 
She does not notice though her hand casts 
a shadow on her writing, she sits 
disheveled, framed in concentration
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The intention of this essay is to consider certain epistemological dif- 
ficialties in the light of concrete individuality. As a positive exposition, 
it is an invitation to introspection along certain lines. Negatively, it 
implies that scepticism asks questions with imperfectly distinguished pre
suppositions .

The paper is divided into four sections. The first is a largely phe
nomenological account of the proposed system. It is a myth told first to 
provide a ground for elaboration. The second section is the deduction and 
critique of an "incarnate" epistemology from Alcibiades' speech in the Sym
posium. The third is a re-telling of the Thomistic doctrines of creation 
and intellection. The fourth section invites.

In another way, there is a sequence of tone in the argment. The 
first section is an unrefined dialectical suggestion. The second is both a 
commentary on Plato and a sharpening of difficulties, of apparatus. The 
Thomistic section is more emphatically doctrinal and technical; it is the 
distilled epistemological construction. The chain is account, commentary, 
system. The final section is the question of truth.

I

Knowledge, described in first intuition, is the most intimate, the rich
est approach to being. But the primitive response to a conflict of reasoned 
doctrines is an attempt to subsume knowledge under a code of rubrics. In this 
way, it is hoped, there will be a determinable solution for every question. 
Such a response treats knowledge as a doctrinal body, like accounting, which 
cohabits the mind but is not blended with it. Knowledge is here something 
like a set of rules. This attitude is incarnate in Sophists and the search



for a 'complete' logic. But the flaw is deep. With knowing comes the sense 
that knowledge is one's own. What a man thinks lies as cause of what he does. 
But what he does shows what he is. Any definition of knowledge must account 
for this "feeling" that what a man knows is most especially his being.

But if one discards the shibboleth, the encyclopedia of knowledge, there 
seems no distinction possible between knowledge and opinion. Knowledge is 
deeply filling, but to a man who has had no taste of it, the parrotting of 
opinion seems fiill (as Meno with Gorgias, Phaedrus with Lysias). A man's ob
stinate opinions he calls "his own"; they are taken from the group within 
which he finds a quick sense of place. Opinion is intimate only by social 
force, but an internal mark is needed to demonstrate this. If no fuller def
inition is possible, knowledge as such disappears. Men's opinions differ— 
that was the occasion for assimilating knowledge to the universal judge of 
contradictory hypotheses. Perhaps there is nothing but differing opinions; 
perhaps an intuition of knowledge is like painting a unicorn.

In distinguishing knowledge, the growth of no particular soul will be 
traced. It may be claimed that the resulting myth does not correspond to 
actual psychology. Although the argument is artificially tidy, it is as
serted that the events occur in each man's life literally, if confusedly.
This is, then, both a structured vmfolding and a collation of testimonials 
(cf. the exegesis of Alcibiades' speech below).

Among opinions, there comes a desire. It is unexpected and even unwanted. 
At first, the impulse is to possess some other person because that person 
seems sweetness. The first possession is physical: to see, to touch, to hold. 
It grows to become possession as imitation. One wants to be the beloved, as 
children imitate their heroes. But this imitation matures as well. The be
loved ages—or is not physically beautiful—and the lover realizes that 
activity is more truly the person than anything else. The young man begins 
to imitate activity and the thinking behind it. He contemplates something.
This loving possession is not opinion.

The lover asserts the uniqueness of some thing outside himself. It is one 
and steady: it is loved for what it is. Just that person makes the lover hap
py. He knows the person well because he is becoming him; he can make him his 
own by taking him as he is. The lover has placed himself in a position of dis- 
cipleship to that person. Indeed, "master," "teacher," "beloved," are taken 
as interchangeable because all learning is radically this disposition to con- 
version-of-ways found in the lover. Similarly, because the real teacher loves 
the student, there is no conflict with the Socratic model in that the dominion 
exercised is the ironic, the liberating rule of love. Discipleship implies 
something uniquely to be learned from a particular master. It is a strong as
sertion that there is something more than opinion. There is presumably more 
than right opinion, too, as the disciple works to acquire the master's way 
and not just his doctrines. If the master is concealed, the relationship must 
be frustrating. Its fullness can be found only when the master is himself for 
the lover, when he gives what he is to the student. His giving is the sign of 
mature love which considers any object sweet just in its being what it is, re
gardless of its relation to him. The master rejoices at his student's learn
ing. VHiat he gives the student is his way of loving as it extends to all.

In order to teach, the master must love not for himself but for the thing 
in itself, for the student. Loving him, the student is asked to see all things



as they are. This is the central point in imitating the master. The teach
er, as such, is necessarily sensitive to the being of the world. Yet he is 
Just this one, J\ist a man. The whole comes through one. The teacher's gift 
is unitive sensitivity. He cannot feed doctrines—that would contradict 
the intimacy of knowledge. He can e^diort. But it is painful exhortation, a 
wrenching of young habits. It is even a conversion of the desire which 
first attracted one to the teacher. The master shows that the student must 
not distort reality by thrusting his desire upon it. Rather he must ''imi
tate" it as he grew to imitate the master. This new awareness brings shame 
of one's former actions. Shame helps to authenticate the message: it is not 
something the student wanted to hear; it does not seem likely that he in
vented it. The word was startling and stinging. There comes a new aware
ness: it is good for a man to talk and to look, but not good to look so hard 
that he projects the truth or so narrowly that he misses it. The solution 
to the paradox of learning-as-searching (Meno's paradox) is the resolution 
not to search but to listen, to watch everywhere. Waiting provides the ma
terial upon which the mind may work actively.

As yet, however, no doctrine of things has been given. All this must 
be found in what is present. Two objects have been fixed in relation: a 
teacher and a student. But the teacher does not dominate. The student is 
taught to be sensitive to things—to the teacher's sensitivity, of course, 
but not to his doctrines. The student must draw such doctrines as he has 
from 'within' himself. He must have at least the certainty of the nature 
of knowledge from within himself. To learn by rote something intrinsically 
personal woiild be violence.

Perhaps the student recollects what he had forgotten—the love of his 
teacher sparking remembrance of a past knowledge. Perhaps this is what is 
meant by learning. Two difficulties appear. First, the teacher, who is re
garded as especially possessing knowledge, is given over entirely to the 
love and service of other men. How could knowledge be buried in one's soli
tude and merely occasioned by the teacher? Second, such a doctrine of re
collection would only push the question about knowledge back to a previous 
time. The student remembers "what he knew"; but how did he know it then?
What marked it as knowledge and not right opinion? The weight of these ques
tions forces one to abandon the simple theory of recollection.

The student is left with his shame and his memory. From these he must 
determine the mark of knowledge as such. Shame tells him that he has been
changed, even reborn, from moral death to moral life. Memory, he sees, is
a bringing of the past before mind. He remembers his shame*, he brings 
into his mind the facts of his rebirth. It is at this point that he begins 
to know himself. The student is aware of his present position: this is
opinion. But he also sees how he came to be that way and why^ he is that way.
He has reasons for and understanding of his rebirth—he has Xoyoi and 
right opinion. The student also sees that the teacher knows him in presid
ing over his growth. The teacher-midwife as such is full of knowledge about 
the student. This position escapes both questions. But another difficulty 
remains. How does one explain man's ignorance?

A first answer. The teacher wrenched his student from the city, gave 
him a hint of knowledge to set him wondering, eind produced in him a sense 
of shame by example. He returned the student from sickness to health;



they both see this now. Man born into society is born sick, forgetful even 
of his sickness. Perhaps the mind made itself sick with forgetfxilness of 
health. But why? Did it make itself forget its own activity? It seems 
more probable that something associated with the mind infected it. A lack 
of the past is endemic to the sensory world of peacock mutability. It is 
the body, then, which seems a part of men and yet other than mind, that 
confuses the mind, makes it forget. Learning is p\arification in which the 
body's fetters are broken and the mind remembers itself. This mind—Plato's 
hinnan intellect—does not require the body for its activity. On the contrary, 
it is made somnolent in its wedding to the body. The task of Platonic intel
lect is to free itself.

Men and men's activities are the points of fixity. Knowledge was born 
into an intensely human relationship. Even so, man is a natural being and 
his necessary activities must also be natural. The sensitivity first learned 
was a general one. Is this disappointed? Man is nat^aral—more, is a na- 
tiiral body. If there is no fixity in natiiral bodies, then there is none in 
the teacher. He is definitely one man. To be one, he must be distinguished 
by certain characteristics from other beings. There must be something that 
the teacher is which distinguishes him from others. But if this sort of 
ontic fixity is present in one being (just in its being one), it seems like
ly that it woiild be so in others as well.

Now the teacher's natural being was transparent. His face gave way to 
his mind. So, too, the mutable opacity of stones and water should yield to 
sensitivity, offering some inner face which is firm and fixed. Earlier, 
the student noticed that this other man looked like his teacher. It seem.ed 
later as if other men thought as he did. Being splits between individuality 
and similarity. Knowledge, as approach to being, should grasp both. But 
there is noe sense of the division's status. So it is with things: this 
stone is like another stone; men call them both "stones" for that reason.
The word should not refer to a set of changeable qualities but to the ob
ject's position in a directional schema, its ability to become transparent 
in just this way. Otherwise, the language is radically at fault in giving 
permanence where there is none. The general relation teacher-student was 
the key to the being of both within classes. Ifeat makes a teacher such or 
a stone such is its Idea, which stands in fixed relation to other Ideas.
How is this corporeality-with-non-corporeality possible? The mechanism is 
obscixre but a constant example is present in the figirre of the teacher to 
whom one must recur.

The soul was chained to the body, always infected by it. Could Ideas 
be chained and obscured by their corporeal manifestations? On the analogy, 
there is an incorporeal world of which physical bodies are confused reflec
tions. It is to this world that the soul tends in its purification. It is 
to this world, again, that man appeals in adding accounts of necessity and 
reason to his opinions. Science is a personal ordering—a speaking in 
personal and esoteric language—of the structure of this pure world as 
seen here. Mathematics talks about that ordering without reference to its 
corporeal manifestations.

Four difficulties are as yet unresolved. Moreover, they do not seem to 
admit of resolution in the present system. First, why is the soul united to 
the body? Second, similarly, how do things have a dual nature, sensory and 
intelligible? Third, what is the ontic relation between individual and spe-



cies? Fourth, how can there be any complete giving of reasons as regards the 
chaotic corruptible?

The first question is only superficially averted by arguing that no gen
eral rationality of the cosmos was supposed and that the insufficiency of ra
tional grounds is no criticism. A curious tension is nonetheless present.
The soul grows: it achieves its maturity by learning and assimilating. What 
it attains to is the world of stasis, of rigid relationships. The end ne
gates the means. As regards the second question, the 'technical' explanation 
of transparency in natural beings is lacking both in its mechanism (how do 
the two co-exist? how does one lead into another?) and its genesis (how did 
these relationships come about?). The third doctrine is similarly deficient. 
This last reflects on the fovirth. An insufficiency in the understanding of 
corporeality—indeed, the admission that corporeality is unintelligible— 
sets mind in motion away from the world, weakens knowing.^

A second answer. One nexus helps both its own and the Platonic prob
lems. It is the hypothesis^ of a creation in an act of thought of all things 
by an omnipotent and loving God.

God is thought; he creates by thinking and holds being stable by hold
ing the ideas of entities stable within himself. What each thing is, geneti
cally and actually, is thought. Intellect is not inimical to non-intel
lectual being because the latter exists only through the former. God is the 
teacher who reaches out to his creatiires through each other, speaking to them 
in all creation. The first importance of teaching is not abrogated; know
ledge has been made, even more emphatically, a relation of personal being to 
personal being. One sees that God must will if the creation is to be an act. 
One can relate to God as to a person of will and intellect.

If the creation is profoundly an act of mind, the schema of creation 
must be intelligible. Any existent thing must be accounted for by reference 
to such a schema. A whole is more beautiful if variegated. Creation, then, 
must exhibit exhaustive variety. This is usually expressed, naively, in a 
division as Inorganic, Vegetative, Sensitive, Intellectual. But such a list
ing is properly seen as an instantiation of a schema comprising degrees 
of emanation. Such arrangement is appropriately offered as the divine sche
ma because it is paradigmatic, considering only the types of possible rela
tionships. The complete schema should include even God, ascending by one 
road from inert to Creating.

The intellect must be united to the body if both are referred to a 
single man. The man is thought by God—that is his essence. But thought 
is one: it unifies and holds together under a guiding principle. Nothing 
can belong properly to man, then, that is not one with the other "parts". 
Because the himian soul is naturally united to the body, its functions are 
meant to be associated with those of the body. The intellect, which is 
pre-eminently man, must require the body in its natiiral operation. If know
ledge be given in the intellect before it makes some use of its body, its 
incarnation is superfluous. But this is improper; the whole must do the 
pre-eminent activity of the whole. If an apparatus of classification and 
assemblage be given in the intellect before it uses the body, then the mo
tive experience of man will not be love but order. Yet it has been assert
ed that love is the foundation for knowledge. Loving is an activity of 
both body and mind. The mind, therefore, cannot be pre-filled and pre-



structured if the unity of mind and body will be preserved. Again, sensing 
is the way in which the human intellect is illuminated by external action; 
its reception of sense impressions brings it into being. But sensing, the 
objects of which are bodily properties, must have a receptor which can be
come those bodily properties, in order to make them one's own. Sensing 
necessitates a body attached to whatever is sensing. The hs^othesis of 
intellect-with-body has now been generated from the hypothesis of a bene
ficent Creator.

The four earlier diffic\ilties have replies. First, the human intellect 
learns naturally through sensation; that is why it is united to the body. 
Second, corporeal natxire is the offspring of creative thought: there is no 
antithesis. The third reply can only be argued with technical basis,** but 
it is right to say that some individuality is knowable, other not. Alter
nately, some individuality is essential, other accidental. Fourth, there 
is now a complete giving of accounts possible, at least to God.

Why is it, if the doctrine of creation so satisfies, that as sophis
ticated a thinker as Plato did not take it up? Certain doctrines occvir to
gether and stand as an organism. In the Platonic works, one sees as a set: 
tragedy, the inevitability of Fate, the One as alien and beyond mutable be
ing, impersonal "salvation" (i.e., no personal immortality), and irration
ality at the core of the corruptible world. These can be reduced to three 
fundamental intuitions: the impersonality of Mind; the reality of Time in 
some sphere; and the suffering entailed in individuality. The first means 
that all Mind adheres to one standard; truth-filled minds are indistin
guishable.^ The second is the affirmation that change is actual, having 
ontological status. The third issues from the first two: an individual 
as such is imprisoned in change, is in confrontation with something real 
and powerful. These are the axioms of the mind left to itself. They are 
confirmed by experience (death of Socrates, misery of solipsistic tyrants). 
Man is in the body without just cause; that is irrational. The conflict 
of the noble (mind) and the irrational (body, blind cosmogenesis) is tra
gic.® Moreover, mind in solitude is necessarily hybristic because it can 
see no limits. It views itself just as impassive and universal. But it 
falls before passions, seduced by the city. It must retreat. In this 
flight, mind declares the strength of its opponents—of tragedy, of mu
tability . The doctrine which makes mind supreme must see it flee before 
other forces. This is the core paradox of the Platonic system as first 
grasped: the all-powerful mind is driven to admit the inextinguishable 
existence of the irrational. Mind has no just incarnation.

The inevitability of the solitary's incompletion can be seen in an
other way. The great human mind is both comprehensive and richly detailed. 
Learning carries with it the past, as an organism carries its wounds. To 
see the whole of learning is to have the past present to oneself. Yet de
tail must also be preserved: each moment in the "now'* should be seen as 
crucial, important in determining one's happiness. The past-whole is vi
vidly at hand in each tiny fragment of the present through the dual awareness 
of the great mind. So it is that Aristotle, who commanded the tradition, 
detested our sleep, unconscious and without decision. Medieval hagiograph- 
ers eulogized saints as puer senex, "old-mannish young boy," as precocious
ly serious. What is seriousness if not a participation in the past and fu-



txire that brings the present sharply into focus, anointing it? The precious 
relationship to past and future in the present can only serve to trap the 
mind in its view of time. Creation cannot be seriously considered by such a 
mind because the association of omnipotence and temporal activity is absurd. 
The great mind is nurtiired by the tradition and comes to look for a past 
Golden Age. But creation implies growth, movement to an end. If the cha
racteristic of the great mind is a sentience of time, it is so enslaved.

On the other side, a doctrine of creation denies the reality of time as 
anything but a human mode. One is given as a set: comedy, an immutable God 
who can 'act,' mind requiring growth through perception, and personal salva
tion. For Plato, the world is irrational; on the doctrine of creation, it 
is man who participates only dimly in rationality. The element of tragedy 
is replaced by inescapable mystery before men's eyes. In securing the in-

of the cosmic order, one loses comprehensibility for man. His 
knowledge is contemplation of essential relationships without a vision of 
all possible fulfillments. It is like knowing how to add without knowing 
all possible additions. The Creator is of a different order than the crea
tion; he holds all things in himself at once, in all pasts and futures.
What they are is what he thinks. But to comprehend anything, to take it as 
God takes it, would require ein infinity in the human mind that seems clear
ly impossible. Now, a love of the teacher is the essential condition for 
the growth which is especially human. God, it has been suggested, is the 
perfect teacher, inviting to growth through all things. But he is "hidden" 
and the way to him dark. It is not his darkness, but the incommensurabili
ty of men's minds with his infinity. God must reveal what is essential to 
growth if there is to be any. But if he reveals too much, he gives man 
opinion in place of knowledge: he coerces. The response to revelation, 
that which makes it one's own, is a love which reaches beyond comprehen
sion, just as it was in the original experience of the hmnan teacher. But 
here love reaches beyond the possibility of comprehension.

The human mind cannot encircle God. It must imitate and see its whole 
self dissolved in imitation. The disparity between lover and beloved de
mands the total gift of the lover if any part of the beloved is to be re
flected. The full gift is, in an important way, a denial of that self 
which made knowing possible. It is consuming love. But instead of devour
ing the process which produced it, as did the Platonic, it completes. This 
total gift in love is what renders a man into a teacher. He "knows" nothing 
fully and is at the same time the wisest, reflecting that which is the ab
solute foundation for all reasons and for all possible knowledge. The end 
of growth is explosion of finite being in infinite, a deification of man.
Man moves to share in the moving life of God. A comic ending.

II

Plato's Symposium is explicitly a parodist's triumph. But the Alexan
drian sub-title. On the Good or On the Beautiful^ insists that there is some
thing more. This suspicion is confirmed by evocations and inversions of the 
Republic. One is invited to consider the Symposium as a chapter in the dia
lectic of the l?epublic's ■ central books. It‘is a statement, about ascent 
through the divided line: more specifically, an uneasiness about such as
cent's denial of concrete individuality. In this way, it suggests a re
interpretation of Plato which would reject the text-book understanding of



Forms and "noble incorporeality."

The ironic allusions are numerous. The Republic begins, "I went do\m 
[xaTeSnv] to the Pireaus."'^ It is Socrates recollecting alone. Apollodorus, 
on the other hand, recotints, "I was coming up [itpt^nv] to the city from my 
place at Phalerum" (5ymp., 172a). There is an explicit reversal: in the 
one, Socrates descends to Hades, descends to a port; in the other, Apollo
dorus rises from Athens' older port to the city itself. In both, the plead
ing of friends brings out the story. Socrates is in the Pireaus during the 
feast of Hecate, but Agathon's banquet falls on the Great Dionysia, memorial 
of Dionysus-Liberator. The two tales play within n^thic frameworks of con
flict: Socrates-Hercules descending to the underworld; and Socrates-Apollo 
pacifying the surge of Dionysian forces. Both dialogues see the founding of 
a city in agreement (Symp., 177; Rep., 369c), and the decay of that city.®
Even the concentric arrangement of the Republic about the divided line is 
echoed in the ordering of the evening's first five speeches. There is here 
a symmetric arrangement of paired lines. Phaedrus' eternal love (210e), 
Pausanias' two loves (l8le, l82b, l8Ua; becoming), and Eryximachus' flock 
of contraries (l86b,d) form a descending line: one/eternal, two/becoming, 
many/chaos. Conversely, the two artist-imitators ascend from dissected bod
ies (Aristophanes, l89d-192e) to the opinion embodied in codified custom 
(l92e-193d), to the god of Love himself (Agathon, 195a)• Aristophanes 
speaks directly to Eryximachus and Pausanias (e.g., at l89c), while Agathon 
looks to Phaedrus (l9^e, 197c, 197e); both acknowledge their mimetic work.
More fundamentally, Diotima's ladder of love is a re-structioring of the 
divided line in terms of the knower. There is, then, a thoroughly ironic 
response to the Republic and to its teaching. The Symposium's strong sen
suality reflects the unfinished questions of (pOois in the other dialogue® 
and pudency about a doctrine which so overshadows individuality.

The Symposium's heart holds Socrates' speech and Alcibiades' eulogy.
The conflict is clear. Socrates, in Diotima, describes the love for an in
dividual as the very first step on a ladder, something puerile. Alcibiades 
does nothing but praise Socrates as an individual. It could be argued, of 
course, that Alcibiades is introduced to prove the Socratic assertion that 
wisdom is not given by mechanical necessity (l75d), and that if Alcibiades 
loses Socrates' doctrine it shows only the difficulty of real teaching.

But the dialogue points repeatedly to Alcibiades as the true speaker.
First, Socrates mocks Diotima and shows her as a sophist (208e^®, 206e).
Diotima is too pretentious to be accepted without reservation. Second, the 
choice of a foreign woman for teacher seems too much like the Bacchae^^; 
she is too broadly called Mantinean (mantic) and Dio-tima (god-honored).
Third, it would seem odd for Socrates to give his highest doctrine in a 
speech, without dialectical exercise (cf. Epistle vii, 3L3d, 3Uiic, etc.). 
Aristodemus earlier remarked on Socrates' wearing shoes (iT^+a) and elaborate 
costume. Perhaps Socrates is in ironic, alien dress throughout. Fourth, 
and most powerfully, Socrates is given the privilege of interrupting Alci
biades at any lie (2lite); he never does so. By Socrates' own judgement, 
Alcibiades speaks truly.

Consequently, Alcibiades should be taken in place of Diotima. But this 
casts a peculiar light on the question of Platonic individuation. It points 
out a tension between the usual understanding of Socratic ascent and Plato's 
enterprise of writing well—crafted dialogues about Socrates. The written words.



which are with Alcibiades as commemorating Socrates, are contradicted by 
what Socrates says in them about forgetting the person. While it is one 
thing to speak anecdotes, it is something more serious to write them down.
The discrepancy becomes stronger as it becomes more permanent.

One finds two strong resolutions to this conflict between written form 
and written content. The first, which is Kierkegaard's {Philosophical Frag
ments, Princeton, l4), is to declare Plato's glorification of Socrates the 
work of "sentimental enthusiasm." Plato the artist, it is said, could not 
act the wisdom of his master. Psychological explanation of this sort, as 
external to a text, may be accepted only if it provides the uniquely rea
sonable alternative. (This is especially the case when assuming inconsisten
cy or error in a writer.) The second resolution, not psychological, asserts 
that the ordinary approach to Plato is marred in that it begins too quickly 
a systematization of doctrines. Socrates is certain that asking questions 
is the appropriate human activity. Whether such conviction in a powerful 
mind could ever issue in doctrine is uncertain. But his distaste for trea
tises {Phaedo, 99b-d) and formulae {lieno, 70a-71b) is a strict caution to 
the interpreter. For Kierkegaard to take the supposed doctrine over against 
the personal intimacy of conversation is an inversion. It seems better to 
leave the works with a fundamental tension, an unanswered question. In 
piirsuing such a possibility, the only proper way is to analyze Alcibiades' 
speech as it is given. One must take the dialogues as they are or pre
judge the reasons which dictate form.

Alcibiades is helped to the banquet table in company of the dismissed 
flute girl. He is dressed as Dionysus and she is one of "his people," uitd 
Twv avdpwTtmv (213a)—the Bacchic train. Agathon has Alcibiades' shoes 
removed, marking him as a lover (cf. I83a, 17^a, 173b). There is a sudden 
recognition of Socrates, a clearing of Alcibiades' eyes: this is the first 
uncovering, Alcibiades then wreathes him with flowers taken from Agathon, 
saying, "his words have been too much for all the world—and all of his 
life too, Agathon, not Just the other day like yours" (213e).^2 There are 
two points: (l) Socrates himself is to be honored Just as one honors the 
winners of competitions, and (2) he is permanent unlike any other person.
His fixity is the stillness of the Good Itself at the inmost point of Dio- 
tima's initiation (211a-b). Alcibiades further disrupts the politic agree
ment of the evening (l76e) by drinking a bowl of wine. Eryximachus pro
tests and insists that Alcibiades make a speech even if it be out of order, 
after drink. Alcibiades' praise of Socrates is again speech xander omen of 
things reversed, of irony.has irony for its subject and is ironic 
in pretending to be simply an encomium. What is given, in fact, is a per
suasive invitation to re-consider concrete individuality.

The first character in this Silenic play-scene (which is both tragic 
and comic) is Marsyas, one of Dionysus' mythic retinue. Socrates, says Al
cibiades, is Ike the statxiaries' sileni, opening to show "little figures 
of the gods inside" (215b).Alcibiades-Dionysus describes Socrates as 
he can, by analogy to his own camp. But the speech is ennobling even while 
Alcibiades speaks with his images. It is individual, captivating—the 
truth in drunken speech. Again, Socrates opens up, but his songs open 
others up (215c). The words possess such power that even when lesser men 
repeat them (Apollodorus, Aristodemus, Plato), they produce a "sacred rage, 
worse than any Corybant" (215d).15 The witchcraft is Just that power of 
presenting things ironically, the tug of two-sided being.



Reverberations in this passage axe full. First, Alcibiades is using 
analogy^®, which has been absent. Rather than re-order the themes of the 
speech, it is better to make a digression and treat of analogy here.

The analogical use of language is characteristically and importantly 
Socratic. The whole of the Republic is, of coiarse, an extended analogy 
in search of justice within the individual soul (368d). The divided line 
is a four-term proportion, the collapse of which yields (after removal of 
the co-extensive middle terms) a ratio of reflections (speech) to trans
cendental Realities. In the Phaedo (99d-100a), Socrates urges even more 
forcefully that the Just use of language is to reflect things which are 
otherwise inaccessible. ". . .It occ\ired to me that I must guard against 
the same sort of risks which people take when they watch and study an e- 
clipse of the sun; they really do injure their eyes, unless they study 
its reflection in water or some other medium.

Indeed, the importance of mathematics to the Republic's educational 
program is due partly to its acting to test the properties of the Socratic 
reflective 'medium,' dialectical reasoning. If a man wanted to check the 
distortion inherent in water reflection, he would hold up a flower, look 
at it and then at its reflection. Mathematics is just such a case, where 
one can provide independent verification and establish laws of reflection. 
Euclid was anciently regarded as the archetypal systematist. It is from 
this stand that Proclus, for instance, is so scandalized by the ''unnec
essary" postulation of the parallel property.^® But Euclid does not 
hesitate to prove 1.4 without reference to the axiomatic system. Active 
intuition—the corroborator—is essential to the Elements. It gives 
substance to the merely ostensive definitions at the beginning. It gen
erates the diagrams which act here (as in the Meno) with the force of 
Plato's myths, as graspable analogic forms. Because geometry has com
plementary generating principles—formalism, intuition—it provides 
an opportunity to test the 'distortion' inherent in deductive reasoning 
when independent (intuitive) verification is possible. One can deduce, 
but one can also see, and discover any flaws in pure deduction.

A final explicit insistence on the importance of analogy to thought is 
in a peciiliar notion of the Cratylus. Socrates says (e.g. , 430c) that 
names cannot be conventional but must be assigned according to the being 
of the thing named. This, in contradiction to Aristotle {De Interpret. ^
II, l6a20), seems to suggest some sort of naive onomatopoeia. But it 
makes sense when viewed as the assumption, or goal, of a method which seeks 
being in speech. The names must be related to one another as the things 
named are related. Socrates' final injunction to Cratylus, the Heracli- 
tean, is to come back from the country, beyond the city-swirl of opinion, 
and tell what he sees. By learning to put being into language, Cratylus 
will discover both ontic fixity and the proper use of speech. The lat
ter is in analogy and analogy is bound up with irony. One can see this 
in two ways: (l) analogy uncovers a relation hidden in something, brings 
out the relation as significant; and (2) analogy is the only tool with 
which to penetrate hidden being—it touches the untouchable. Both ana
logy and irony move from the obvious to the important. Appropriately, 
then, Alcibiades' ironic speech treats analogy.

The other half of the analogical theory of language is the confidence 
that the cosmos is whole and interpenetrated. Socrates asserts this as



fundamental knowledge (//eno, 86d). But this may be formulated on more sys
tematic ground. There is, in the corpus, a doctrine of being which, if 
not explicitly so, is consistent and powerful. (By doctrine of being I mean 
an articulation of the gathering intuition according to which such diverse 
things are said to be.) The teaching is found immediately in the Sophist. 
The Stranger says, "I suggest that anything has real being that is so con
stituted as to possess any sort of power either to affect anything or else 
be affected, in however small a degree, by the most insignificant agent, 
though it be only once" (2UTe).^^ This is a clear statement of what com
mon speech means by being. Unicorns are not materially real because they 
cannot affect the other things one calls material. Unicorns are taken to 
be really in the imagination because they can affect a man as do other 
things one calls "imaginary"—affect his dreams or daydreams, his wishes.

The prerequisite for effect is separation: if all is commingled, 
there is no way in which one can gauge effect or non-effect.It is 
logical, then, that the co-extension of being-effect and difference should 
be remarked. "We have shown that the natinre of the different has exis
tence and is parceled out over the whole field of existent things with 
reference one to another, and of every part of it that is set in contrast 
to 'that which is' we have dared to say that precisely is really 'that 
which is not'" (258d-e).21 One is helped to explain the attractiveness 
of division in chasing the Sophist: distinction is the key to understand
ing what he is, of being as being-present. A reversal on questions of 
concrete individuality is implied: surely it is through the individual 
that Forms become present to each other, if only in one way? Knowledge, 
the soul, life must be re-examined to see if change can be well excluded 
from them (cf. 2i^8d-2i^9a). Indeed, the very existence of speech urges a 
combination of Forms that were before considered distinct. "The isolation 
of everything from everything else means a complete abolition of all dis
course, for any discourse we can have owes its existence to the weaving 
together of Forms" (260a).^^ This reminds one again of the Cratylus: 
perhaps language is reflective of being-as-such in its weaving together.

The primary fact present to the reader of Plato—to any reader— 
is the dialogue, is speech. Any doctrine that cannot account for the 
weaving together of ideas in speech is condemned by utterance. More: the 
intermingling of the Forms broaches their intermingling in the individual, 
suggests their mixture with the corruptible. At the crucial question of 
Reason in the cosmos, Theaetetus assents: "Perhaps because I am young, I 
often shift from one belief to the other, but at this moment, looking at 
your face^ and believing you to hold that these things have a divine ori
gin, I too am convinced" (soph., 265d, emphasis mine). The Stranger con
firms this startling affirmation with, "Well said, Theaetetus. . .yo\ir 
nature will come of itself to the conclusion which you tell me attracts 
you at this moment" (2656).^**

One recalls that other 'looking-into-the-face' which is the background 
of the stern, the austere public teaching of the Phaedo. The contradiction 
between the expected doctrine and the force of the dialogue-form is aching. 
Speech itself is ironic, a juxtaposition of wind and mind's meaning, and 
speech in that jail is especially so. The doctrine of escape is advanced 
to charm the little boy Cebes finds inside (T7e). One takes it as didac
tic fiction, as ennoblement. But it is spoken, to the ears, by a Socrates 
who lowered his feet to the ground (6lc), who rubbed his ankles and told of



personified pain-and-pleasure before beginning to talk of renunciation.
His followers felt "a curious blend of pleasure and pain combined.
Socrates strokes Phaedo's hair and speaks of ritioal (89a-c); there is no 
greater marriage of divine and human than in ritual. To tell of the after
life in a nyth is only to re-affirm the fusion of aether and air. And the 
famous cock to Asclepios is, superficially, a celebration of departure, 
and, profoundly, an assertion of the curious duality of human life—ac
tions that are just movement but also reverences before gods, existence 
that is ironic.

These pieces add to sketch a doctrine of being similar to that of the 
Sophist. In fact, the fundamental Socratic tenet of the Phaedo fits nicely.

. .The one thing that makes the object beautiful is the presence in it 
or the association with it, in whatever way the relation comes about, of 
absolute beauty" (lOOd).^® The famous question of participation is a sug
gestion of being as being-present. The affirmation of the answer is found 
in Socrates: one cannot explain it but one knows that Socrates is a being- 
present of the Good in this world. Even the opening question of the dia
logue reflects that awareness, "Were you with Socrates yourself, Phaedo, 
when he was executed, or did you hear about it from someone else?" (57a).^^ 
Socrates' dream, according to the Sophist, is an imitation of the Divine, 
its manifestation in this plane. The conclusion comes clear: the surface 
doctrine of the Phaedo is radically contradicted by the solid place of the 
speech, the nature of speech itself. One must take the incarnate. But 
that the two cannot be reconciled is still a flaw; the doctrine of being- 
present is an observation and not a genetic explanation. One has opinion, 
not knowledge.

Return to Alcibiades' speech. The second richness in this part con
cerns the same 'impersonality' of the Platonic doctrine. Diotima urged it,

. .you will care nothing for the beauties that used to take your breath 
away and kindle such longing in you, and many others like you, Socrates" 
(211d).2® This is the purification as ordinarily understood. But Alcibi
ades says, ". . .when we listen to Socrates, or to someone else repeating 
what he's said, even if he puts it ever so badly and never mind whether 
the person who's listening is man, woman, or child, we're absolutely stag
gered and bewitched'' (215d).^® He confirms the ostensible 'history' of 
the dialogue itself: this is the version of Aristodemus as remembered by 
Apollodorus for at least the second time (l73b, 172a). But one sees that 
none of the Socratic pungency has been lost. To identify Socrates with 
Delphic Apollo becomes tempting now because this chain of storytellers, 
like Ion's magnetsseems an act of the mantic god. Is this divorced 
from Socrates himself? As Alcibiades says, the v/ords are bewitching—the 
name of the mouth is unimportant. Not so: Alcibiades has already con
fessed. ". . .when we listen to anyone else talking, however eloquent he 
is, we really don't care a damn what he says" (215c).3^ Socrates must speak 
them or they must be repeated as Socrates' to be powerful; that is Alcibi
ades' difficult testimony.

The third point to be noticed in the speech is that Alcibiades has 
offered the solution to Meno's paradox {lleno, 80d). Meno says that one can
not look for what one does not know; how woTild one recognize it if one did 
not know it? Alcibiades was "absolutely staggered and bewitched", "smit
ten with a kind of sacred rage" (215d). Four types of such 'rage' are dis
tinguished in the Phaedrus (2klta-2l+5b and 2k9d), of which this is the last.



the highest. But all fo\ir are "heaven-sent," "of the gods." They come 
upon a man not by his ingenuity, but as a gift. Socrates waits in the 
market place to examine whatever might come pretending to be truth; he 
cannot risk missing by chasing after every new doctrine or by system of 
things opined. It is a delicate balance: watching but not chasing, exsim- 
ining but not manufactviring. Such care needs leisure, and leisure stab
ility through separation. To Meno's paradoxical question, Socrates re
plies that there is no searching but only waiting. The question still 
holds in different form. How will one recognize knowledge when it comes?
In the same way a servant knows a returning master whom he has never met.
The master will be a stranger; the master will be deeply evocative. This 
is a unique combination: a stranger speaking with command. Legends, too, 
will help: "Only Odysseus can string this bow." One has tests.

But what has this to do with Socrates in the Meno, the one who in
vokes the doctrine of "recollection"? Usually, this is paraphrased as:
"Each man has within him a buried memory of all things as they are. He 
knows something when his brushing against it forces him to delve within 
himself and remember it. The answer to Meno's paradox is that one meets 
the unknown and is triggered into rememberance of it" (cf. Kierkegaard, 
op. cit.. 11).

This argument is both flawed and unfaithful to the text. First, it 
does not explain how a man recognizes external 'hypotheses' while being 
xmconvinced by them. Again, it reduces knowledge to a sort of chance: a 
man may or may not remember. Second, it must be seen that the common in
terpretation is unfounded. First, the interlude with the slave boy actual
ly implies not recollection but the use of analogy: the boy finds an im- 
known by calciiLation, Just as analogy is a calculation of the form a:b:; 
c:x, Socrates' choice of the doubling-of-the-square is made because it 
allows the boy to use prior arithmetical skill in discounting incorrect 
solutions. He can establish boundaries within which the truth must lie 
because knowledge is interconnected. Meno's question is answered by a 
man assembling some jigsaw puzzle: "How can you know what piece you wajit 
if you don't already have it to know what it looks like?" "Well, I only 
have these pieces available and I know that the one piece I want must fit 
just there." Socrates justifies this understanding, second, by asserting 
that the world is a whole (86d)—there is one aind only one 'piece' of 
each kind. Third, one is given instructions for the procedure from trad
ition, "priests and priestesses" or "many another of the poets who ar*e 
divinely inspired" (8la-b).

But^why did Socrates enunciate the theory so readily and name it to 
Meno as avayvifoLS? Meno is chasing after doctrines as the young men chase 
after Gorgias (70b): his opening question with its neat alternatives made 
that clear. Socrates gives him what he requires in the hope that further 
conversation will wrench his head around and break him from the craving of 
glib opinion. Anything less would have deafened Meno to the truth. This 
is the ironic and ornamented concession Socrates uses so well, as in his 
"blasphemous speech to Phaedrus. (The choice of avayvnats will be consid
ered below.

Socrates-Siren makes Alcibiades a slave, pierces his mundane awareness 
(Symp., 216a), as Meno also testified.He tirrns things upside down (2l6a) 
and alone produces shame (2l6b). Shame is the fruit of right opinion which



moves as a daemon between ignorance and knowledge. Alcibiades admits his 
bondage to lontruth, . .as soon as I turn from his company I fall victim 
to the favors of the crowd" (2l6b; cf. 19ii-b).^^ Recall the Apology. Soc
rates' peculiar virtue is ironic ignorance. He brings men to realize 
their own ignorance while showing them the fullness that can be born into 
a cleansed understanding, "he spends his whole life playing his little 
game of irony and lauding up his sleeve at the world" (2l6e).^^ The 
laughter is itself ironic, amused and Joyous, didactic and hopeful.

Opinion and shame are significantly here connected. Opinion, by Dio- 
tima, is something between ignorance and knowledge (202b); this is famil
iar frcm the Republic. Shame before another person was characterized as 
the mark of moral becoming, of a point between vice and the strong f\ill- 
ness of final virtue, which is shame before the truth.Shame and opin
ion are becoming. They have appeared repeatedly in the other speeches 
(e.g., 179a, iSl+e, 19^c). This underscores the emphasis on growth through
out the dialogue, in harmony with the Republic. The third face of becom
ing is ubiquitous irony. To see dissemblance requires a motion through 
the obvious. This is the wrenching of the head, a falling out of the 
superficial, into the secret.^® A violent change of perspective, work of 
the ironic teacher, is necessary to beginning the path out of the Cave.

But Alcibiades has \irged a deeper irony, one that is ontological, 
possessed by all being. Socrates was a statuette with tiny idols inside.
It is emphasized: Socrates himself was ironic, not Just ironic in his 
words. One returns to the doctrine of Forms, which is a doctrine about 
two-sidedness in things. It imposes the need for the mind's growth with 
respect to these things: they are easily approached, but they must also 
be entered. On the analogy, knowledge is that point where the 'divine' 
replaces the 'mundane' as object.

Alcibiades has ratified Diotima's interest in movement and growth. 
Love, she said, is "a longing not for the beautiful itself, but for that 
conception and generation that the beautifiil begets*' (206e).^^ The Dio
nysian flavor of the banquet gains in rightness: Dionysus is, certainly, 
the god of growth, fertility, and the vines. Plato reclaims the cycle of 
birth—the image of becoming—from blind necessity and lack of sub
stantial being. But Dionysus has one claim on becoming, Heraclitus an
other. Plato's response to the Heraclitean notion of the flimc {Crat.^
LOld, 4llb, ULo), as Aristotle's {Meta., 1.6, 987a32), is lonequivocal:
An excessive doctrine of change corrodes real philosophy. Such change 
is blind; it devo\irs the distinctions of knowledge and morality.^®
Even so, Plato takes up in Alcibiades the dangerous subject. Just as he 
does in the Eleatic Stranger. No human philosophy could ignore change.

The possibility of ontological irony seems even greater now. Per
haps a foTorth meaning is provided for the Xdyos in the Theaetetus* search 
for a definition-Of knowledge. Socrates considered three definitions— 
Xdyos as speech, Xdyos as a complete enumeration of elements (207c), and 
Xdyos as a telling of the distinguishing mark (208c)—in giving meaning 
to the statement, "Knowledge is right opinion with the addition of a 
Xdyos" (206c).®® But there is a fourth meaning: Xdyos as a story or 
tale, opposed to ioToplfa and to yOdos both. The sense is lexicographic
ally sound.This Xdyos would be of genesis and beginnings. Plato 
hinted at this possibility early in the Theaetetus. Socrates' mother was



a midwife (lltpa)—that explains what Socrates is, explains what he does. 
Plato writes partly in jest, but the recurrent accent on birth is serious. 
Knowledge is right opinion with a genetic tale, the vision of how a thing 
came to be what it is. Perhaps this Justifies the choice of "recollection" 
as the foundation for rational discourse. The recollection of the past, 
in juxtaposition to the present, yields the sense of growth which is at 
the heart of knowledge. It seems that the ontological irony is not merely 
the sequence of the knower's learning but is the essence of the thing.

(One should notice in passing that two Aristotelean dogmas are here 
implied. First, a fixll causal explanation would be a knowledgeable ex
planation as rooted in the past; hence, the four causes. Second, final 
cause is pre-eminently essence: species is the locus of growth. Perhaps 
a reason is given for the strong 'biological' flavoring in the other works. 
Growth is the root of the intelligible.)

Dionysus changes songs. He tells his own history of Socrates, an
other particular parable carrying golden truth. Again, too, things are 
reversed and Alcibiades finds himself, the beloved, acting "just as if 
[he] were the lover trying to seduce the beloved, instead of the other way 
around" (217c).‘*^ He confirms by testimony the argument he has outlined. 
One is about to see the "little images inside," which are "so godlike, so 
golden, so beautiful and so utterly amazing that there was nothing for it 
but to do exactly what he told" (2l6e-217a). Uranian love brings its 
own slavery. But slavery in the world's eyes is the condition for free
dom from bestial necessity.

So, Alcibiades offers his most precious possession—his body— 
and is refused the bribing. In the sea of compromises, something solid is 
found, a stone immobile in Heraclitus' river. Virtuous immobility (cf. 
the fit of abstraction on the way) is more proximately alluring that the 
permanence of the Good Itself. It is something daemonic (219c), but 
bearing condemnation of one's laxity (219e). Socrates' refusal is the 
refusal to remain at gross sensuality or return to it, to superficiality.
He moves, as should Alcibiades. His sting carries one into the realm of 
growth: "I was torn between my natural humiliation and my admiration" 
(219d).**^ As a result, Alcibiades' vision of Socrates is transformed and 
he sees him in his essential "manliness which is nothing but to dwell 
with the divine. It is because of his manliness that Socrates is golden.
He is no longer another commodity, but a thing good in itself and leading 
on. The narration of Potidaea and Delium demonstrates the conversion of 
sight. Socrates has the mixed nature of the god of Love Diotima described, 
mixed as growing. He can both feast and fast, usually abstains but will 
drink more than another if pressed. He goes about barefoot, as Pausanias 
would have it. He is the paedegogus .^

Now Alcibiades, by Platonic conjxnring, calls the Republic back in to 
view. "[Socrates] started wrestling with some problem or other about sun
rise one morning. . ." (220c).‘'6 The sun is the image of the Good; it is 
the fertile source of growth with the Good.'^^ Alcibiades still reaches for 
it metaphorically: Socrates stood still with the stillness of this same 
Good. At the next sunrise, "he said his prayers to the sun and went away" 
(220d).‘*S What drew the lonians out at night to watch him is what draws 
Alcibiades in Athens: a man, turbulent with men's passions, firm and 
fixed in hope. There is something more truly fixed than animal or polit-



ical reproduction. One sees it in Socrates.

A postlude is played. Socrates connives to approach Agathon by chan
ging what Eryximachus suggested to Alcibiades (21^4^0). Socrates argues, 
[Agathon]^must surely be praising me again before receiving his due prais

es from me (222e). This is partly an appeal to etiquette (Agathon is 
being celebrated). But, what is more important, it indicates that after 
hearing Socrates' eulogy, Agathon's eulogizing will be altered. Socrates 
adds. You musn't grudge the praise I'm going to give him, because I'm 
dying to start my eulogy" (222e).^® It is ironic, of course, but delicate
ly so. Even though Socrates said earlier that wisdom cannot flow osmotical 
ly from f\ill to empty (l75d), it does come, in some way, through discourse 
(210d). That is why Agathon must be next to him—for hearing's sake.

One may guess, then, that Socrates' eulogy, drowned by other revelers 
(appetites?), is just that discussion of comedian and tragedian which Aris- 
todemus wakes to find (223d). Socrates' praise of Agathon is an attempt 
to convince him of the falsity of his opinion on art and so reduce him, at 
least, to right opinion. Which right opinion? Agathon must know ontic 
iroryj that all things contain dialectical connections (Republic, 537c) 
and seeds of the divine, that tragedy and comedy are both imitations of 
imitations, equally subject to being transcended. The same man, if he 
kept close to the Good, could write both form.s with ease, finding life in 
Agathon and Aristophanes. The particular must be seen for the gateway it 
IS. If the mode of participation remains obscure (as in Parmenides' ques
tion about the Forms of mud and hair), it is very much the ambiguity of 
one's life here. Socrates himself, his way of being, offers the response 
to such technical questions.

This Silenus, followed by one of his lovers, goes at daybreak to the 
Lyceum for a bath (as at IT^ta) and then to the Agora, "as usual." There he 
runs the race of conversation. Toward evening, he makes hi way home to 
res t first word of the dialogue, spoken by a mantic Apollo-

dorus, was AoHffi, I opine." The dialogue goes on to reveal the transpar
ency of particulars in lovers' eyes, the very transparency of the dia
logue s story-telling" in giving truth. It is a celebration of the move
ment through things to the Good, but also an acquiescence in the face of 
needing such movement. The uncovering of gods in oxen is Socrates' "as 
usual, his mundane but constant activity. Through this he moves to his 
rest, which IS the sublime satiety of the Good. Aok(3. oimoi. dvanauec^ai

What kind of completion is this? Is the fourth sense of Adyos merely 
another insufficient definition? There is no doctrine of creation in Plate 
the Jesting in the Timaeus makes that apparent. Pre-existent uAn acts as s 
continuing disruptive force, as the final absence in an attempted explana
tion. Substance as form and matter is not intelligible because the mat
ter IS not intelligible. But the activity of the form is intelligible: 
growth, then, and not full substance, is the proper object of science.

ut if our life is growth, and the divine's perfection is unchanging, 
the divine can have very little to do with the human. Plato will not ab
andon the logic of divine rest. Neither can he forget that it was the man 
Socrates who played so instrumental a part in his education. This anti
nomy is i^resolved. It falls between the Republic and the Symposium to 
mark their difference. Perhaps Plato, as Alcibiades, found Socrates doc-



trinally astonishing, ^aupaaxnv {Symp., 213a). Socrates remains, especial
ly for Plato finally enigmatic. But if the student cannot touch the teach
er, what can he do?

There is a poignant tension, a tragedy in the Platonic works. Man 
ascends by transcending the particular face. Yet Socrates remains unique. 
Every character in the dialogues knows this, the reader knows this. The 
life of the Good is a stillness, but Socrates has assirred his friends that 
he would like to spend the afterlife talking {Apol., 4la). If one must 
leave the flesh, why is it so well painted? And if one cannot leave it, 
how does one explain it? The end of human activity contradicts what is 
most characteristic of it, which contradiction denies ai^ meaning to the 
notion of human growth.

Ill

Analogy and irony are bound together in Socratic understanding. Each 
is a cure for human disease and an acknowledgement of it. The teacher must 
be ironic because the pupil can see only dimly, with sick eyes. But for 
Aquinas, the necessity of irony and analogy follows from the healthy con
dition of the human intellect. "Now it is natural [naturale] to man to at
tain to intellect\ial truths through sensible things, because all our know
ledge originates from sense" (Suima Theologiae, I, 1, 9, resp •). Aquinas 
hopes to render intelligible what was irrational in Plato. Unified ra
tionality, "science," is extended to all parts of the world; the guiding 
intuition is that there can be nothing that is not related to mind. Hence, 
a different mode of approach, one that is systematic and strictly deductive, 
is now suitable. The Platonic lucidity was impacted with something dark; 
it required an unpacking of that which is dense, congealed. Comnentary 
is the appropriate response to Plato. But in Aquinas, the whole cosmos is 
the playing out of a person, an exegesis of God. To systematize, to write 
summae, is to reflect properly the structuring Mind. This may be taken as 
Justification for the change of tone here.

If corporeality and thought proceed from two distinct sources, or if 
thought is an epiphenomenon of corporeality, the corporeal will be radic
ally unthinkable. Thought must be given as base and corporeality as its 
fruit if there will be real science. The structure of the cosmos must fol
low from a single logical ordering, a schema according to which everything 
but the creating mind is brought into existence. Is such an act even ten
able? Creation means the emanation of some thing not out of a like pre
viously existent. To create white is to bring white into being where there 
was no white and without a white instrument. If, then, one assumes that 
fi-11 finite being was created, there could have been no finite being be
fore the act.^ Finite being could only be created as such by infinite be
ing. (l, ^5, 1^ The infinite must be immaterial: matter is at least spa
tially circumscribed. Let there be an infinite, immaterial being who is 
the source of all being, such that nothing can exist except by participa
tion in this being. The source-being, the God, must produce by creating. 
Otherwise, some being would be supposed in the act of creation as instru
ment or matter. But this lesser being would have to emanate from the 
source—being or it would not be. Infinite regress in act is impossible: 
thus, creation is the only possible activity of the source-being as emana
ting being. (I, 1+5, 2)



As act-without-matter, creation could only be an act of mind. Whatever 
mind can make all things is omnipotent. But perhaps this God only creates 
constituent elements which then come together to form composites by chance? 
No: creating is bringing into being. Whatever most is about the creature 
comes as a result of its being created. Man is not especially his constit
uent chemicals. What makes him man is the particular composite of these 
and these constituents—as man he is composite. Creation must be a ma
king of composites.

There are three types of objections to this position. The first at
tempts to develop the contradictions inherent in the notion of creation.
The second argues from the nature of time and motion to the impossibility 
of creation. The third questions the imputation of 'act' to an infinite 
being.

Before the world was created, there must have been the pos
sibility of its being created. But the possibility is tied up with mat
ter: something is possible when the tools for it are available. It is 
possible for you to walk to the school when there is a path and legs.
Again, it is possible for the tree to be a table not because of its tree- 
ness but because it is wood. Path, legs, wood—these are m.aterial in
struments. The possibility of the world's existence, then, implies exist
ent material. But this is absiord. Therefore, the creation is impossible 
as contradictory. * Possibility is spoken of materially but also in an
other way. I say that it is possible for me to walk to school when I 
have the tools, but also when I have the power of will requisite to employ 
the tools. The possibility for the world's existence need only be in the

of God, capable of creation and disposed to it.(l, U6, 1, obj. l)

(l-2) But if the possibility of the world's existing is the will of 
God, and God is eternal, then the world must exist eternadly. If he is the 
sufficient cause and is eternal, then the sufficient cause is eternal and 
the effect eternal. * The example makes clear that this is not so. Pre
cisely because the event is solely dependent on my will to walk (once in
struments are supposed), the event takes the form of my willing it. If I 
decide in the morning to walk after lunch, I do not begin immediately. 
Rather, I walk after lunch. Similarly, if God wills that the creation of 
the world be so as to have a beginning "in time," it will so occur.(l, U6,
1, obj. 9 & ad 9)

Nothing is moved unless some other previous motion causes it 
to move. Why sho\ild it begin moving now and not before or later? This can 
only be answered by positing a change in some other being which makes this 
moment different from the others. Present motion necessitates the eternity 
of motion. If God wills" now to create, he cannot create everything.
Obviously, there is no motion if there is nothing to move. What is here 

asserted is the creation of all finite being, and of motion with it. Once 
the creation is made, motion begins; before, there is nothing.(l, 46, 1 obj. 5 & ad 5) o , , ,

(II-2) But the decision to create is a motion on God's part, subject 
to the law of motion given above. It must have been preceded. I^hen you 
decide to walk to school after lunch, if it is a decision, it is because 
there will be something after lunch that is not now. Something will 
change between the present moment and the moment after lunch which renders



it more desirable to walk then. Thus, the decision to create at some point 
and not at another implies an independently moving being, coloring times dif
ferently, (This objection differs from the previous one because here it is 
assumed that God eternally wills to create at a given moment, whereas pre
viously God's temporal willing was in contention.) * But here the unique
character of creation becomes more startlingly important. Creation is done 
without tool or material: the first creative act is solitary. Because 
there is not matter to be considered, there is not motion. If there is not
motion, neither is there time (Aristotle, Physics, iv.ll). There is no
before and after in God's willing to create, but an eternity of willing 
that creation should occur as if in time, to reveal the power of God. Time 
is a property of creation and not of God; there is no temporal "decision", 
merely a manifestation that brings time along with it.(l, U6, 1, ad 6)

That time can be created implies an understanding of it. Time is a 
condition of finite mind. It results from division into atoms: the human 
mind sees motion as does a movie camera. Change occurs from one 'frame' 
to the next. This change, when added to the sense that the first frame
is not immediate while the second frame is, yields a sense of time. It is
impossible that the infinite mind should perceive time directly, both be
cause it does not take things atomistically and because all things are im
mediately present to it.(I, lU, J) The unit of time is the "now" and ev
erything is always "now" to God.

This is Augustine's doctrine in the ConfessionsIt reflects on that 
autobiographical enterprise. Augustine did these and these acts, which I 
consider atoms. I cannot grasp them all at once: language requires that 
they be spoken of discursively. I see the Manichean and the Christian, note 
that the Manichean is not in existence when the Christian is. I say that 
the Manichean was before because I speak when the Christian is and the Man
ichean is not. I say that the bishop is in the future because the bishop is 
ny conjecture of what may be when the Christian-layman is not. But if I 
could grasp all of Augustine's acts at once—-if I could see them not as 
isolated acts but as a river of expression from Augustine's being—I 
would lose the sense of his time.

(ill) But if there is an infinite, non-temporal source-being, why 
should it want to will creation? * An omnipotent being cannot be but lov- 
ing; every other motive is slavery and a limitation on omnipotence. The 
source-being can have as motivation only the will to free-gift, to increase 
and expansion. Becaiise it is selfless as independent, it is especially not 
desire, A more radical suggestion is made: if the source—being is solely 
loving and knowing, then being is radically loving and knowing. Again, be
ing is just that overflowing, that selfless but self-conscious giving.(l,
19s 2) The motive for creating, then, is not need, not desire or mali
ciousness, but some growth of being working within God.^^

It appears that a creation as described is tenable.

But this is not to assert that creation is self-evident or even dem
onstrable. It was said that creation was necessary given the disposition 
of God to produce all being. But both of these suppositions are not av
ailable to untutored reason: they comprise the free act of an infinite be
ing. Moreover, because reason is non-historical—^because it argues ne
cessity and not contingent act—it is peculiarly blinded to an historical



beginning for being. (This is the Platonic fear of the mutable and con
tingent, ) The intellect can infer creation neither from the essence of 
the present world taken simply nor from its own work as it appears when 
mature. But once it assumes creation, once the hypothesis is taken se
riously and into the inner core of knowledge, the mind finds verification 
for it and satisfaction with its consequenceses.

If the suggestion of creation is taken, it becomes necessary to ask 
about the logical schema by which it is ordered. God produces a universe 
with distinctions because as such it is more beautiful. Again, each crea
ture is like the maker in some way, as with any other product. The full
ness of infinity requires many diverse finite beings to approach a re
flection of its full self.(l, kj, 1, resp) God is the fullest being; 
what is like the divine is full, what lonlike empty. In this way, dis
tinction of created being implies degrees of perfection—what is more 
distinct from God is less perfect. Not only is the creation distinct, it 
is unequal: this too makes it more beautifiil.

To be not arbitrary, the arrangement of inequalities must be uniquely 
appropriate. Such a schema is the logical ordering of relationships among 
being. Aquinas offers organization by degrees of emanation {Surma Contra 
Gentiles, iv, 11). He lists six: (l) no self-movement, but only movement 
as the result of external causes [rocks]; (2) movement-emanation yielding 
alteration, but coming from the outside and resulting in something outside 
[plants], (3) emanation as the result of movement from outside to inside, 
but neither self-contained nor self-conscious [animals]; (4) first level 
intellectual emanation, dealing with externals and coming at first from 
externals [men]; (5) intellectual emanation self-originating but thinking 
on what is external [angels]; (6) intellectual emanation self-originating 
and self-thinking [God]. This schema is properly chosen. First, it deals 
with the relationships as such, with the possible types of relationships 
between subjects; it is the paradigm schema. Second, it reflects the 
giving of the act of creation. The inference: being is emanation. This 
is like the statement about God made in reply to the fifth objection. It 
should be contrasted with Plato's less active, less individual formula: 
being is being-present, is the possibility of interaction, of vision.

One of the first intuitions was that activity and individuality are 
convertible. What a man does shows what he is, but also that he is just 
this man. If one embraces a purely passive epistemology, one forfeits the 
sense the individual. Being is being-present for another: it sounds too 
much of truncation by loss of consciousness. The opposite is to make know
ing only into self-knowing, straitened, infertile. God-the-Creator is the 
source of the mean: the individual acting, but acting to give.

^ What finally can be inferred about God from the act of creation? He 
IS being; what exists does so through his gift.(l, 3, k) It is impossible 
that any entity but this infinite God create. The more universal effect 
proceeds from the more imiversal cause—this because the actuality of the 
cause can never be exceeded in the effect. The most universal effect is 
being; it must be produced by the most universal cause, the infinite God.
(I, 45_, 1) God cannot create another infinite like himself. To be thus 
essentially infinite is to have one's source of being within oneself. To 
be created is to have the source outside. If God should will that an es-



sentially infinite "be created, he would will that the created be uncreated.
(I, 7, 3)

It was argued that the only conceivable motive for the creation was 
goodness. It was a free act of "giving birth." Creation implies a loving 
dynamism, a production of procession in God himself—a certain readiness 
to expand.(I, 27, l) But God is one: being and unity are intertwined such 
that the source of being could not possibly be multiple. To preserve this 
unity, God’s 'inner' giving must be expressed only in relations, which are 
merely intellectual and not substantial distinctions. God knows, but must 
then know himself, since he alone exists before creating. This is the 
first relation: knower to known. Seeing himself, he loves and 'wishes' 
to pour out himself to himself. The known sees the knower, as well, and 
reaches out to him. This gift is the second relation: lover to beloved. 
These relational distinctions yield three "parts" or "persons" in God— 
knower, known, and gift—existing all in giving towards each other. In
dividuality is an attribute of activity (in the full sense); the creating 
God is essentially a God of the gift, the outpoiiring. (1, 27; 28) He is 
the supremely individual. It should be seen that this deduction was 
from Creation, and the trinitarian aspect of God is as much hidden from 
the naked intellect as is creation. The two aspects imply one another: 
creation points to an especially individual Creator.(I, k5, 6, ad l)

The new ontology insists on the distinction between being (ente, ens) 
and being-something {essentia, esse). Both result from God's activity of 
thought, but the first is more directly indicative of the divine life. 
Aquinas criticizes all Greek philosophy for its failxire to treat being as 
such. "Each of these opinions [sc. 'of the Pre-Socratics, of Plato, of 
Aristotle']. . .considered being under some particular aspect, namely, 
either as this being or as such a being; and so they assigned particular 
efficient causes to things" (l, 4k, 2, resp). Behind the array of par
ticular efficient causes, Aquinas has unveiled the universal cause of the 
universal effect. This change of vision, a second half to the Socratic 
conversion, provides an accoimt of the rational origin of material being.
It would seem to be, by Plato's own reckoning, that much closer to know
ledge of being. By seeking out the ground of being and asserting that it 
is individual, Aquinas has removed the Platonic ambiguity or the merely 
technical elaboration of Aristotle's unescplained individual.

But how does the new ontology help explain the force of incarnation? 
What makes all men such is the identity of species: God repeating a formu
laic essence in creating all men. For plants, animals, it is the body alone 
that distinguishes one individual from another. Knowledge of the individual 
is here impossible. What one knows is what God thought—the essence. 
Particular matter, however, is not part of the definition: when I define 
"rose" I give a configuration of a certain kind of stuff (tissue of this 
construction, to distinguish from the marble statue of the rose). But I 
do not include this particular matter.Hence, for the three lower lev
els of emanation, creation cannot give intelligible individuality, though 
it does explain the appropriateness of the association of intelligibility 
and individuality. Knowledge of individual men, angels, and of God is pos
sible, because the individuality is (or becomes) part of the essence. Rev
elation insists on a personal, eternal salvation; it must then be that



men assimilate in their corporeal experience the marks of individuality 
which are not external to the soul. If knowledge in humans depends on sense, 
it is clear that different sense-experience would yield different parts of 
the corpus of knowahles and this, in turn, would shape the existence of the 
soul even when separated from the body. Once incarnate, man emerges perm
anently individualized, almost angelic in the collapse of individual and 
species. Knowledge of the individual man is possible, and from such know
ledge love can proceed.

God’s activity is manifest in the intelligibility of the creature but 
also in its dependent existence. The creature is marked in its being as a 
creature. (l, i+5, 3) In other words, the transparency of material being 
is two-fold—as it is intelligible, as it is created. The first is av
ailable to intellection; the second only to he whose vision has been rad
ically altered. But by the definition of knowledge unearthed in Plato, 
knowledge of the creature must contain its essence and origin, i.e., what 
God thinks of it and that God thought it. But God is the infinite being, 
outside of time, who thinks creatures non-temporally, in all their relations 
simultaneously. ("Whoever knows a thing perfectly must know all the things 
that can occur to it": I, ik, 10, resp). God's thinking of the creature is 
itself potentially infinite as an expression of infinite possible relation. 
Again, the act of creation was free. An epistemology arising from the doc
trine of concrete individuality is now required. It must confront this 
dual ontological depth.

The first tenet of the doctrine of man is that he is a union of cor
ruptible body and incorruptible soul-more strictly, that the intellect
ual soul is the form of the body. The association is thus intimate. An 
argument can be made from the meaning of form. The source of the primary 
act of anything is attributed to that thing as form. But the intellectual 
activity of man is his distinguishing act. Thus, the source of intellect
ual activity the intellectual soul—is man’s form. The primary in- 
tiution here is of the unity of being: if a man's action can be called 
his, then its source must be substantially, essentially within him. This 
results from the quality of predicating activity. Either it is predicated 
of the whole, of the part, or accidentally. Intellection cannot be as
signed accidentally because it belongs to the man’s essence. Neither can 
it be assigned to the whole: if the man were wholly intellect, he could 
have no body; but the body’s sensations are integral to intellection as 
matter to form. Intellection, therefore, must be predicated of a part of 
man, but an essential part if it is to be still his activity.h, 76, 1)55

This certainty of unity proceeds from three sources; (l) the con
sciousness of knowledge as intimately one’s own; (2) the personal and in
tegral salvation promised by the revelation; and (3) the identiy of being 
and unity (as in I, 11, l). Among these three I would not want to assign 
priority; it seems, rather, that they are as tributaries to a river, each 
^stinct and yet seen in one light, one intuition. The last reason given 
is a first principle of the created ontology, derivative of the unity in 
God s thought. Because thought (like its mathematics) is imitive and can 
treat of things only under unified aspects, being derived from thought must 
be unified. It may be argued that being, derived from thought or not, 
would have to be unifed: but this assumes that being is a simple state.
It ignores the variety in all the things that are said to be. "If however 
Socrates be a whole composed of a union of the intellect with whatever else



belongs to Socrates, but with the supposition that the intellect is xxnited 
to the other parts of Socrates only as a mover, it follows that Socrates 
is not one absolutely, and consequently neither a being absolutely, for a 
thing is a being according as it is one."(I, 76, 1, resp) Even so, the 
intellect, by virtue of its nobility, has an activity in which bodily or
gans play no direct part. This allows for the existence of separated in
tellectual souls. It is also a violation of what is usually understood 
by the term form. VJhile incarnate, however, the intellectual soul is as 
other forms in being active throughout the body.(l, 76, 8)

How is this unity appropriate? How is it reasonable that the incor
ruptible be united so sweatingly to the corruptible? The essence of a thing 
is prior to its material; e.g., the body of man exists for his intellect.
The justification must be found in the intellectual soul itself. Under the 
system of creation, this type of soul is the lowest order of intellectual 
substance. It exists, below the divine or angelic, not naturally endowed 
with knowledge but committed to gathering it from the individuals within 
the creation. The approach to all individuals is made through the senses.
But sensing requires a corporeal instrument as receptor. Furthermore, the 
bodily receptor is superior as it is a mean between sensory extremes, ca
pable of talcing them on. The more equable the instrument, the more it can 
assimilate a variety of forms. ". . .We observe those who are refined in 
body are well endowed with mind" (De Anima, II, 9; quoted in I, 76, 5, 
resp). Aristotle's observation is made deduction in Aquinas. One can feel 
the weight of the change, sense the revolution. Aristotelean piety has 
been justified in a reasonable creation.(cf. I, 76, 5)

Man uses five external senses. The necessity for Just these five re
sults from the kinds of movements induced in them by their respective ob
jects. The highest—sight — receives only the form of color, regard
less of the motion of the object viewed. Hearing and smell receive the 
form of the object's motion—hearing the general motions of air and smell 
the motions as influenced by humidity; these are lesser as corporeal 
effects of the object's motion are in mechanical contact. Similarly, 
touching and tasting receive the form along with the physical, character 
(fingers become hot)—touching the general condition and tasting the 
condition as influenced by humidity. Any additional sense must either 
be justified on this schema or in another which would encompass these 
senses as well.(I, 78, 3)

It may be argued that the inability to know individuals which one 
perceives introduces unintelligibility into creation and returns to the 
Platonic position. This is not the case. Sensation is associated with 
mutability, motion: there would be no sensation if there were no alter
ation in the human receptor. More: the qualities perceived are products 
of motion. This is plainly so in hearing and smell as they have been defined. 
Color, too, is a certain ability to move the transparent (cf. De Anima^ ii,
7). Similarly, the objects of touch and taste are just the ability to af
fect the skin-medium. Both sensing and the objects of sense are time- 
dependent. This means that they are human conditions placed by finiteness 
on composite being. God views sensation and what is sensed not directly, 
but only as possibilities for hviman relation to his creation. The latter 
he sees only in himself. Doesn't this deny incarnation by denying the 
truth of perception? Doesn't it dery the concrete? It does not if in
carnation is taken as the real co-existence of intelligibility and corrupt-



ibility in a concrete individual. By corruptible I mean capable of not 
existing, by concrete—subject to being perceived.

Behind the proper activity of the five senses lie fo\ir faculties or 
"inner senses." The first, common sense, can add and compare the changes 
of the proper senses and provide the consciousness that one is seeing. Here, 
too, one 'perceives' shape, time, motion. These are retained in the 
imagination. The third faculty may be called Judgment (or, in man, practical 
reason); it holds in intentionality the objects of the common sense; the 
memory retains these judgments. (l, Jd, it). VJhat has been given in exposition 
can be deduced from an example. A rabbit's eyes perceive a certain grey-brown 
against the blue of the sky and the tree's green. The common sense adds this 
image to the so\ind of cracking leaves and smell of tension, of hair; 
remembered pictures from the imagination solidify the particular composition. 
It is another animal, with fo\ir legs, tail, muzzle, that is now moving 
(consciousness of sensing immediately) down that slope to the rabbit itself. 
The judgement compares the image to that of the memory's predator and decides: 
existent wolf attacking now—run. All four functions are distinct and
necessary to operation.

The movement from proper sense through common sense/imagination to 
judgment/memory was a movement to a higher point of perspective. It was a 
process of abstraction. The result came as cognizance of a particxilar wolf 
and practical dictates following from that. But language already implies 
the next step. Intellection (or universal reason) is abstraction of "wolf" 
from this particular wolf, just as judgement was the abstraction of the 
critical fact hereditary enemy"—from the melange of offerings issuing 
from the common sense (e.g., "shaggy coat," "lame left hind leg"). The 
ascent to intellection is a tending to the creator's view.

A first division is made in the human intellect between its active and 
passive aspects. The intellect is passive as it is in a relation of passiv
ity to the universe. This may be seen in two ways: (l) in comparison with 
God, who exists as a pure activity with respect to universal being; and 
(2) in comparison with the angelic intellects which are always in act 
with respect to that which they know. Man begins life a bare slate which 
must be filled.(l, 79» 2) On the other hand, because the objects of 
human thought must be taken from matter, i.e., abstracted from perceptions, 
there must be an active power of the mind~an agent intellect—which 
renders the buried" forms actually intelligible, as light makes color 
visible.(l, 79, 3) This second argument is based on the assertion that 
forms in matter cannot be actually but only potentially intelligible. Sen
sation is thus only a material cause of intellection, requiring abstractive 
forming by intellect. (I, 81|, 6)

The intellect derives its knowledge from sense. But thought is uni
versal, immaterial, and immobile; it seeks the necessary and necessarily 
demonstrable. There seems to be nothing in body that is such. Even God's 
creative thought is only manifested in mutable form. Nonetheless, Aquinas 
stresses the received is in the receiver according to the mode of the 
receiver. (l, 84, l) This is evident from the discussion of time and sen
sation, where the finite intellect imposed such limitations on its re
lation to creation. Similarly, the intellect receives the essence from 
sense but with its own character. As confirmation, Aquinas derives in- 
telligere from intus legere, to read inwardly or to read in the inner speech.



(ll, 8, l) But this (question of mode is not the solipsism of sceptical 
philosophy.

In material things, intellect discovers divine thought, ’i/hat is its 
relation in the act of knowledge to that thought? Men see objects in the 
light" of their divine exemplars, as one sees objects in the sun, i.e., 

in the sunlight. (l, 84, 5) Sunlight is a medixm, but exemplars are me
dium in a very different sense. It is the existence of divine exemplars 
that provides intelligibility; as a class, they are the pre-condition 
for it. In short, to assert that one can know an object is to assert that 
the object is thought. The exemplars provide the necessary ground for this.
It is here that Aquinas takes Platonic doctrine to fullness. Reflection on 
the Forms has been transformed into a doctrine of creation. Interesting, too, 
is the Suro/na's particular consciousness of philosophical history in its 
consideration of the questions of intellection. Aquinas reflects publicly 
on the Christian philosopher's position with respect to that past—an un
usual aside for him.(I, 85, 5» resp) It is as if he wants to bring out 
the radical transition of philosophical principles which Christ wrought.
The incarnate doctrine of intellection is a pointed attack on the clas
sical categories. Ke marks its power.

The images or phantoms which are presented to human intellect from 
common sense are indespensable in knowing. First, insanity or injury af
fecting the corporeal centers hinders intellection. Second, all difficult 
human reasoning is tau^t and even worked with reference to examples. Pure 
reason is too elusive for the human mind. This use of examples may be in
cluded under the more general heading of analogy-metaphor, which is most 
widely an approach to the immaterial through the material. Moreover, men's 
intellect has as object incarnate being. It is proper that stone be indi
vidualized through matter just as it was that the rose have in its defin
ition a type of matter stipulated. Every natural intellect is molded to 
its object; human thought is molded to individuals and, hence, to percept
ion. (l, 84, 7) It is clear why the judgement is impaired as a result of 
the impairment or absence of physical faculties.(l, 84, 8)

Hie mind knows forms, as they exist individually, but does not know 
individuals: this is the middle place between the angelic (knowing only 
immaterial forms) and the bestial ("knowing’’ only individuals).(l, 85, l) 
Hence, the images of individuals from which the form is abstracted are not 
the objects of knowledge but are only used as instruments. What is pri
marily understood is the thing as it is, its created core. Because the 
intellect can grasp its own act of understanding, it knows that what is 
immediately before it is a likeness of that outside. Mind passes through 
what is used by it to grasp the thing.(l, 85, 2) Additionally, on the 
analogy to sight, the intellect cannot be deceived in its judgement of an 
essence presented to it. It can, as sight, mistakenly locate essences or 
attach incorrect accidents to them. But, in simple cognition, there is 
just no room for a mistake.(l, 85, 6)

Introduction of the mind's reflexive action has made possible consid
eration of the grounds for asserting truth. Truth is the expression of 
something in the intellect according to the latter's mode. Absolute truth 
is in God, accidental truth in man.(l, I6, l) The ground of truth is self- 
consciousness: "the intellect can know its own conformity with the thing" 
(l, 16, 2). Mind is capable of watching itself: it knows what is done to 
the images presented—it knows what it does and does not find in them.



The intellect knows itself in its activity—that which lifts is from natal 
potentiality.(l, 87, 1; 3) It may be asserted that pervasive delusion 
enters with the sensory information brought to the intellect. Sense is 
human "distortion" in any case. But when an organ becomes diseased, its 
perceptions alter; sweet may taste so\ir or not taste at all. Yet if the 
organ were always diseased, its perceptions would be adequate to abstract
ion. To argue that the conditions of perception are constantly alternating 
is contradicted by experience: this granilLar powder in this box tastes sweet 
from one day to the next. But sometimes I taste too much of what is sweet 
and it begins to be bitter. The mind then remembers the course of events 
and issues in a reason: excess sweetening of the tongue has impaired its 
equability. T’/hat if, finally, some omnipotent but malevolent demon con
tinually arranges my perceptions to confuse me? Omnipotent and malevolent 
are contradictory; any being less than omnipotent must face an omnipotent 
creator. Scepticism, then, neglects the profound import of hiaman self- 
consciousness—the very heart of truth's assurance. Yet a pugilistic con
frontation with it is not possible: there is insufficient common ground 
and distinct criteria for truth. One can only appeal to introspection.
This completes the construction of the epistemology.

Three points have here to be made. First, the power of self- 
knowledge helps one to avoid the danger of classical epistemology, which 
is the tendency to facelessness and the loss of self. Even Thomistic 
mysticism is radically personal; "Grace perfects nature, it does not 
destroy it." Second, one can now distinguish love from knowledge in that 
knowledge has an active, a rhetorical component which is lacking from love.

27) Love follows from knowledge as a taking of a thing; knowledge ■ 
itself must take the object with its own speech, with the intellectual 
distinctions and systematization.

The third point comes from the disparity betvreen finite and infinite 
minds mentioned above. Man cannot know God's essence and cannot, therefore, 
know the essence of anything which God thinks as God thinks it. Our know
ledge is sufficient but partial. It is not because of the objects' imper
fection that we cannot exhaust them; it is their being rooted in God that 
makes them too bright to see. Ours is ignorance of roots and essences: we 
cannot know a single nature. "We may say that since, according to the Phil
osopher, essential differences are not known to us, we sometimes employ ac
cidental differences to signify essential differences from which the acci
dental result" (Sup., 82, 1, ad l).57 There is no perfect knowledge for men, 
but perfect knowledge is possible, is indeed the basis of being. "Even 
though the quiddities of separate substances are not understood by us, they 
are understood by other intellects. The same is true of the sun; for even 
though it is not seen by the eye of the bat, it is seen by the eye of the 
eagle."(Jn Metaphysicam, II, lec. i, 286)

We live in an attitude of partiality but of hope, because there is 
more to know than we will ever see in this life. Such suggests that a 
substantial, a more incarnate response to God is required while we wait.
An epistemology is the postulation of an ethical goal, not just a list of 
facts. One needs commitment of the will in order to approach God more 
closely than the weak intellect will allow. The first name of this attit
ude is contemplation. To this, two types of motion conduce—reception of 
principles and deduction from these.(II-II, I80, 3) But the end is contem
plation; one is moved to it by the will. Will drives out of love, which 
ends in delight. Yet delight is a word of flesh, is "seated in the affect
ive power." It invokes the whole man.(lI-II, 18O, l) There is no vision
of God in this life: rapture is not of this life because it is divorced 
■fTOm t.he e;pin<30Q ^TT tt 1 Sn
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Because there is this Christ, I dare ask you. Lord, to give me truth. Put 
into sounds the presence of being; put into pictures the motion of life.
Let me not speak falsely. Let me not be trapped by vainglory. Give into 
me the fierceness which always follows you, which will not yield in the 
face of flames, nor bend before the city. Let it not be "Yes-and-No" but 
speech free of the useless and harmful. Make me know that there is nothing 
worth thinking, worth saying, without the love of truth.

to^6e xpoooo nXfjdos ein pot ooov pi^te cpepeiv pnre ayeiv 6\jvoiit’ aXAos n 6 ococppmv

But my eyes hurt and I cannot look into the early morning sun or any svin. 
Unless you give me what I must have, I cannot walk, cannot see. Unless 
you walk beside, there is not road. I cannot bear the weight unless you 
carry.

6eope-&a, 3 $aU6pe; eyoL pev yap p^Tpiws vuHtai./
Kai epo L TaOxa ouveuxoP—molvcx y®P tcJ tcBv (piAuiv./"impev.

liOTES
^ This why is only partial, even mechanical; it is a history not a theo
dicy: to be argued below that no complete giving of accounts is possible 
in the Platonic system.

The sporadic natiire of Greek natxiral science—its peculiarity in modern 
eyes can be traced to this attitude of retreat. The last words of Theo
phrastus, to whom one attributes about 100 'scientific' works, are re
corded But, as I can no longer discuss what we ought to do, do you go on 
with the inquiry into right conduct" (Diog. Laert. v, kl). The Greek 
concern with ethics is bound up with epistemological limitations.

The word hypothesis is strictly used. The essay's eirgument is hypo
thetical in the sense that it compares two positions, finding one lacking 
in completion. But the further step, the recognition of truth in the second 
position, is pointedly outside this essay. Judgement can be the 'result' of 
invitation, but never of verbal conquest.

This is done in the third section.

Plato s acceptance of this dogma is a problem in the second section. But 
it does seem to be at least part of his thought, whether dominating it for 
a time or providing a continuing antipode.
A
The identification of tragedy with the defeat of rationality before the ir

rational should not be difficult. The tragic passage from happiness to mis
ery is born of some error in Judgement" (Aristotle, Poetics, Iii53a9). But 
other events follow of necessity from this error (llt5^a35). The mistake one 
can sympathize with, but the necessity is a chain of darkness, of the Fates.
The comfortable order of rationality dissolves into primordial and mechanical 
forces.

1 % understanding of the Republic's mythic framework began with Eva Brann's 
Music of the Republic.'!



® Symposium, 2li*c; cf. , in the Republic, ThrasymachTis* belligerence, Glaucon's 
crucial outburst at 372c, and Book VII's parthogenesis in cities.
® is the pre-supposition of the Republic's examination. "For in con
sidering such a city too, we would probably see the way justice and injustice 
naturally grow in cities" (372e). To take another fragment: it is the na
ture of the Guardians that is sought (37^e). This is the force of the "spir
ited dogs"—nature is strongly material, a word of impulse and animal 
growth. Again, births and metallic natures are the underpinnings of the cit
y's organization. No resolution of the Republic's questions is possible un
less one tackles nat\ire. This is begun in the Symposium.

T^Xcot might be taken even as a slap at sophistic faddishness.

Cf. also the repeated references to her "mysteries," e.g., at 210a.

auxdv 6^ VLKfiiSvTa ev XcSyots itavtas dvdpcSnous, ou pdvov itpcSnv tSaitep av5, 
aXX' aet.
13 evdodev dy^XviaTa exovxes deSv.

1*^ I take irony in a general, in an etymological sense: a dissimulation, 
something of value hidden, something crude put on with intention. It is im
portant, too, that etpojvLKos is closely related to etpo), which yields more 
deeply into [v]ep—verbum, word.
1^ TtoXd yoi yfiXXov n t(3v xopu3otvximxa)V.

1® Analogy is taken to mean a foirr-term proportion (Poetics, lli57blO-35). Met. 
aphor is collapsed analogy: D+A or B+C from A:B::C:D. This is also Aquinas' 
doctrine (ST I, 13, 5). He there distinguishes two types of analogy: the 
proportionality of many things to one and of one to one. He gives as a 
first example "healthy medicine" and "healthy urine." (One will suffice to 
show the sameness.) Reconstruct the proportion: medicine:healthy body::
::cause:effect. The collapse, by Aristotle, would be medicine+effect, but 
the effect is health, in the body. Hence, "healthy medicine" is a meta
phorical contraction of a four-term analogy.

diacpdeLpovxat y<^P itou evLot xd oyyaxa, edv yd ev udaxi n xivt xotod- 
xqj axoncovxai xdv eiMova auxoO. xotoOxdv xt xai eyd dtevod^nv, xai' edeiaa, yn 
iravxdmoL xdv tpvxdv xucpXw^eLnv 3Xditwv Ttpdg xd Ttpdyyotxa xoUs oyyaoi mol SKaoxij 
xwv aLoddoemv eitLXGi-Pffiv aitxeadat auxSv. edoCe dd yoi xPdvat ets xoug Idyous 
KoixatpdYOVxa ev eMei'voig aMoitetv xffiv ovxffiv xdv dXd^etav.

A Commentary on the First Book of Euclid's Elements, 191-2.

Aiyui dd xd }taC oitotavofS xiTva MOHxnydvov duvaytv eix' etg xd itoteLV exdpov 
oxtoOv TtetpUMdg etx' eig xd itoadeiv hoi' oytMpdxaxov uxo xoO (paoXoxdxou, xav ei 
ydvov els axa?, xav xoOxo ovxws elvat.

20 This may be illustrated by remote example. It is C. S. Lewis' thesis (The 
Allegory of Love) that allegory arose as a speech about (jjuxhudxta, a way of 
penetrating into the soiil's working. But the prerequisite for such explana
tion was the distinction of persons or masked forces in the soul. Indeed, 
this epistemology, or any other, is convincing as explanation only because



of a division of the mind into faculties. Without division, there is no 
causality.

'Huels 6^ ye ou ydvov xd yd ovrawa eotiv ctiiedeLCayev, dXXd naC to e?6os 
0 tuyx“'^e>' ov toO yd ovtos onte(privdye^a. tdv Y“P ^cxtepou (puaiv duodeLCavTES 
ouaav TE xaC MataxEMEpyaTioyevriv eni itavxa td ovta Tcpds dXAuXa, to itpds t(5 
ov exaaxov ydptov auTfis avTiTiSeyEVOV EToXydoayev EtitErv u>s auTO to0t(5 eotiv 
OVTOJS xd yd ov.

TEXEwxdxri TidvTWv Xdymv eotiv dcpdviois xd dtaXueiv ekuotov ditd itdvxcDV. 
6id ydp xnv dXXdXwv xffiv etdiov ouyitXoxdv 6 Xdyos yeydvev nyiv.

Parmenides concedes that the requirements of verbal explanation impose 
falsity (Kirk & Raven, Presocratic Philosophers, p 28l). Speech's weaving 
produces belief in the contraries which he so much abhors. From Aristotle 
(Meta., i, 5; Kirk & Raven, 28o): dvaxa^dyevos 6’dMoXou^eLV xoUs <pavoyd- 
voLs, xad xd Ev yev xaxd xdv XdYov tiXeiu) 6€ xaxd xdv ato^noiv unoXaygdvtov 
ELvai, 6uo xds aixtas xalT 6uo xds dpxds xdXtv xiT^not. One could suggest, 
alternately, that what Parmenides regarded as unfortunate linguistic ne
cessity was cogent refutation of his principles. Any doctrine which postu
lates enormous error must also explain it.

0EAI. ’Eyw ydv tows did xdv nXtMtav xoXXdxts dytpdxepa yexa6o?d6w. vpv 
ydv 3XeTiwv Ets 0£ xat uxoXaygdvwv OLeoSaiT oe xaxd y^ Pedv auxd Yi-"^YVeoPai, 
xauxTj Hat auxds vevdytxa. EE. KaX~s yc, 3 GEatxnxe. . .eitetdd 6e oou 
Kaxayav^dvw xdv cpuotv, oxt xat avEU xtSv nap’ dymv XdYwv auxd tpdoEtotv eq)' 
dditep vOv eXHEO^at q>^s, edow.

dXX’ dxExvais axouov xlT yot itd^os Tiapnv xat xts ddPhS Hpfiots dud xe xfjs 
ndovfis ouYxexpaydvp oyoO xaiT dud xns Xduns (59a).

OuH aXXo xt uotEt auxd xaXdv n p eheCvou xoO HaXoO elxe uapouota Etxe 
HOtvwvta oui;) 6d xaC ouws upooYevoydvn. . .

Auxos, 3 ^at'dwv, uapEYcvou Zwnpdxet
OQvi/ H p. t 0 0

0 eav Tiote lotjsj ou naxa xpooLov te 
naiT VEavLOHous dd^et oot Elvat, os vOv 
Hat' dXXot uoXXot. . .

eheiTvij x^ nyepqf. . .

Hat EoPfjxa Hat' xoOs naXous uatdds xe 
oudpffiv EHuduXn^ai- Hat Exotyos 7 nat

EuatSdv 6d ooO xts dnodrj d xwv a&v Xdymv dXXou XdYOVXOS* ndv udvu cpaOXos 
55 d Xeywv, sdv XE Yv)vd dnouij edv xe dvdp cdv xe yEtpdntov, EHUEuXriYVidvot 
EoyEV Hat' HaxExdyePa.

Jon, 533d; cf. Phaedrus, 2hka.

nyeiS yoOv oxav yev xov aXXou dnodwyev XdYovxos nat udvu aYaPoO pdxopos 
aXXous XdYOUs, oudcv ydXet ws etuetv oudevt.

Cf. Apollodorus' story, 173a.

euetddv dd dudXPw, pxxriydvc^ xds xtyds xds vud xwv uoXXffiv. 

etuwveudyevos dd naC uat^wv udvxa xdv Slov upds xods dvdpwuous dtaxEXet.

od
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transcendence of Odysseus* return; it is the anguish of wailing that gives 
force to the lullaby at the end of the St. Matthew Passion. Timeless art 
is ornament; only the ayCv elevates something beautiful to the 'artistic*. 
Perhaps art is eminently human as the offspring of time; that is its hy- 
bristic, its desperate fascination.

53 Cf. I, 65, 2.

5** "Signated matter" in De ente et essentia, II: '‘And I call signated mat
ter that which is considered as tinder determinate dimensions" (Leckie, 9).
c e

This sense of unity is the intuitive basis for the solution of numerous 
technical difficulties, incliding that of the Averroist separated agent in
tellect .
c c

I adduce evidence from the Supplement on the assumption that this was a 
redaction by Rainaldo da Piperno from Aquinas* In IV Sententiam.

5^ Phaedrus, 279b-c.
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